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ABSTRACT
The term “Smart City” has gained a lot of attention from policy-makers, business leaders
and citizens in recent years. The definition of what a smart city is differs depending on
the city, region or individual that you ask but most definitions define it as local
governments’ projects and initiatives that are implemented through some form of
information and communication technologies, which are designed to enhance the quality
of life for citizens and stakeholders whilst maintaining a sustainable future. This study
aims to build an understanding of what the Smart cities concept actually means to Cork
and the implications of Information Communications Technology for the citizens in Cork.
Because of its’ common use worldwide, this study will use the term ‘Smart city’
throughout, although in the case of Cork, it is striving to be a ‘Smart Region’;
encompassing the city, county and port regions of Cork. Cork is very well positioned as a
Smart Region due to its geographic and demographic position and also its range of ICT
industry technology companies that it is home to i.e.Tyco, EMC, Dell, Apple. Citizen
participation to build a Smart city is encouraged worldwide, and the newly introduced
model of the ‘quadruple helix’; a model incorporating representative bodies from
government, industry, academia and the recent addition of the citizen which shows
progress for cities. This study explores how those governing bodies perceive the role of
citizen engagement in the context of development of the Cork Smart Region. Through a
focus on the Cork region as a specific case, this research looks at the role of different
actors involved in the Smart cities implementation of initiatives, the role of the EU and the
Smart cities Concept and aims to assess the level of collaboration between involved
actors. A qualitative research method was adopted to investigate the research question,
and to address the aims and objectives of the study. This comprised of semi-structured
interviews with experts working in Cork smart gateway. County and City Councils, Nimbus
Research Centre, Tyndall Institute/IERC, Cork Councillor/lrish member of the EU
Committee of the Regions, Port of Cork Company, Tyco and Cork Chamber of
Commerce. The researcher is hopeful that this study will provide a contribution to
knowledge as there appears to be a lack of academic material which discusses the Smart
cities concept for Cork specifically.
Keywords: Smart city; Smart Region; ICT; Quadruple Helix; Cork; Quality of Life;
Collaboration; Citizens
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1.

INTRODUCTION

This research study aims to explore the Smart cities / Smart Region concept for the Cork
Region. This study is important as there is a huge scope of literature available on the
topic of Smart cities worldwide, but this research endeavours to clarify the concept of the
Smart cities and its implications for the Cork Region specifically. Ireland, as an island
nation,

depends on

innovation and this can

be enabled by Information and

Communications Technology (ICT), in order to sustain the country’s economy. The Cork
Region officially launched the Cork Smart Gateway programme in May 2016. This
programme was introduced to ensure the presence of a central body to drive collaboration
between relevant parties to ensure Cork’s sustainability and growth for the future. The
Cork Smart Gateway is also responsible for the promotion of smart initiatives and
branding of Cork as a Smart Region, showing it as an attractive place to live, work, study
or visit.

Cork Port and Harbour is currently undergoing geographical and logistical

change, with a port redevelopment involving the port operations and facilities of the City
Quays and Custom House moving to Ringaskiddy, Co. Cork, in the coming years.
Planning permission was approved and the Port of Cork received €12.74 million in EU
funds towards the €100 million redevelopment plan. The researcher has identified that
this redevelopment plan is an important factor in the concept of the Smart cities / Region
for Cork due to the linkages between a port and its’ city. Other Port-regions such as
Hamburg and Amsterdam for example, show the benefits of maintaining strong links
between a city and port and ensure that ICT and the Smart cities concept is applied and
implemented by all of parties involved. There has not been specific research in to the
benefits and challenges facing Cork, its stakeholders and citizens, and the concept is
relatively new to the region. There appears to be scope for Cork to become a digital hub,
and launch a dual branding concept within Europe. Some of the biggest ICT companies
such as Apple, IBM, Tyco, Dell, and EMC have offices in Cork and this could potentially
be a catalyst in Cork acting as Ireland or Europe’s digital hub. This would require
substantial ongoing investment in ICT and the implications of technologies for the citizens
of Cork need to be factored in to the decision-making process when identifying
requirements. Much debate exists about what actually makes a city or region smart; is
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technology within a city the sole basis for declaring that a city is smart; or is it more than
that? If the citizens, the processes and the buildings are all deemed to be smart, is there
a need to simply brand these cities as Smart cities or are there further issues to be
addressed going forward for a Smart city to be sustainable? A factor for Cork is whether
or not the benefits outweigh the challenges of becoming a Smart Region rather than a
Smart city.

This research study will endeavour to examine the implications of the Smart cities
Concept for the Cork Region. A number of interesting findings will be highlighted
throughout chapters 4 and 5.

1.2.

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT FOR THIS STUDY

Virtually all population growth over the next three decades is projected to take place in
cities. By 2030, the world urban population is expected to be some 5 billion people (United
Nations, 2012). In Vojnovic (2014), Lee et ai, f2014), add that 80% are expected to live
in cities. Escher Group (2016), claim that cities must develop sustainable partnerships
and cooperation strategies among main stakeholders to ensure the effective sharing of
common city resources among citizens and businesses. If this is achieved, urban and
regional innovation ecosystems can develop, in turn, speeding up the process of
becoming a "Smart City". The Escher Group (2016), go on to add that smart cities are the
way of the future for regions. According to the United Nations Population Fund, 2008
marked the year when more than 50 percent of all people, 3.3 billion, lived in urban areas,
a figure expected to rise to 70 percent by 2050 (OECD, 2008). In Europe, 75 percent of
the population already lives in urban areas and the number is expected to reach 80
percent by 2020 (Albino, etal., 2015). The rise of the networked society, networked cities
and networked governance associated with ICTs, including fixed and mobile technologies
and the ever expanding 'internet of things' (loT) has driven a persistent interest in 'Smart
Cities' (Townsend, 2013). Current cities are complex systems that are characterised by
massive numbers of interconnected citizens, businesses, different modes of transport,
communication networks, services and utilities. Population growth and increased
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urbanisation raise a variety of technical, social, economic and organisational problems
that tend to jeopardize the economic and environmental sustainability of cities (Neirotti et
ai, 2014). The concept of Smart cities has emerged during the last few years to describe
how investments in human and social capital and modern ICT infrastructure and eservices fuel sustainable growth and quality of life, enabled by a wise management of
natural resources and through participative government (Schaffers et al., 2012). The
human population has become urban and cities have become the centre of global
resource consumption; a condition not expected to change anytime soon. Cities are also
the centres of innovation, science and culture (Vojnovic, 2014). Though the ICT was at
the heart of the Digital City in the early years, the smartest cities are now discovering how
to use technology and redesign internal operational procedures to deliver more efficient
and effective services to their Customers (Foley, 2013). Foley further states that over the
past decade digital technologies have begun to blanket our cities, working together to
form the backbone of a large, intelligent infrastructure. Broadband fibre-optic and wireless
telecommunications grids are supporting mobile phones, smart phones and tablets that
are increasingly affordable (Foley, 2013). Most leading cities in Europe, the U.S. and in
Asia have adopted ICT (Information and Communication Technology) and green
technologies as ways to revitalize economic opportunities and to strengthen their global
competitiveness according to Lee et al., (2014). Cities are moving toward transforming
themselves into a smart and green city. The technologies necessary to do this span
multiple fields and must be integrated in complex systems to be effective (Lee et al.,
2014). Giffinger etal., (2007), states that there are 6 characteristics which define a Smart
city or Region. These are; smart economy, smart mobility, smart environment, smart
people, smart living and smart governance). ICT companies adopted the ‘smart’ phrase
throughout the years such as Siemens 2004; Cisco, 2005; IBM, 2009 (as part of their
Smarter Planet initiative), for the application of complex information systems (Harrison
and Donnelly, 2015).
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1.3.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT FOR CORK REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Milicevic (2015), reveals that the strongest employment growth occurred in the ICT sector
for the South-West of Ireland with 10% of all associate professionals were in the ICT
sector.
1.3.1. CORK CITY AND COUNTY
Cork City is one of the oldest cities in Ireland and has a rich archaeological record.
Its unique character derives from the combination of its plan, topography, built
fabric and its location on the River Lee at a point where it formed a number of
waterways (Heritagecouncil.ie, 2016). Cork is located in the South West Region of
Ireland and has a population of over a half a million and serves a hinterland
population of 1.2 million (Cork Smart Gateway, 2016). Reflecting the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), narrative, Cork is a citybased region that can essentially be divided into two distinct areas - a population
of approximately 400,000 that reside within an approximate 45 minute car journey
of Cork City centre and a further important hinterland population of approximately.
100,000 that has less distance to Cork (LEC, 2016). Cork has strengths and
comparative advantages in ICT, Creativity, Tourism, Life Sciences, Agri
businesses plus Energy/clean technology according to Hobkinson (2012). Cork
has strong domestic and international connectivity, has an hourly intercity rail
service to Dublin, other parts of the country are also served and there is a good
regional rail and bus service. Cork Airport, 8km south of the City Centre, has
regular flights to the European hub airports of London Heathrow/Gatwick,
Amsterdam and Paris.

1.3.2. EVOLUTION OF CORK
Cork was founded by St. Finnbarre in the 7th century (Port of Cork, 2016). The
monastery of Cork which was built on elevated ground on the south bank of the
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River Lee is the earliest human settlement in Cork for which there is evidence of
St. Finbarre journeyed from his Gougane Barra hermitage down the Lee to his
new foundation at Cork, symbolises the unity of county and city through the
storied river Lee (Corkcity.ie). For centuries the Monastery at Cork flourished
(Lambert 2004; Cork City Council Libraries, 2007). In the 8th and 9th centuries,
raiding parties of Vikings attacked and plundered the monastery (Lambert 2004;
Bickley 2008). The sea faring and trading abilities of the Vikings provided wine
salt and other goods (Bickley, 2008). They had established Cork as an important
trading centre (Corkcity.ie, 2016). The Munster plantation from the 1580s
stimulated a new trading phase which greatly benefited the City. The eighteenth
century, particularly its second half, and the years to the end of the Napoleonic
wars in 1815, were the golden age of Cork's economy and the period when it
became firmly established as Ireland's second city. At that time, Cork thrived
while Galway and Limerick declined. Population was an important factor in Cork's
social and economic development both as a cause and a consequence.
According to Cork City Council (2016), as the city expanded physically with the
reclamation of slob and marsh, and as a thriving economy grew on the back of a
prosperous agricultural export trade, the population increased rapidly - first in a
dramatic jump from 10,000 -12,000 in the 1670s to an estimated 17,600 in 1706,
41,000 in 1750, 57,000 in 1796 and a remarkable 80,000 by 1821. It remained
reasonably stable around that figure during the nineteenth century, falling by only
6 per cent from 1841 to 1891, a period when the national population declined by
40 per cent. The Cork statistic is less impressive when we realise that it includes
substantial immigration from depressed rural areas whose inhabitants were
attracted by urban prosperity. Cork remained Ireland's second city until 1841.
According to Cork City Council (2016), the city was greatly expanding to provide
for its population explosion, though a phenomenon remarked on at various stages
was people's reluctance to relocate from the central areas. The tramline system
from 1898 offered the citizens a reliable and economic means of enjoying
residence

in

the

suburbs

while

shopping

and

working

in

the

city

centre. According to Cork City Council (2016), the Queens College, now UCC,
was set up in 1845, with Cork being selected due to its ‘lively interest in useful
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knowledge’ and medical school presence already in existence. At the beginning
of the twentieth century Cork hosted the great International Exhibition, at the
beginning of the twenty first century it hosted the European Capital of Culture
event (Cork City Council, 2016). Industrialisation with early multinational
investment in the shape of Fords and Dunlops afforded steady employment for
years to Cork workers. Meanwhile international travel in and out of the city was
transformed and intensified by the development of the thriving Cork Airport
opened 1961 who also continued Cork's native textile tradition in such plants as
Sunbeam. When the staple employment industries of car assembly and textiles
collapsed later in the century under common market pressure, they were replaced
in time by chemical plants, electronic businesses and high-tech industries, with a
new wave of inward investment from multi-nationals. Cork shared in the
remarkable 'Celtic tiger' prosperity of the late 1990s (Cork City Council, 2016).

1.3.3. CORK PORT AND HARBOUR
The strategic importance of Cork as a port city greatly facilitated its development
(Cork City Council, 2016). Cork City Council (2016), states that the city has
always identified itself with the harbour. The motto on the city's crest is ‘static
bene fida carinis’, a trustworthy anchorage for ships'. The harbour was of vital
importance its commercial function. It channelled the valuable provisioning trade,
and the regular trade with Bristol and other British ports, as well as with
continental centres. The harbour, so crucial to the Cork economy for centuries,
and also sadly associated with emigration since the Famine, has continued to
play a central role in greatly charged circumstances (Cork City Council, 2016).
Various harbour activities, as well as the vital business of dredging, came under
the auspices of the Harbour Commissioners whose splendid office, interior and
fapade, is one of the city's most notable architectural features. The political
significance of the harbour was pointed up in 1938 when the British return of naval
bases, in Cork harbour as elsewhere, completed the process of sovereignty transfer begun in 1922. Today, large cross-channel and continental ferries
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constitute another dimension of harbour business, as do the numerous industrial
and chemical sites from Little Island to the lower harbour in the Ringaskiddy area.
Beyond the harbour mouth is the rich fishing ground of the Celtic Sea and the
flowing resource of natural gas (Cork City Council, 2016). The Cork Harbour
Commissioners were constituted in the year 1822, under an Act of Parliament,
entitled an Act for improving and preserving the Port, Harbour and River of Cork.
(Portofcork.ie, 2016). In 1904, the Harbour Commissioners moved into Custom
House on Custom House Quay Cork (Port of Cork, 2015). In 1996, all re-valued
assets of the Commissioners were transferred to the Port of Cork Company, the
new statutory authority responsible for the management, control, operation and
development of the Port of Cork in accordance with the Harbours Act 1996 (Port
of Cork, 2014). The Port of Cork is Ireland’s premier Deepwater Port and key
strategic gateway on the South Coast of Ireland (Keating, 2012). The Port of
Cork’s facilities and operations are situated at four distinct locations in Cork’s
natural deep water harbour, i.e. City Quays, Tivoli, Ringaskiddy and Cobh, (Port
of Cork, 2014). The Port of Cork is the key seaport in the south of Ireland, and is
one of only two Irish ports which service the requirements of all six shipping
modes i.e. Lift-on Lift-off, Roll-on Roll-off, Liquid Bulk, DryBulk, BreakBulk and
Cruise. (Port of Cork Company, 2014). The Port of Cork Company has made
impressive strides in recent decades. Since 2000, the Port of Cork has invested
€72 million in improving Port infrastructure and facilities. Due to its favourable
location on the south coast of Ireland and its modern Deepwater facilities, the
Port of Cork is ideally positioned for additional European trading as well as for yet
unexploited direct deep sea shipping services (Port of Cork, 2014). Cork Harbour
is the world’s second largest harbour (Hobkinson, 2015). 2015 was a very good
year for the Port of Cork and subsidiaries. The combined traffic amounted to
11.02 million tonnes compared to 10.15 million tonnes in 2015 which represented
an increase of 871,713 million tonnes or 8.6%. Container traffic at the Tivoli
Container Terminal increased by a further 8% following a 13% increase in 2014,
oil traffic increased by 21%, trade car imports increased by 48% and 56 cruise
liners with a gross tonnage of 4 million tonnes, brought a record 144,000
passengers and crew to the region in 2015 (Port of Cork, 2016). In 2015, the
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Port’s commitment to the development of infrastructure was supported by An
Bord Pleanala by the granting of planning permission to the further development
of Ringaskiddy port. The first phase of the Ringaskiddy Development includes an
Optimised 360m Single Berth with supporting quay development and equipment.
The Port of Cork is a major asset for the region. It plans to eventually relocate the
vast majority of their activities to the Lower Harbour from the City. This will help
the Port of Cork businesses and their positioning more favourably for emerging
opportunities. Relocation will allow them to serve significantly larger ships than is
currently possible at either Tivoli or City Harbour Quays (Hobkinson, 2012).
According to the Port of Cork (2014), 74% of goods entering or leaving Europe
go by sea, and Europe boasts some of the finest port facilities in the world. The
Port of Cork has restated its commitment to ensure that Cork remains a world
class port with a sustainable and economically viable future, to support and serve
the economic competitiveness and sustainability needs of the Cork Gateway, its
regional economy and hinterland (Port of Cork, 2014).

1.3.4. CORK TODAY
Cork Smart Gateway (2016), describe Cork as an attractive location whereby one
can achieve career and business success as well as enjoying an enhanced
quality of life in a vibrant environment. Cork Smart Gateway (CSG) (2016), add
that Cork is a well-established location for many global companies which locate
and prosper in Cork as a result of the cost competitiveness, availability of young
and educated talent, well developed business clusters and accessibility to major
US, UK and European Markets. Cork is a key contributor to the recent success
of the Irish economy and makes the second largest economic contribution after
the capital city. Cork boasts the deepest natural harbour in Ireland with direct
ferry crossings to UK and mainland Europe. Cork International Airport has direct
flights to the UK and parts of Europe and connecting flights to other European
and American destinations (Cork City, 2016). The Cork Region has a population
of more than half a million people and is growing. Outside of Metropolitan Cork,
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the Greater Cork Ring area consists of approx. 120,000 population. While again
this area is connected in social and economic terms to ‘urban Cork’, it’s
relationships in this regard has its own characteristics influenced by its distance
from the urban core (LEC, 2016).

1.3.5. CORK AS A SMART REGION
Cork City Council is a follower city in a Smart cities and Communities Horizon
2020 project called GrowSmarter, a €25m initiative, with lead cities of Stockholm,
Cologne, and Barcelona (Growsmarter.eu, 2016). GrowSmarter establishes
three ‘lighthouses’ for Smart cities which demonstrate to other cities how they can
be prepared in an intelligent way for the energy challenges of the future. As part
of this project, Cork will roll out initiatives in transport, energy, and information
and communications technology. There are also a significant number of
companies driving Internet of Things development in the region, for example,
EMC and Vodafone have jointly invested €2m in a new INFINITE internet of
things industrial platform that will traverse Cork, according to Kitchin (2016).
Business and technology leaders gathered together in City Hall at this year’s sold
out European Tech Summit 2016 event in City Hall, Cork (IT@Cork, 2016). The
city intends to be seen as a smart, sustainable and inclusive place in which to live
and work, capable of competing with other cities globally (Growsmarter.eu,
2016). Cork plans to achieve this goal by combining hard infrastructure, social
capital, including local skills and community institutions, and (digital) technologies
(Growsmarter.ie). As a follower city within the Growsmarter programme, Cork
aims to work with Stockholm, Cologne and Barcelona to eencourage sustainable
economic development, facilitate job creation, increase citizen involvement and
participation and resource efficiency and improve quality of life and services
whilst providing an attractive environment for all (Growsmarter.eu, 2016).
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1.3.6. CORK SMART GATEWAY
The Cork Smart Gateway is a programme implemented to build upon existing
attributes and experiences in the City and Communities in Greater Cork with the
aim of integrating all significant actors; namely the Cork City Council, Cork County
Council, the Nimbus research Centre and the Tyndall National Institute. The aim
is to leverage a quadruple helix model where government, industry academia and
civil participants collaborate for change through the use of ICT (Buckley, 2015;
Kitchin, 2016). In Chourabi et al., (2012), Lam (2005), suggests that the presence
of a ‘champion’ to collaboration with all actors and citizens constitutes good
governance. Cork City and County Council’s, the Tyndall National Institute at UCC,
and the Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research at CIT are the four
central bodies collaborating for the ‘Cork Smart Gateway’, a major initiative to
develop

the

next

generation

Smart

Agenda

for

the

Cork

Region

(Oceanpublishing.ie, 2016). Buckley (2016), elaborates that the Cork Smart
Gateway was developed to implement an integrated Smart Gateway programme
for the City and Communities in Greater Cork, drawing together all significant
actors from the four 'Quadruple Helix' innovation domains; and leveraging off
existing Business Networks & Community Organisations, existing infrastructure
and 'smart' projects, and the powerful set of high-added value industries in the ICT
and other sectors in Cork. A Project Management Office has been created to
coordinate and drive this process, (Buckley, 2015). The Regional Smart Gateway
Project Management Team incorporates representatives from the 4 Consortium
organisations in this application to the EIP Smart cities & Communities (Buckley,
2015). Lee et al., (2014), argue that an important challenge for Smart cities is to
combine the innovativeness of different parties through the formation and
management of partnerships and alliances (public and private partnerships).
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1.3.7. CORK CITY COUNCIL
Cork City Council is a public service organisation that operates within a local
democratic mandate. Cork City Council is responsible for providing a diverse range
of services to the citizens of our City which impact directly or indirectly on their
daily lives. Cork City Council has 31 democratically Councillors representing the 6
wards in the City (Cork City Council, 2016).

1.3.8. CORK COUNTY COUNCIL
Cork County Council has become the first Local Authority in Ireland to be fully
accredited to IS050001, the international standard for energy management, and
in achieving this accreditation has now reached its legislative requirements under
the EU Energy Efficiency Regulations 2014 ahead of schedule. In receiving this
award Cork County Council is the first and only local authority in the country to
achieve this highly significant recognition and accreditation for its whole of service
energy management system which has considerable positive implications for
energy saving and carbon emissions long-term (Davis,2016). In 2015 the
Planning Department commenced a review of 8 Municipal District Local Area
Plans to address future development vision for all towns, settlements, rural and
coastal areas across the entire county to 2022.

1.3.9. ACADEMIA AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
Hobkinson (2012), acknowledges that University College Cork, Crawford Art
College and Cork Institute of Technology are all major actors in the Cork Region.
He adds that the Tyndall National Institute is one of the poles of R&D excellence
that can contribute to long term economic growth, businesses and jobs in Cork.
Other research centres in Cork are The Rubicon and Nimbus Centre, IMERC Irish Maritime Energy Research Cluster, Teagasc - Food Research Centre and
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the National Software Campus. Cork has an educational presence in Cork. Since
1908, UCC has grown - from 115 students to over 20,000, from one building to
dozens, from less than 20 staff to more than 1,600 today. Since 1997, it become
a university in its right within the NUI, but retain the UCC name as part of its
heritage of learning since 1845 (UCC.ie, 2016). CIT, encompassing, the Cork
school of music and Crawford art gallery has a longstanding history in Cork.

1.3.10. INDUSTRY IN CORK - TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES
Representing close to 1,100 companies employing over 100,000 people in the
Cork region, Cork Chamber is a dynamic and proactive organisation committed
to supporting business in this Region (Corkchamber.ie, 2016). Tyco, founded in
the US in 1960, has over 57,000 employees in more than 900 locations globally,
with more than $10 billion in annual revenue, dell, EMC, Apple, IT@Cork.
Furthermore there are a number of partnership organisations that aim to ensure
joined up thinking across business sectors to drive convergent business actions,
for example Cork Chamber,

IT@Cork, Energy Cork, Cork Innovates, Cork

Electronics Industry Association (Hobkinson, 2012).

1.4.

JUSTIFICATION FOR THIS STUDY

The researcher has worked in business for twenty years. Her experience includes working
within the private sector in the tourism sector, the arts, finance, and procurement and has
worked with companies incorporating manufacturing, software solutions creation, public
services and marketing and currently works in engineering department of the Port of Cork
Company. This study will bridge some theoretical and practical gaps for Cork. The
researcher points out that the topic of Smart cities is very broad. Although there are huge
amounts of information on Smart cities from across the world, including the various
projects and initiatives of Smart cities being researched, there has not been research
specific to the topic of understanding the Smart cities concept for Cork as a Smart Region.
Therefore there is a gap in literature. There appears to be a lack of clarity of the Smart
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cities concept in general and therefore this shows the requirement for research on the
topic. With the implementation of the CSG and the Port of Corks expansion to
Ringaskiddy it is an ideal time to undertake the research with a view to exploring the
various actor’s roles in the Smart cities concept. In July 2016, it was announced that
Ireland ranked first in the European innovation scoreboard (Irishtimes.ie, 2016). Ireland
has topped the rankings for innovation among small and medium sized businesses,
according to a new European Commission scoreboard published. Irish SMEs were
ranked the best in the ED for innovation because of their strong record of in-house
innovation, the fast growth of jobs in the Irish innovation sector and the high growth in
knowledge intensive industries. The scoreboard covered the EL) Member States as well
as Iceland, Israel, Macedonia, Norway, Serbia, Switzerland, Turkey, and Ukraine, with
Irish SMEs leading the board. Sustainability and growth are requirements for any city or
region and are key to corks competitiveness. Many initiatives already exist in Cork that
are smart but there is a requirement to unify these and brand Cork as the Smart Region
that it is. The author believes that Cork region has the potential to be a digital hub and
smart innovation leader for Ireland, and indeed Europe.

1.5.

RESEARCH QUESTION, AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

According to Kerlinger and Lee (2000), a researcher is driven by an inner desire to
understand “why something is as it is”. This research is intended to address the identified
research gaps. The main research question highlights the area to be addressed as
follows:

1. Exploring the Smart cities concept and the case for Cork
2. What are the implications of the Smart cities concept for the Cork Region?
3. Challenges and Beneftis
4. Citizens engagement and role?

The Objectives of the research study are:
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1. What are the key factors impact on a cities ability to be Smart?
2. What are the key considerations in implementing smart initiatives?
3. Is Cork ready to be branded, promoted and maintained as a Smart Region?
4. What views exist within the key actors involved in the Cork region?

The concept of the Smart city is an unclear one. This study is concerned specifically with
the Smart cities concept for Cork and explores the key factors from the actor’s
perspectives. This study takes a unique focus of eleven experts whom gave their opinions
and understandings through semi-structured interviews about the smart agenda for Cork
and the implications it may have.

This dissertation is divided into five chapters, the details of which are as follows:

Chapter 1 The current chapter seeks to introduce the reader to the research subject, the
research question, and the aims and objectives of the study. The researcher also sets
out a justification for the study, and its proposed contribution to academic literature
followed by a conclusion to the chapter.

Chapter 2 provides a review of the key academic literature examined relating to Smart
cities and regions. The recurring themes emanating from the literature reviewed is then
adopted to form the basis of the current research study.

Chapter 3 illustrates the research methodology undertaken for the study.

This is

presented using a mixture of theoretical and practical application. The rationale behind
the chosen research approach is presented. The researcher outlines the data collection
method used, and concerns relating to reliability, validity and ethical considerations are
addressed accordingly.
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Chapter 4 presents the key findings from the primary research conducted, using the
main headings or themes that have emerged. The main themes are as follows:

•

Definition and Understanding of the Smart city / Smart Region Concept

•

What the Smart city Concept means for Cork

•

Challenges and implications of ICT in the context of enabling Smart cities

•

Examine the role of collaboration between different actors in achieving a Smart
Region for Cork

•

The benefits and challenges of citizen engagement and participation, awareness
and understanding from governing bodies perspectives

•

KPIs and metrics for Smart cities initiatives and project selection in Cork

•

Branding a city as Smart

•

Role of the EU in the Smart cities concept for Cork

•

Drivers and Critical Success factors for Smart cities Concept for the Cork region.

Chapter 5 discusses the main research findings using the same key headings from
Chapter 4 for consistency. The researcher compares and contrasts the findings to
previous academic work. This highlights where the current research supports or
contradicts previous studies. The research question is answered, and the aims and
objectives

are

addressed.

Conclusions

are

then

made,

which

includes

key

recommendations for practice and for future research. The limitations of the current study
and acknowledged. A conceptual model for the successful management of a Smart
Region is also proposed.
1.6.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has introduced a background to the current research topic, and justification
for this study. The research question is presented, along with the aims and objectives of
the study. The research focus of the study is discussed by providing a chapter by chapter
analysis. Chapter 2, which follows, presents a review of the key literature examined by
the researcher, which is relevant to the research topic.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
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CHAPTER 2 - LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter starts with a review of the existing definitions of the term Smart cities. The
researcher then moves to explore the evolution of the ‘smart’ concept and identifies that
the term of ‘Smart cities’ is understood to refer to the greater Cork Region also. The
researcher examines the key factors that affect or enable to the Smart cities concept and
relays the various actors involved in the Smart cities concept. The researcher believes
that there is a gap in the existing literature in relation to the Smart cities concept for the
Cork Region. There has been much written about Smart cities, a little about Smart
Regions, but no literature specific to the implications for the Cork Region. Academic
literature regarding the Smart cities concept in the EU, and Ireland has been sourced.

2.2.

DEFINITION OF SMART CITIES

The label ‘Smart city’ is a fuzzy concept (Caragliu et al., 2009; Hollands, 2008; Albino et
ai, 2015). In today’s modern urban context, there are a multitude of terms which often
link together technological informational transformations with economic, political and
socio-cultural change such as smart, intelligent, digital, ubiquitous, innovative, wired,
digital, creative, and cultural (Hollands, 2008). Angelidou (2014), explains that there is
still a misunderstanding about what Smart cities are, let alone how they can be achieved.
There is a tendency to believe that innovative technological instrumentation automatically
transforms a city into a ‘smart’ one, and a biased use of the buzzword ‘smart’ actually
hinders the clarification of the subject even further (Angelidou, 2014). Albino etal., (2015),
explain that a digital city is to create an environment for information sharing, collaboration
and seamless experiences anywhere in the city. Intelligent cities are cities whom ensure
that Information Communication Technology (ICT) are in place to transform life and work
(Schaffers et al., 2013). These labels differ in their meanings. Schaffers et al., (2013), add
that a digital city is not necessarily an intelligent city; although every intelligent city will
have digital components. According to Woods (2013), the human component is not
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included within the intelligent city whereas it is an important factor in the Smart city.
Correia and Wunstel (2011), proclaim that a Smart city is more than a digital city; a Smart
city is one that can link the physical and social to develop better services and
infrastructures. It is able to bring together technology, information, and political vision, into
a coherent programme of urban and service improvements (Correia and Wunstel, 2011).
Townsend (2013), states that a ubiquitous city refers to the availability of computing
everywhere, where the citizen can obtain services anywhere and anytime through any
device. Finally, a virtual city reproduces elements in virtual space, utilising chips or
sensors (Lee et ai, 2013). Townsend (2013), defines the Smart city as a place where
infrastructure, architecture and humans combine to address social, economic and
environmental issues. Sadoway and Shekhar (2014), add that the term ‘Smart City’ also
refers to different domains, such as'smart growth' and 'smart grids'. Giffinger etai., (2007)
define a smart city by using six characteristics in which such a city “performs in a forwardlooking way”. Giffinger et ai, (2007) use these six concepts to describe specific factors
that can be important when describing a Smart city; which are Smart Economy
(Competitiveness), Smart People (Social and Human Capital), Smart Governance
(Participation), Smart Mobility (Transport and ICT), Smart Environment (Natural
Resources) and Smart Living (Quality of Life). According to Kitchin (2014), a Smart city
can be defined in three broad concepts, each definition built upon earlier initiatives and
technological deployments. In Kitchin (2016), Townsend (2013), argues that one
understanding of the concept is that Smart cities are principally digitally instrumenting
cities to change how urban infrastructures and city services are configured and managed.
Townsend (2013), clarifies that this type of city is increasingly composed of networked,
digitally-enabled devices directly embedded into the fabric of cities (e.g., digital CCTV,
smart meters, sensor networks, software-controlled equipment, etc.) to produce
continuous streams of data that dynamically feed into management and enable the real
time regulation of city systems. These are supplemented by apps which present and
generate a range of information about the city and its citizens. Kitchin (2015), continues
that these data-driven, networked technologies work to make cities

knowable and

controllable in new, dynamic, reactive ways through the use of vast quantities of real-time
data and interactive, programmable systems. Moreover, the data generated can be used
to create and improve models and simulations to guide future urban
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development.

Schaffers (2011). In contrast, Kitchin (2016), states that some conceive the Smart city as
an initiative principally concerned

with improving urban policy, development and

governance by using ICT to reconfigure human capital, creativity, innovation, education,
participation, sustainability,

and management. This Smart city is one that utilises e-

government, publishes open data, creates citizen-centric dashboards to encourage
participation, enables urban test-bedding and promotes the use of ICT f o r education
programmes. Kitchin (2015), adds that this actively leverages the technologies and data
to create new synergies that break down departmental silos. A third conception of a Smart
city is one that uses digital technologies and ICT to promote a citizen-centric model of
urban development and management that promotes social innovation and social justice,
civic engagement and transparent governance. A smart city thus promotes a smart society
and places emphasis on fostering hackathons; participatory planning and community
development; open source platforms, software and data; freedom of information; crowd
sourcing and communal action; and digital and data literacy. Smart city strategies across
various locations seek to blend elements from all three in varying proportions and with
different priorities. Underlying visions, ambitions and drivers of Smart cities vary. In
Europe / US the development of smart cities is principally concerned with improving the
efficiency of city services, creating resilience and sustainability, strengthening security
and control, and fostering economic development. In China, India and Africa, smart city
initiatives are promoted as a way of enabling modernisation and national development,
responding to population growth/migration, and managing economic and urban
transitions. Despite variations in Smart city visions, a common expectation is that datadriven, networked technologies can be used to enhance the quality of life for citizens,
encourage entrepreneurship, innovation, productivity, and competiveness. Neirotti etai,
(2013:1) add that debate on the future of cities, the diffusion of smart city initiatives in
countries with different needs and contextual conditions (e.g. in either developed or
developing nations), makes it difficult to identify shared definitions and common current
trends at a global scale. Portland (2011), notes that the phrase ‘Smart City’ has been
used since 2005 by technology companies such as Siemens, Cisco and IBM for the
application of complex information systems to integrate the operation of urban
infrastructure and various services. The term has since evolved to mean almost any form
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of technology-based innovation in the planning, development, and operation of cities
(Portland, 2011).
TV

2.3.

EVOLUTION OF THE SMART CITIES CONCEPT

/L

I ( S^o

The phrase ‘Smart Cities’ is not new. It may have its origins in the Smart Growth
movement of the late 1990s, which advocated new policies for urban planning, (Harrison
and Donnelly, 2011). Schaffers et al., (2012), inform us that The World Wide Web initiated
in 1990s, but a critical step for reaching a wider public was made with the introduction of
the first commercial web browser Netscape in 1994. By 1996 the commercial web was a
reality and companies and organizations start having a web presence (Schaffers et al.,
2012). Cocchia (2014), suggests that the start of smart thinking can be traced back to the
Kyoto Protocol of 1997, which was signed by 192 Parties, including the EU, with the aim
of protecting the environment worldwide by limiting CO2 emissions. According to Cocchia
(2014), the concept of smart growth began with the phenomena around ICT advancement
spreading mainly in urban areas, which triggered rural abandonment, for the opportunities
of jobs, education and social enhancement. This resulted in social issues such as
increased traffic, air-pollution, carbon dioxide, and greenhouse emissions all showing
negative effects (Nam and Pardo, 2011). In the international context, the Smart city
concept was born and adopted by many institutions (e.g. European Commission, SetisEU, OECD, etc.) which labelled “smart” initiatives and projects relevant to cities
sustainability, (Cocchia, 2014:14). Schaffers et al., (2012), continue that broadband
infrastructures, wireless sensor networks, Internet-based networked applications and
open platforms worked together to form a large intelligent infrastructure. Mobile phones
were enabling accessibility for citizens and e-services supply regarding healthcare,
energy, education, environmental management, transportation, mobility and public were
developed for citizens (Cocchia, 2014). Giffinger et al., (2007), state that 2007 saw the
launch of the iPhone by Apple, the first ‘smart phone’ and thus the term ‘smart’ as an
adjective was introduced. By 2008, three key factors were noted as a turning point in the
context of Smart cities’ research. For the first time there were more mobile subscriptions
than fixed broadband active, more “things” were connected to the internet, than people
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and more than half of the world’s population lived in cities, (EC Communications
Committee, 2012). IBM’s Smarter Cities work began in late 2008 as part of the Smarter
Planet initiative (IBM, 2008), In Harrison and Donnelly, (2011). From 2010 onwards the
EU European Union through its Europe 2020 Strategy started to use “smart” to qualify
sustainability projects and actions in the urban. Sadoway and Shekhar (2014), claim that
ICT has grown in line with the expansion of cities requirements. Townsend (2013), states
that the rise of the networked society, networked cities and networked governance
associated with ICT and the ever-expanding 'internet of things' has driven a persistent
interest in the smart cities Concept (Townsend, 2013).

2.4.

SMART CITY-REGIONS

Cities are defined as complex, networked and continuously changing social ecosystems,
shaped and transformed through the interaction of different interests and ambitions by
Schaffers et ai, (2012). Rural areas also face the implications of ageing population in
combination with economic decline according to Pallagst etal., (2012). In Schaffers etal.,
(2012), Kennedy (2015), suggests that Ireland needs to embrace Smart Regions as well
as smarter cities if it wants to lead the next industrial revolution. The key role of dynamic
city-regions in driving economic growth and in enhancing regional and national
competitiveness, by acting as economic engines for their regions and providing a critical
mass of public and private institutions, will be reflected in this process (Department of
Taoiseach, 2008). The Smart Region idea needs to be embraced because of the unique
living conditions of Irish people. The quality of life rewards from country living are not
really a hard sell, so long as other things keep in step, such as education, transport, digital
infrastructure and tourism (Department of Taoiseach, 2008). The city intends to be seen
as a smart, sustainable and inclusive place in which to live and work, capable of
competing with other cities globally. It plans to achieve this goal by combining hard
infrastructure, social capital, including local skills and community institutions, and (digital)
technologies (Growsmarter.ie). The OECD - reflecting on modern social, employment and
economic profiles - states that the connections between cities and surrounding areas
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influence natural growth performance and quality of life. It further states that policies need
to be tailored to the variety of urban profiles and growth models (OECD, 2012).

2.5.

DRIVERS FOR SMART CITIES

Lee et ai, (2014) define globalization, urbanization, and industrialization as three
important drivers leading human civilization into the 21st century. Chourabi etal., (2012),
warn that megacities - a result of increased urbanisation - generate new problems such
as difficulties in waste management, scarcity or resources, air pollution, health concerns,
traffic congestion, and aging infrastructural issues to mention a few. Chourabi et ai,
(2012), claim that smarter ways to manage these challenges are needed urgently. The
Government published a bold plan to create 40,000 jobs in the southwest of Ireland chiefly Cork and Kerry - which calls for the creation of a Munster Technological
University, a creative hub for the content and multimedia sector, as well as actions to
develop new energy technologies, developing the green economy in the region and
deploying “Smart Region” loT devices like smooth sensors for traffic and utility
management (Department of Taoiseach, 2016). Corks’ population is increasing by 3.7%
over 5 years (Census Ireland, 2016), and there has been a net migration of 4380 in Cork
city. 85% houses in Ireland have internet-this is an increase from 82% in 2014-services
online and available by internet - enabling smarter citizen. However, lack of skills showing
in 44% of those whom do not have internet in their houses - 44% of the remaining 15%.
(Census Ireland, 2016). Hobkinson (2012), states that Ireland’s population has grown by
one of the highest rates in Europe; the Cork Region population continues to grow, this is
good news for the longer term. The longer term population growth forecast produced prior
to the economic crisis suggested the south west region might grow by 157,000 (25%)
from 619,000 in 2006 to 776,000 in 2026. It is reasonable to assume that this growth will
moderate; however Cork, as the dominant city in the region, should capture a high
proportion of this future growth. Cork City Harbour and an on-going refreshed City Centre
offer and experience of quality and high competence will help further make the case for
Cork as a global business location. Along with an effective place brand and marketing
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strategy that elevates Cork, a seamless concierge service for inward investors needs to
be strengthened (Hobkinson 2012).

2.5.1. GROWTH
Walravens (2014), indicates that since 2008, more than 50% of the global
population lives in cities. The UN estimates this number will grow to a predicted
70% by 2050. In the 18th century less than 5% of the global population lived in a
city and the vast majority of people were engaged in simply generating enough
food to live. City culture is reflected in the ways people live and work (Girard,
2013:16). From 1940 to 1990, a 10 percent increase in a metropolitan area’s
concentration of human capital was associated with a 0.8 percent increase in the
area’s employment growth. A substantial body of literature confirms this
correlation between human capital and local area employment (or population)
growth. We entered the 21st century with a strong, global trend to increasing
concentration of the population in relatively few, large cities (Shapiro, 2005).

2.5.2. COMPETITIVENESS
The reasons for Smart city investments vary by city but often begin with the need
to reduce operational costs (Yesner Clarke, 2013). Harrison and Donnelly (2011),
claim that during the economic crisis of 2008-2009 cities realized that they were
in competition with other cities in ways that they had not previously experienced.
As a result of the internet they were now competing to attract investment, jobs
and also the younger generation whom would be their future developers.
Chourabi et al., (2012), advise that economy is the major driver of Smart city
initiatives and competitiveness is a property of a smart city.
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2.5.3. BRAND OF SMART CITY AND REGION
.As part of IBMs Smarter Planet initiatives cities developed an interest in their
own branding in order to attract the younger generation. Harrison and Donnelly
(2014), advise that a city must decide how to make itself attractive to target
tenants. Competition for investment, talented people and visitors across Europe
and the world’s City Regions is intensifying. As Ireland, and the wider European
economy, moves into a period of recovery and growth it is important that the Cork
Region positions for future success (Hobkinson and Allan, 2014). The Cork
Region Strategic Marketing Group, which is made up of Cork City & County
Councils, Port of Cork, Cork Airport, Cork Chamber, University College Cork,
Cork Institute of Technology, Failte Ireland, and South West Regional Authority)
wants to position the Cork Region as a regional, national and European location
for business. Tourism has an important potential for sustainable growth
enhancement and job creation in the EU. It directly offers jobs to almost 9.7
million citizens, with a significant proportion of young people, and it provides a
direct contribution of 5% to the EU GDP (EPP Group in the Committee of the
Regions, 2012). By 2025, the Governments’ ambition is that overseas tourism
revenue will reach €5 billion in real terms (Tourism Ireland, 2015).
2.5.4. SUSTAINABILITY
Vojnovic (2014), defines sustainability as a socio-ecological condition that
ensures the basic needs of the global human population over time, in balance
with long-term ecological stability.
2.5.5. ENHANCED QUALITY OF LIFE
Capdevela and Zarlenga (2015), state that smart urban policies refer to local
governments’ initiatives that use information and communication technologies in
order to increase the quality of life of their inhabitants while contributing to a
sustainable development.
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2.5.6. EFFICIENCIES, GREEN, ECONOMICAL, FINANCIAL, ENERGY
Manville et al., (2014), purport that smart environment we include smart energy
including renewables, ICT- enabled energy grids, metering, pollution control and
monitoring, renovation of buildings and amenities, green buildings, green urban
planning, as well as resource use efficiency, re-use and resource substitution
which serves the above goals.

2.6.

ACTORS & ROLES
Successful implementation of a Smart city initiative needs strong leadership
(Nam and Pardo, 2011). Along with strong Smart city leadership and a clear
strategy, system.atic management processes also drive engagement (e.g.
partnerships) with internal and external partners according to Lee et al., (2014).

2.6.1. COLLABORATION
Angelidou (2014), suggests that stakeholders across variety of sectors are often
driven by conflicting interests. Ratti and Townsend (2011), In Angelidou (2014),
agree that complex ecosystems of people, institutions and stakeholders require
extreme effort to organize and discipline. Lee et al., (2014), highlight a challenge
for Smart cities is to combine the innovativeness of different parties through the
formation and management of partnerships and alliances e.g. public and private
partnerships. Cork Institute of Technology (2016), declare that future living will
rely on create seamless interaction between individual systems - a system of
systems all domains of life. Making cities smart requires the co-operation and
teamwork of many disciplines. Policies for a Smart city initiative should support
collaboration and partnership as a strategy to overcome fragmentation by
including key stakeholders, according to Nam and Pardo (2011).
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2.6.2. QUADRUPLE HELIX
Walravens (2014), suggests that a Smart city acting as a meeting place where
the public, private sectors and academia come together to generate new value
through collaboration is referred to as a triple helix. The quadruple helix is a
framework model, encompassing four key actors including the citizens. Arnkill
(2010), elaborates that the Quadruple Helix model can be seen as describing
innovation cooperation between firms, universities, public organizations and
users, and has the potential to bridge innovations gaps (Arnkill, 2010). Local and
regional authorities have an important role in the quadruple helix, via strategic
use of resources, integrating knowledge and skills in innovative thinking,
community building, procurement, regulation, grants and rewards.

2.6.3. TECHNOLOGY COMPANIES DRIVING SMART CITIES
IBM has started a new business in this sector supplying to governments smart
solutions focused on communications, energy, utilities, healthcare, insurance,
retail and transportation (Cocchia, 2014). Sadoway and Shekhar (2014), assert
that Smart cities’ models have been shaped and steered by large and influential
technology driven companies such as IBM, General Electric, Cisco Systems,
Hitachi and Siemens, amongst others). The EU Smart Cities Global Initiative warn
that the push towards smart cities is being led by the wrong people - technology
companies with naive visions and short term commercial goals; while the
architects, planners and scientists often struggle to share their specific
knowledge. (Eu-smartcities.eu, 2016). Lee etal., (2014), suggest that some cities
have opted to use specialised companies to develop their Smart cities and
elaborates that there are both pros and cons for this approach. Top-down market
oriented partnerships may be suitable drivers in the initial stages but the choice
will be dependent on the city’s public-private partnerships and the availability of
technology companies to the governing body (Lee et al., 2014).
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2.7.

CITIZENS

However, many researchers argue that quality of life may not represent a separate
dimension of a Smart city, as all the actions taken in the other areas should have the
objective of raising the quality of life, so that this represents the basic component
(Shapiro, 2006). According to Volker Buscher (2015), In (Sunday Guardian, 2015), cities
need to innovate and sustain themselves, at some stage they have to change the whole
infrastructure. Delivering this vision requires top-down and bottom-up action. Vision,
policy and leadership are required to capture the opportunity and to ensure the citizen is
not getting lost in a techno utopian future telling you and me how to live our lives day to
day. Citizen engagement, as well as work with start-ups, the local economy and academia
is also required - they are the foundation of the digital economy and they reside in the
heart of your city and not just in a call centre somewhere in the ether. The availability and
quality of the ICT infrastructure is not the only definition of a smart or intelligent city. Other
definitions stress the role of human capital and education in urban development (Caragliu
et ai, (2009). The concept of smart city as a means to enhance the life quality of citizen
has been gaining increasing importance in the agendas of policy makers according to
Neirotti et al., (2013). Cocchia, (2014) argues that most Smart city definitions regards
citizens or people; several definitions explicitly refer to their quality of life in city.

2.8.

CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT

Albino, et al., (2015), state that citizens are the protagonists of a smart city who shape it
through continuous interactions. According to Yesner Clarke (2013), smart cities connect
citizens to local government and encourage more direct participation, interaction, and
collaboration whilst providing solutions that are economically and environmentally
sustainable. This is the potential future for every city and town (Yesner Clarke, 2013).
Angelidou (2014), elaborates that to produce morally balanced and socially aware Smart
city strategies, stakeholder engagement is crucial. Angelidou (2014) informs that citizen
engagement can also provide valuable insights about the assets and the needs of the
city, increase public acceptance of the Smart city venture, and elevate the ‘smartness’ of
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the city to a whole new level by leveraging human capital and collective intelligence.
Openlivinglabs.eu (2016), suggest that “Living Labs” are defined as user-centred, open
innovation ecosystems based on a systematic user co-creation approach integrating
research and innovation processes in real life communities and settings. In practice.
Living Labs place the citizen at the centre of innovation, and have thus shown the ability
to better mould the opportunities offered by new ICT concepts and solutions to the specific
needs

and

aspirations

of

local

contexts,

cultures,

and

creativity

potentials

(Openlivinglabs.eu, 2016).

2.8.1. CITIENGAGE SMART CITY SURVEY
As part of the Cork Smart Gateway Initiative researchers from the International
Energy Research Centre (lERC), hosted in Tyndall National Institute, undertook a
survey of 3,600 citizens by inviting Cork people to have their say in Cork’s future
development (Cork Smart gateway, 2016).

2.8.2. TOP DOWN VS BOTTOM UP CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
Walravens (2014), explains that a top down approach in citizen engagement
translates to cities that are planned, designed and built from scratch with the
optimization of urban processes through technology in mind. Nam and Pardo
(2011), argue that government or supply side driven policies alone are insufficient
and need complementing with demand side or citizen driven policies to
encourage cross-sector innovation. Sadoway & Shekhar (2014), distinguish a
top-down model of engagement between governing bodies and citizens as
having a commercially driven, low degree of civic cyber engagement agenda
whilst bottom-up has a high degree of civic cyber engagement in a community
driven ICT agenda. Schaffer et ai, (2012), argue that truly Smart cities are driven
bottom up by citizens and organizations rather than by top down visions and plans
that ignore the innovative potential of grassroots efforts, while governments
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should play the role of mediator bringing all actors together. Allessie (2016), adds
that initiatives should have a bottom-up nature, whereby citizen-led innovations
in the Smart city will create Smart Citizens as the top-down approach of the Smart
city will impact negatively on citizen engagement. In contrast, Walravens (2014),
argues that cities are about citizens, about the people who live and use them; in
terms of for whom they are built, but also in regards of the potential for innovation
and finding appropriate solutions to the challenges that are actually pertinent to
these citizens. In bottom-up structures change comes only from the people “using
the city”. Walravens (2014), cautions that this is more experimental and could
support a more chaotic approach. Although these characteristics have positive
impact on the local scale, they often conflict with objectives of decision makers,
urban-planners, and dynamics of the globalized economy. Bottom-up initiative
can also come from large and small businesses or start-ups that aim to instigate
innovation in a certain urban sector. However, Shepard and Simeti (2013), In
Walravens (2014), put forward the suggestion that “change seldom arises from
purely top down or bottom up systems and processes. Walravens (2014),
deduced that a combination of both approaches should be utilised and in doing
so the city becomes a platform to foster intelligence and knowledge of all
stakeholders. (2014:285). Whilst Neirotti et al., (2014), state that bottom-up
approaches in which cities provide data and allow citizens to make their decisions
have been vindicated they point out that Smart cities are only truly enabled by
ICT.
2.8.3. SKILLS & EDUCATION
In Albino, et al., (2015), Thuzar (2011), states that education, learning and
knowledge have central roles in a smart city as creativity is a key requirement of
a smart city.
2.8.4. PARTICIPATION
Lee et al., (2014), highlight that some cities formulate a long-term plan whereby
they put in place a test-bed Smart city project prior to the launch of actual
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services, e.g. Amsterdam and Seoul, whom have city-wide coverage or are
limited to specific zones - otherwise known as Living Labs. Living labs are
platforms that facilitate collaborative processes and interaction and drive open
innovation (Walravens, 2014). However, challenges such as financial restrictions,
alignment of goals and objectives and operational issues can affect any
collaboration and the conceptualisation of a project can differ greatly compared
to implementing a project in to practice (Walravens, 2014).
2.8.5. SMART CITIZEN
Giffinger etai, (2007), claim that Smart People are identified as critical for Smart
cities. Furthermore, evidence suggests citizen engagement is a fundamental
factor in the successful implementation of Smart cities in conjunction with the
technological infrastructure (Chourabi et al., 2012; Nam and Pardo, 2011;
Schaffers et al., 2011).

2.9.

INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY
“It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has
exceeded our humanity”.
-

Albert Einstein

The European Commission (2016) claim that with approximately 4% of GDP, the
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) sector in Europe represents an
important share of the economy employing more than 6 million people. Advances in
technologies such as the Internet of Things (loT), 5G, cloud computing, data analytics
and robotics are transforming products, processes and business models in all sectors
ultimately creating new industrial patterns as global value chains shift (European
Commission, 2016). ICT is a clear driver of Smart cities’ initiatives and plays a pivotal role
in adapting a city to the needs of its citizens. Attention from city planners and the various
stakeholders interested in sustaining and improving quality of life in urban areas is
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required (Escher Group, 2016). Escher group (2016), argue that the strategic use of ICT
produces smarter citizens, workers and public servants which then enact smarter policy
and programmes and attract inward investment. Harrison and Donnelly (2011), argue
that increasing accessibility of information will enable us to develop Urban Systems
models that are capable of helping citizens, entrepreneurs, civic organizations, and
governments to see more deeply into how their cities work, how people use the city, how
they feel about it, where the city faces problems, and what kinds of remediation can be
applied. Neirotti et ai, (2013) state that there is wide agreement about the fact that Smart
cities are characterised by a pervasive use of Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT), which help cities make better use of their resources and enable
decision making by managers. Yesner Clarke (2013), elaborates that we live in the midst
of tremendous technological innovations with the potential to address challenges of cities.
Smart cities are a future reality for municipalities around the world. These cities will use
the power of ubiquitous communication networks, highly distributed wireless sensor
technology, and intelligent management systems to solve current and future challenges
and create exciting new services. Smart city technologies integrate and analyse massive
amounts of data to anticipate, mitigate, and even prevent many problems. The smartest
cities are now using technology to redesign internal operational procedures in order
to deliver efficiencies to their customers (Foley, 2013).

2.9.1. ICT AS AN ENABLER
Cocchia (2014), states that all definitions by various authors focused on the key
role of ICT in improving the quality of services and information supplied to
citizens. A major element of a Smart city is a fundamental change to the way that
services are delivered, and delivering the Smart city is not primarily about
technology but about service transformation and improvement (Nam and Pardo,
2011). It is argued by Sassen (2011), In Angelidou (2014) that human-centric
approaches to the problems of the urban environment are an indispensable
characteristic of the Smart city and therefore Smart cities should put technology
truly at the service of their inhabitants. Kitchin (2011), adds that technologies can
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process data, evaluate situations, and make decisions without human oversight
or authorisation. Pierce et ai, (2013, 69), In Sadoway and Shekhar (2014),
suggest that, each time cities expand, advances in information technology have
kept pace to manage their ever expanding complexity. Yesner Clarke (2013),
adds that smart city technologies integrate and analyse massive amounts of data
to anticipate, mitigate, and even prevent many problems. Batty et ai, (2012),
elaborate that the diffusion of ICT has to improve the way every subsystem
operates to enhance the quality of life. The availability and quality of the ICT
infrastructure is not the only definition of a smart or intelligent city. Other
definitions stress the role of human capital and education in urban development
(Caragliu et ai, 2009).

2.9.2. INTERNET OF THINGS (lOT)
Rifkin (2014), reveals that there are currently 14 billion sensors attached to
resource flows, warehouses, road systems, factory production lines, the
electricity transmission grid, offices, homes, stores, and vehicles, continually
monitoring their status and performance and feeding big data back to the
Communication Internet, Energy Internet, and Transportation and Logistics
Internet (Rifkin, 2016). By 2030, it is estimated there will be more than 100 trillion
sensors connecting the human and natural environment in a global distributed
intelligent network (Rifkin 2016). The phrase “internet of things” has arisen to
reflect the growing number of smart, connected products and highlight the new
opportunities they can represent. Rifkin (2016), reveals that in the Internet of
Things (loT) era, sensors will be embedded into every device and appliance,
allowing them to communicate with each other and Internet users, thus providing
current data which will enable the smarter management of economic activity in a
smart digital society (Rifkin, 2016). According to Rifkin (2016), Cisco systems
forecast that by 2022, the Internet of Things will generate $14.4 trillion in cost
savings and revenue. Private enterprises connected to the Internet of Things can
use Big Data and analytics to develop algorithms that speed efficiency, increase
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productivity, and dramatically lower the marginal cost of producing and
distributing goods and services, making European businesses more competitive
in an emerging marketplace (Rifkin, 2016).

The loT connects people, data,

things, and processes in networks of billions and these connections create vast
amounts of data, some of which there has not been access to before. When this
data is analysed and used intelligently, the possibilities seem endless (Yesner
Clarke, 2013). Today, less than 1% of things that could be connected are
connected to the Internet or intelligent systems. IDC projects that by 2020, there
will be 212 billion "things" in the world and that by 2017, 3.5 billion people will
connect to the Internet, 64% of them via mobile devices. People and connected
things will generate massive amounts of data, an estimated 40 trillion gigabytes,
that will have a significant impact on daily life; it will enable faster response times
to medical or public safety emergencies and save lives, it will improve the quality
of citizen life by providing direct and personal services from the government, and
it will uncover new information about how our cities work, thus enabling city
leaders to use resources more efficiently and save money while providing
superior services. The framework of the loE is a foundation for Smart cities that
rely on connections and information to transform the quality of life of citizens. But
like the loE, a fully optimized Smart city is still a future vision (Yesner Clarke,
2013).

2.9.3. OPEN DATA
Yesner Clarke (2013), states one of the next steps for city leaders is to embrace
open data. She iterates that cities with strategic open data initiatives will have
50% more mobile applications developed for citizens by the private sector. To
capitalize on this, cities need to provide machine-readable information and mobile
information through Web APIs. It also requires education on data and promoting
its use to build services (Yesner Clarke, 2013). It is accepted that open data is
and will be an important component of innovative Smart city services - whether
they be mobile or not (Komninos et al., 2011; EC, 2012), In Walravens (2014).
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2.9.4. ICT CHALLENGES
Sadoway & Shekhar (2014), believe that ICT can and should be utilised as
vehicles for eliciting input from citizens as well as bridging a gap with local
authorities and governing bodies. Technologies need to serve and work for
people and communities first in terms of their design and deployment, but also in
relation to setting local civic and infrastructural priorities (Sadoway and Shekhar,
2014).
2.9.5. SKILLS AND EDUCATION OF CITIZENS
Semi-skilled, skilled, professional, and knowledge workers will need to be
employed across every Region (Rifkin, 2016). Milicevic (2015), states that there
are 11,400 people employed in the ICT sector in the southwest of Ireland.
2.9.6. DATA PRIVACY AND SECURITY
Ash et al., (2015), advise the need to control data and assess the ownership of
it, the integration of data, security, integrity, privacy and quality. Dangers
associated with data privacy and security is referred to by Kitchin (2016), with
Dell Security reporting 675,186 cyber-attacks against industrial control systems
in January 2014.

2.10.

CRITICISMS & CHALLENGES OF SMART CITIES

The Smart city concept has been criticized for its self-congratulatory tendency, as well as
for the potential consequences of reinforcing a digital divide (Graham, 2002; Hollands,
2008), /r? Walravens (2014). Caragliu et al., (2009) also refer to the concept of the Smart
city which underestimates the possible negative effects of the development of the new
technological and networked infrastructures. Smart cities are further criticised based on
the premise that the benefits of this urban digital revolution will not be able to reach
everyone within the city. Instead of decreasing inequality between citizens, this digital
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divide may actually deepen social and cultural divisions by increasing the gap between
skilled workers attracted to move to the city, and the IT illiterate, poorer, and less
educated inhabitants (Peck, 2005; Graham, 2002) In Hollands (2008). Hollands (2008),
criticises that the Smart city used as a celebratory label for marketing hype more than a
driver for infrastructural change. In Sadoway and Shekhar (2014), (Greenfield, 2013;
Agyeman & McLean, 2014) argue that ICTs and supporting infrastructures can entrench
existing urban asymmetries by fuelling elitism, exclusion or enclaves. Hollands (2008),
added that Smart cities planning should begin by considering human capital as the most
important component.

2.11.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR SMART CITIES

Berardi (2013a, 2013b), In Albino, et al., (2015), reveals that different methods and
measurement indices have been developed to date according to the several meanings of
the concept of Smart city. Rating systems through synthetic quantitative indicators are
receiving increasing attention among city managers and policy makers as a mechanism
of management of resources, as well as to communicate city performance to citizens,
visitors, and investors Giffinger et al., (2007), developed an assessment metric to rank 70
medium sized cities. The indicators used were the each of the size identified
characteristics of the Smart cities concept. A more recent assessment method of the
Smart city index has been proposed by Lazaroiu and Roscia in 2012, according to Nam
and Pardo (2011), to help distribute EU funds in the 2020 strategic plan. However Nam
and Pardo (2011), believe that this requires a weighted measure and determines that this
procedure of measurement is unclear. The Smart Cities Council, (2016), refer to the new
standard of ISO 37120, which defines 46 “shall” (core) and 54 “should" (supporting) city
performance indicators that should be measured, tracked and reported. Smart Cities
Council, (2016), also note that ISO 37120 conformance will require third party verification
of data, and the organization is in the process of defining an audit process with 17 pilot
cities globally. It is noted that an initial effort by the Global City Indicators Facility in 2009
to compare city performance across nine pilot cities found that of 1,100 indicators, only
two indicators were comparable because of differences in what cities were reporting
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window (Smartcitiescouncil.com, 2016). An international and European agreement on
“Smart City” indicators has not been found because smartness is not always easily
measurable (Lazaroiu and Roscia, 2012). Lazaroiu and Roscia (2012), add that
considering smart cities as measurable in a single way is misleading. Nijkamp et ai,
(2012), contest, however, that measurable, comparable, transferable and consistent
indicators are necessary to qualify a city or region as smart.

2.11.1. CITYKEYS
Euro Cities (2015) identify a KPI program, run under the H2020 umbrella called
“CITYKEYS” - initiated to develop and validate, with the aid of cities - key
performance indicators and data collection procedures for the common and
transparent monitoring as well as the comparability of Smart city solutions across
European cities. Cities are expected to benefit from CITYKEYS strategic planning
and measurement of their progress towards Smart city goals, in order to promote
response to citizen’s needs and clever use of cities budgets. In addition,
CITYKEYS will support cooperation between cities involved in smart cities
lighthouse projects and providing the possibility to compare solutions and find
best practices. It will also provide recommendations to policy makers for
collecting new sources of data in order to improved territorial knowledge for local
smart city planning (Eurocities, 2016).

2.12.

PROJECT AND INITIATIVE SELECTION

It is not possible to address all aspects of a Smart city; the strategy has to be highly
selective and based on a laborious prioritization process (Belissent, 2010). While the
scope and style of Smart city initiatives vary widely, they all aim to be smarter and greener
in order to improve citizens' quality of life and economic opportunities (Lee et ai, 2014).
A handful of cities take a holistic approach in formulating a long-term master plan (e.g.
Seoul, Busan, Amsterdam and Barcelona), putting in place, for instance, test-bed Smart
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city projects prior to the launch of actual commercial services. These pilot schemes may
have city-wide coverage or be limited to certain specific zones, e.g. Living-labs (Lee et
al., 2014). Chourabi et al., (2012), offer a set of components by which to determine
initiatives. These are management and organisation, technology, natural environment,
policy, economy, governance, and finally people and communities.

2.12.1. SMART CORK - INITIATIVES
Nimbus has adopted Mallow Town in County Cork as an exemplar for showcasing
innovative ICT services that lead to commercialisation of new smart technologies
and start-up companies. Nimbus is also developing real-world test-beds for
advanced energy management and water technology project demonstrations.
Specific

commitments

including:

to

develop

a

high-speed

wireless

communications network in the town centre in partnership with Cork County
Council: To develop a water-metering test-bed in cooperation with Irish Water;
To develop an energy and process test-bed for wastewater at a live municipal
treatment plant, in partnership with Cork County Council; To develop a building
energy management test-bed facility at the CIT campus in partnership with
Tyndall Institute. To trial new technologies to support assisted and independent
living (Buckley, 2016). Ireland’s National Energy Efficiency Action Plan sets the
public sector a target of a 33% improvement in Energy Efficiency each year to
2020 from a 2009 baseline. At present Cork County Council is 4% ahead of this
target having saved 4 million kilowatt hours (KWh) of energy to-date, the
equivalent to the annual energy usage of c.330 semi-detached homes in Ireland
(Davis, 2016). The Cork Smart Gateway have categorised many initiatives that
already take place in Cork (Davis, 2016). These have been included in the
appendices section of this report.
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2.13.

SMART CITIES AND THE EU

Caragliu et a!., (2009), assert that The European Union has devoted constant efforts to
devising a strategy for achieving urban growth in a ‘smart’ sense for its metropolitan
areas. In 2010 the EU launched the Europe 2020 Strategy about delivering smart growth
investing in education, research and innovation areas (Cocchia, 2014). The European
Commission has signalled its commitment to developing a Europe wide capability in
developing Smart cities by establishing a European Innovation Partnership (EIP) on
Smart cities and Communities according to the European Commission (2013).The
European Innovation Partnership on Smart cities and Communities confirms that Smart
solutions triggered by the Partnership should contain elements of ICT, energy and
transport/mobility (European Com.mission, 2013). The European Commission has
communicated

the

European

Ports Policy which

has

influence

on the

advancement of modernization measures of the European Ports in the future.
At the beginning of 2013 there were 47 ongoing or self-designated Smart city projects
(Nam and Pardo, 2011). The current European Commission programs FP7-ICT and CIP
ICT-PSP promote the Smart city concept as piloting what is called a ‘user-driven open
innovation environment’ the city itself may serve as an open innovation platform on which
citizens or communities engage with and empower one another, thus enhancing their
ability to co-create. Efficient cooperation between network stakeholders (citizens and the
city offices) is often facilitated through the use of IT (Schaffers et ai, 2012).

2.13.1. EUROPEAN INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP (EIP)
Currently, the only big institution aiming to systematically practice an integrated
city philosophy is the EIP on Smart cities’ bringing together cities, industry and
citizens to improve urban life through more sustainable integrated solutions
(Smartcities.eu, 2016). With its clear mission to implement Smart city solutions in
the EU, the EIP SCC gathered stakeholders-cities, researchers, industry,
business, banks and consultancies-in a high level group and a stakeholder
platform (European Commission, 2013). Together, they developed a strategic
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framework outlining the broader objectives and priority areas for Smart cities in
the EU, and pooling ideas, capacity and finance (European Commission, 2013).

2.13.2. HORIZON 2020 FUNDING
Horizon 2020 is the biggest EU Research and Innovation programme ever with
nearly €80 billion of funding available over 7 years from 2014 to 2020 (European
Commission, 2016).

2.13.3. GROWSMARTER - LIGHTHOUSE PROJECT
GrowSmarter brings together cities and industry to integrate and demonstrate ‘12
Smart city solutions’ in energy, infrastructure and transport, to provide other cities
with valuable insights on how they work in practice and opportunities
for replication (Grow-smarter.eu, 2016). The GrowSmarter project was one of
three projects chosen from over 19 submissions to receive support from the
European Commission’s ‘Smart Cities and Communities’ Horizon 2020 funding
call. The proposed GrowSmarter project involves Cork in a H2020 Lighthouse
proposal (led by Stockholm, Cologne and Barcelona; currently under evaluation)
is a ‘Follower City’; it introduces 12 Smart Solutions to meet the three different
aspects of sustainability: economic, social and environmental. The main aim of
GrowSmarter is to help get the 12 Smart Solutions to the market. Some of the
initiatives are Smarter Lighting, Reduction of Energy and transport emissions by
60%, according to Buckley (2016). The EU has adopted five ambitious headline
targets in the areas of employment, research and development (R&D), climate
change and energy, education and poverty reduction, to be reached by 2020.
These have been translated into national targets to reflect the situation and
possibilities of each Member State to contribute to the common goal. A set of nine
headline indicators and additional sub-indicators (relating to the multiple
dimensions of poverty and social exclusion) give an overview of how far or close
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the EU is from reaching its overall targets. Eurostat (2015), report that Ireland’s
R&D expenditure had increased to 1.72 % of GDP, by 2012, moving the country
closer to its national target of about 2 % (2.5 % of GNP). From 2012 to 2013 the
country’s employment rate increased for the first time since 2008, moving the
country closer towards the national target than the EU average. Ireland also
achieved notable progress in reducing the number of early leavers from education
and training, decreasing the gap to its national target to 0.4 percentage points by
2013. The share of 30 to 34 year olds with tertiary educational attainment
increased steadily between 2008 and 2013; however, Ireland remained at a
distance from its 60 % target. Ireland also lagged behind the EU average in the
areas of GHG emissions in non-ETS sectors and renewable energy, with both
indicators being 8.8 percentage points below the respective national targets in
2012 (Eurostat, 2015).

2.14.

IRISH SMART CITIES

According to Kitchin (2016), the four principal Irish cities - Dublin, Cork, Galway and
Limerick, have all deployed Smart city technologies, though they vary in the scale of
rollout, and the extent to which they are coordinated through a Smart city vision. Kitchin
(2016b), further adds that Dublin and Cork have most enthusiastically embraced the
notion of becoming Smart cities and both have Smart city strategies: Smart Dublin
(www.smartdublin.ie) and Cork Smart Gateway (www.corksmartqatewav.ie). In both
cases, the vision of Smart cities is a mix of data-driven, networked infrastructure, fostering
economic growth and entrepreneurship, and citizen-centric initiatives, with a particular
focus on creating more efficient city services, improved transportation flows, tackling
flooding, attracting inward investment and encouraging indigenous start-ups and SMEs,
and open data and civic engagement. Initiatives concerning security and policing, which
are more prominent in UK and US cities where terrorism is seen as more of a threat, are
less of a priority (Kitchin, 2016).
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2.15.

SAMPLE OF OTHER EU SMART CITIES

2.15.1. COLOGNE - TWIN CITY OF CORK
Cologne Smart city initiative is the result of a shared commitment between city of
cologne and RheinEnergie. Links with Cologne were formally established in May
1988 in Cologne. Cologne is the fourth largest city in Germany and home to key
players in business and industry (Growsmarter, 2016).
2.15.2. AMSTERDAM - LEADS CITIZEN AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT
Angelidou (2014) identifies that Amsterdam Smart City is a partnership among
businesses, authorities, research institutions, and the people of Amsterdam,
today comprising over 70 partners, including CISCO and IBM. The initiative’s
main themes of focus are living, working, mobility, public facilities and open data
(Amsterdam Smart City, 2013).The program involves 32 area-based projects
across Amsterdam’s ’smart neighbourhoods, focusing on energy transition and
open connectivity. These projects are initially tested on a small scale. The aim is
to ensure that projects help citizens monitor their private consumption, thus
encouraging them to manage it better. One of the most well-known projects of
Amsterdam Smart city is the Climate Street, which ran from 2009 to 2011 on the
popular shopping street Utrechtsestraat. Smart and energy-saving technologies
were introduced in the public spaces and private businesses along it: smart
meters, energy displays, smart plugs and smart lighting. At the closing of the
program, the final results of the Climate Street C02 emissions were estimated to
have been reduced by 8% (energy saving) and 10% savings achieved by
switching to green energy (Amsterdam Smart City, 2013).
2.15.3. HAMBURG-PORT
Hamburg, Germany, is inconceivable without its port and the Internet of
Everything enables people in Hamburg to make smart decisions due to the
sensors and systems HPA has in place according to CISCO (2016). Covering an
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area of 7,200 hectares, the Port of Hamburg handles an average of around
10,000 ships and 9 million cargo containers every year. It is a major employer in
the region, directly and indirectly providing about 156,000 jobs-at trucking
companies; tea, coffee, and carpet traders; ocean carriers; and many more. As
such, its economic impact is significant and extends well beyond the local area
(News.sap.com, 2016). According to Cisco's chief globalization officer Wim
Elfrink, In (Berst, 2014) Hamburg is quickly emerging as one of the world's Smart
city showcases. And Cisco, a Council Global Partner, just signed an agreement
to help move Hamburg further down that path. Elfrink, In Berst (2014), adds that
Hamburg is fast becoming the first true Seatropolis because of collaborative
leadership that understands the economic and quality-of-life value that can be
realized from the Internet of Everything.

2.16.

PORT CITIES

Fusco Girard, (2013), states that port cities and port areas take on a key role in launching
a smart sustainable development model.

He elaborates that this sustainability

development model starts from local cultural resources for the activation of the creative
processes of a circular economy through a synergistic approach, combining the port’s
economic, logistic and industrial activities with a cultural heritage regeneration, with the
creativity of inhabitants.

Port cities are key places where economic strength,

competitiveness, human capital and global appeal, population and migration processes
are increasingly concentrated. They are laboratories of creativity, stimulated by their
specific cultural historic landscapes. Fusco Girard (2013). Port cities and port areas have
a particular development potential. Often the ancient city boundaries coincide with the
harbour area with its old warehouses, silos, wharfs, industrial archaeology, lighthouses
and so on; sometimes this landscape is recognized as a UNESCO world heritage site.
(Fusco Girard, 2013). Port cities and port areas have a particular development potential.
They may take on a key role in launching a smart sustainable development model,
starting from local cultural resources for the activation of the creative processes of a
circular economy through a synergistic approach, combining the port’s economic, logistic
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and industrial activities with a cultural heritage regeneration, with the creativity of
inhabitants. Port cities are key places where economic strength, competitiveness, human
capital and global appeal, population and migration processes are increasingly
concentrated. They are laboratories of creativity, stimulated by their specific cultural
historic landscapes. Ports are the nodal points connecting Europe, Asia, Australia and
America in a mutual cooperative and competitive process, aimed at improving the benefits
of their strategic localization. The presence of a particular landscape is a key
characteristic of port areas. This landscape is recognized by the European Union as an
important economic resource in the global competition (Fusco Girard, 2013).

2.17.

SMART PORT

In Sean Moloney (2014), McKinsey (2013), outlines that over 50 billion devices are likely
to be internet-connected by 2020, and suggests that up to $20billion could be saved
across 100,000 ships through smart decisions on energy efficiency, predictive
maintenance and downtime avoidance. Sea Ports play a vital role in the regional economy
to provide the link between suppliers and customers (McKinley, 2013). Bichou and Gray
(2005), add that policy makers are interested in including ports in regional policy such as
urban planning and expansion, safety, security and environmental sustainability.
According to Best (2014), today ports, pilots and maritime authorities, can choose from
many mobile, web-based technologies but have not, when compared to other industries,
been early adopters of new technology (Port Engineering Management, 2014). Ports play
a vital role in the regional economy to provide the link between suppliers and customers
and ports are therefore increasingly related to the competitiveness of economies (Bryan,
2006). Robinson (2002), notes that through creation of competitive advantage and valueadded delivery ports can be proactive actors in in their region. According to the European
Commission (2015), Europe's ports are vital gateways, linking its transport corridors to
the rest of the world.
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2.18.

PORT OF CORK AND SMART INITIATIVES

The Port of Cork Company are implementing a Vehicle Booking System (VBS) & Port of
Cork Portal System, as well as a Gateway Operating System (GOS), initially in Tivoli and
planned for Ringaskiddy (O’Keeffe, 2016). The GOS will be the first stage towards a new
gate system to support VBS, the GOS will be capable of giving us detailed reports on
traffic management. The intention is to work with the GOS and Terminal Operating
System providers to allow the Local Authority to gain access to these reports as and when
they want them so it is transparent. O’Keeffe (2016), continues that these are being
implemented in an effort to reduce gate congestion, improve terminal efficiency. A modern
integrated gate solution can alleviate bottle necks at the terminal and assist the haulage
industry and wider logistics com.munity with critical time management, effective utilization
of resources and better planning when deploying trucks on the public road network. Ports
and terminals are dynamic environments with very specific needs. There are a wide range
of operational, safety and security challenges facing container terminals and no two sites
are exactly the same. A modern Gate Operating System (GOS) will provide efficiencies.
The Port of Cork Company has also implement Kiosks internally for staff which are
interactive devices notifying Health and Safety measures, along with notices (Port of
Cork, 2016).

2.19.

FUTURE FOR CORK REGION AS A SMART REGION

As a follower city within Growsmarter, Cork aims to work with Stockholm, Cologne and
Barcelona to Encourage sustainable economic development. Facilitate job creation.
Increase citizen involvement and participation. Increase resource efficiency,

Improve

quality

for

of

life

and

services,

provide

an

(www.growsmarter.eu, 2016).
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2.20.

CONCLUSION

This chapter started by setting out clarifying the various definitions of Smart cities. The
researcher then moved on to the evolution of Smart cities to discover what the
background to the Smart city / Smart Region concept is. The subject of ICT and the
implications it has on users and citizens alike was then discussed. Smart cities are of
major concern to the EU and KPIs were discussed in trying to obtain whether or not a city
needs them before it can be considered smart. The literature presented indicates that
there are benefits and challenges for Cork as a Smart Region. Collaboration appears to
be the most important factor to steer the Region forward.

Primary research in chapter 4 and 5 will further explore the key factors and implications
for the Smart cities concept for the Cork Region.

The next chapter sets out the different research methodologies available to the
researcher and the research method selected to complete the current research study.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODOLOGY

“Research is the process of going up alleys to see if they are blind."
-

3.1.

Marston Bates

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to present the research methodology employed by the
researcher and to explain the rationale for the methodology chosen by the researcher to
underpin the research process and achieve the aims, and objectives of this study thereby
addressing the research question and the objectives as outlined in Chapter 1. Each of
the research philosophies, design and methodologies available to the researcher were
thoroughly researched and considered to ensure that the selection of the most
appropriate method of data collection were applied for this particular research topic. To
inform the reader, academic references from literature were applied throughout the
process and reference is made of the personal journey experienced by the researcher
throughout the process. Ethical considerations and limitations of the study are also
communicated to the reader in concluding this chapter.

The researcher assessed qualitative, quantitative and mixed research methodologies in
order to determine which method was most suitable to answer the research question. As
explained in Chapter 1, there has been little to no research conducted on the Smart cities
concept in the context of Cork. Qualitative research determines interpretations and
understanding
Methodological

experience.
triangulation,

Quantitative
using

a

research
mixture

expresses
of

facts

quantitative

and

and

figures.

qualitative

methodologies, was considered for this study initially as the researcher sought to conduct
both surveys and interviews to gain a thorough understanding of all the actors’ opinions
with regard to Smart cities’ concept for the Cork Region. However, after conducting
informal interviews to gain further insight in to the topic, it was divulged that a survey had
been issued by CorkCitiengage, on behalf of the lERC and Cork Smart Gateway, to 3,600
citizens in the Cork Region on the topic of Smart cities. Furthermore, a business survey
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was also issued by the Cork City Council to Cork city businesses to examine their
readiness and awareness of Information Communication Technology (ICT) enabling their
businesses in line with the Smart cities Agenda for Cork. It was decided by the researcher
therefore that qualitative research methods, in the form of in-depth semi-structured
interviews would be the most suitable form of research for exploring the research question
and meeting the objectives set out rather than qualitative methods, which tests a
hypothesis with the aim of determining a definitive answer.

3.2.

METHODOLOGY DEFINED

Research is a very general term for an activity that involves finding out, in a more or less
systematic way, things you did not know (Walliman, 2011). Walliman (2011), states that
research methods are the tools and techniques that you use to complete research.
However, Wisker (2008), asserts that methodology leads to and informs the methods.
Wisker (2008), defines methodology as the rationale and the philosophical assumptions
underlying a particular study rather than a collection of methods. Wisker (2008), further
elaborates that you need to define, explain and defend your methodology and the
methods that you have chosen to action the methodology as methodology underpins and
informs our research (2008:51). Strauss and Corbin (1998), believe that methodology is
a way of thinking about and studying social reality. More recently, Saunders etal., (2016),
define methodology as the theory of how research should be undertaken including the
theoretical and philosophical assumptions upon which the research is based and the
implications of these for the method or methods adopted (2016; 720). To ascertain which
methodology can be applied, Wisker (2008), advises that in general, research be based
on enquiry methods, questioning and hypotheses or assumptions that need to be tested.
Wisker (2008), believes that the cycle can start with a research problem or research
question. Both forms require data gathering, data analysis, interpretation or can feed in
to findings, depending on the subject area, intended outcomes, research design,
methodologies and methods of the research (Wisker, 2008:51-52). Ellis and Levy (2008),
summarise that methodology is structured by research questions and that methodology
is, essentially, the steps that will be taken in order to derive reliable and valid answers to
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those questions (Ellis and Levy, 2008:21). Strauss and Corbin (1990), indicate that the
choice of methodology is dependent on the nature of the research problem.

3.3.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

According to Walliman (2011), you are not expected to immediately define a research
problem, as it is not easy to decide on. Walliman (2011), elaborates that your research
problem should be your own research interest but also a significant problem. Kilduff
(2006), agrees that inspiration for research flows from your own involvement with issues
in which you are personally interested. Creswell (2007), suggests that the research
process starts with the researcher considering what they bring to the inquiry, such as their
own personal history, views of themselves and others. This belief is shared by Kumar
(2014), who believes that any question that you want answered and any assumption that
you want to challenge or investigate can become a research problem or a research topic
for your study. In Ellis and Levy (2008), Kerlinger and Lee (2000), assert that the
identification of a research problem is the most important and difficult part of the whole
research process. Leedy and Ormrod (2005:49), In Ellis and Levy (2008), concur that the
research problem is the axis around which the whole project revolves around. Ary, et ai,
(2009), believe that one should have knowledge or experience in an area, in order to ask
questions that research can answer. Ellis and Levy (2008), argue that the methodology,
results and conclusions are directly impacted by the problem driving the research. A clear,
precise, and well-structured problem statement leads to a quality research according to
Jacobs (1997), In Ellis and Levy (2008). Figure 1 of this study shows the relationship
between a research problem and research question.
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Figure 1: The Conceptual Map of the Problem-Based Research Cycle. Source, Ellis and Levy (2008:19)

The researcher has over twenty years’ experience in business, both in the private and
semi-state business. The researcher has worked in varying sectors throughout her
career, all pertinent to the research topic, including tourism, accounting, software
compliance and governance and the procurement and engineering sector more recently.
The researcher has dealt with different levels of ‘smartness’ in the context of companies
and stakeholders involved on a global scale and notes that ‘smartness’ appears to be
subjective and reliant on the industry and perspective from which a company operates.
Within the context of the Port of Cork Company, the researcher has witnessed the initial
stages of smart processes and has a keen interest in the brand of the Cork Region as
well as the efficiencies and challenges of ICT. This has inspired the researcher to
examine the perceptions of different actors within the Cork Region on the Smart city
concept. In examining this, the researcher feels that there is a gap in the literature
regarding the ‘Smart cities / Smart Region’. Many have written about other European
cities and the factors associated with the Smart cities’ concepts and initiatives. The
researcher has observed from speaking with colleagues and citizens alike, that there is a
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lack of understanding as to what Smart cities actually means to Cork and there appears
to be a low awareness of existing smart initiatives or the benefits and challenges
associated with the concept. Walliman (2011), suggests that formulation of the research
problem starts with finding a broad interest area, then narrowing to a specific topic,
questioning the topic from all viewpoints and defining the rationale for the project. The
rationale will be addressed in section 3.10.2 of this chapter.

3.4.

RESEARCH QUESTION

Defining research questions, rather like generating research ideas is not a straightforward
matter (Saunders et a!., 2016: 43). Walliman (2011), advises that one of the first tasks on
the way to deciding on the detailed topic of research is to find a question, or a gap in
knowledge within the chosen subject. Saunders et ai, (2016), assert that the research
question will be at the centre of the research project and will influence your choice of
literature to review, research design, the access needed to negotiate, and the approach
to sampling, choice of data collection and analysis methodologies. However, Saunders
et ai, (2016), also recognise the importance of acknowledging that some research
approaches and research strategies start off in a more exploratory and emergent
direction. Creswell (2014), agrees that the researcher should draft as broad a question
as possible to address the research problem. Wisker (2008), suggests that the researcher
needs to be precise and clear, and identify sub-questions. According to Saunders et al.,
(2016) in order to generate more detailed questions, you will need to devise a set of
investigative questions or research objectives. Research objectives are likely to lead to a
greater specificity than using investigative questions and can be seen to complement a
research question (Saunders et ai, 2016). Saunders et ai, (2016), suggests that key
criteria of your research success will be whether you have developed a set of clear
conclusions from the data that you have collected. In Saunders etai, (2016) Clough and
Nutbrown (2012), warn that one of the pitfalls to be avoided at all costs are those asking
a research question that will not generate new insights. In ensuring this, the researcher
identified a single research question followed by a number of sub-questions to formulate
the interview guide. This is further elaborated upon later in this chapter.
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The primary aim of this research is to explore the concept of Smart cities for the Cork
Region. The author hopes that the study will elicit useful information with a view to
defining what a Smart city is and assessing the key factors associated implications for
Cork and its citizens.

3.5.

THE RESEARCH PROCESS AND DESIGN

Research is about asking and beginning to answer questions, seeking knowledge and
understanding the world and its processes, and testing assumptions and beliefs (Wisker,
2008: 51). Process design is the way you turn your research question in to a research
project (Saunders et al., 2016). The importance of clearly defining the research question
then cannot be over-emphasised according to Saunders et al., (2016). Kumar (2014),
states that a research journey has two stages for the research. The first is to decide what
research questions you want to find answers to and the second is deciding how to go
about finding their answers. Kumar (2014), adds that at each step of the research
process, you must choose from a variety of methods, procedures, models that will help
you to achieve your objectives. According to Creswell (2007), the research process starts
with the researcher considering what they bring to the inquiry, such as their own personal
history, views of themselves and others. In summary, Saunders et al., (2016), claim that;

“Design will contain clear objectives derived from your research
question(s), specify the sources from which you intend to collect
data, how you propose to collect and analyse these, and discuss
ethical Issues and the constraints you will inevitably encounter (e.g.
access to the data, time, location and money). Critically, it should
demonstrate that you have thought through the elements of your
particular design”.
(Saunders et al., 2016:163-164).

Burns and Grove (2003), and Malhorta (2008), state that research design is considered
a blueprint for conducting study, incorporating at least four problems; (1) which question
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to study, (2) which data are relevant, (3) which data to collect and (4) how to analyse the
results. Giddens (1993), In Seale (2012), informs of going through several phases of a
research process irrespective of what your dissertation is about. This can be seen in
figure 2 below.

Theory CK theroeticai approach:
initiaiireadinE

social proWerrtsor
issue, interest

Gerkeration of research
prc^lems

Review of fitefatureand exstioB
resea ich
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hyotheses

Design Che research > choose
appropriate method^ samples
a rvd sett] rigs

Data collectian ar>d recortting

Issues of c)iielity,
validity and
rel I abii ity becume
important

Data ana lysis and i nterpreCatian

Write final research report or
disserTacion

Figure 2 The Research Process, Source, Seale (2012), (adapted from Giddens, 1993: 678)

A research design is a set of procedures for the investigation to be conducted (Creswell,
2014).
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3.5.1. STAGES OF RESEARCH
The research onion was developed by Saunders et ai, (2016), in order to describe
the stages through which the researcher must pass when formulating an effective
methodology. It is used as a guide to the design of research through the stages of
research philosophy, research approach, choice of methodology, research
strategy, time considerations and the data collection and analysis. The research
onion provides an effective progression through which a research methodology
can be designed. Its usefulness lies in its adaptability for almost any type of
research methodology and can be used in a variety of contexts (Bryman, 2012).

PoirtivTurt

Figure 3 the Research Onion, Source, Saunders eta/., 2016

The researcher has included figure 3, above, the research Onion, to give an
understanding of the different stages experienced throughout the research to
gather data. Grotty (1998), In Saunders et al., (2016), advises that others should
be able to understand the choice of how data was collected in order to take your
research seriously. The researcher will set out and explain the stages undertaken
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in the following sections. According to Saunders et al., (2016) research design is
informed by your research philosophy.

3.6.

RESEARCH PHILOSPHIES - PARADIGM

A paradigm is a ‘world view’ and is central to the research process in all areas (Saunders
etal., 2016; Walliman 2011; Wisker2008; Creswell 2014). Wisker (2008), elaborates that
a research paradigm is the underlying set of beliefs and argues that at a broad level all
academic research is guided by paradigms and perspectives. Saunders et al., (2016),
concur that it is about the development of knowledge. According to Creswell (2007),
paradigms include philosophical assumptions. Saunders et al., (2016), agree that
research philosophy refers to a system of beliefs and assumptions about the development
of knowledge. Crotty (1998), In Saunders et al., (2016), adds that these assumptions
inevitably shape how you understand your research questions, the methods you use and
how you interpret your findings. Burrell and Morgan (1979), In Saunders et al., (2016),
believe that at every stage in your research you will make a number of assumptions.
Ontological assumptions are about the nature of reality. Epistemological assumptions
concern what constitutes acceptable, valid knowledge. Axiology finally, relates to the role
of values and ethics within the research process (Saunders et al., 2016: 128). Saunders
et al., (2016), continue that these assumptions inevitably shape your research question.
Consistent sets of assumptions will constitute a credible research philosophy, which will
underpin your methodological choice, research strategy and data collection techniques
and analysis procedures as laid out in figure 3, the research onion (Saunders et al., 2016).
Wisker (2008), focuses on two main paradigms of research; 1) Positivistic and 2) Postpositivistic philosophies. The researcher has outlined the differences between both in
table 1 below;
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Positivistic paradigm

Postpositivistic paradigm

Concerned with hypotheses
testing

Concerned with generating
theories

Uses large samples

Uses small samples

Data are highly specific and
precise

Data are rich and subjective

Produces quantitative data

Produces qualitative data

High reliability

Reliability is low

Low validity

Validity Is high

Generalises from sample to
population

Generalises from one setting to
another

Table 1 Two main paradigms. Source, (Wisker, 2008: 68)

Creswell (2014), states that philosophical ideas influence the practice of research and
need to be identified. It is important to note that philosophical disagreements are an
intrinsic part of business management and research according to Saunders et ai, (2016).
Creswell (2014), identified four main ‘worldviews’ to clarify the beliefs that guide the
actions of the researcher. Creswell (2014), makes the point that worldviews are based on
discipline orientations, student’s advisors/mentors inclinations, and past research
experiences (2014; 6). The types of beliefs held by researchers will often lead to them
embracing a qualitative quantitative or Mixed Methods approach to research (Creswell,
2014). Saunders etal., (2016), clarifies that different philosophies are not better than each
other, but rather different philosophies are more suited to achieving different things.

3.6.1. POSITIVISTIC
The positivist approach has been a 'recurrent theme in the history of western
thought from the Ancient Greeks to the present day but the concept was
developed in the early 19th century by the philosopher and founding sociologist.
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Comte, In Wright (2014). Kim (2003), describes positivism as seeking to solve
practical problems through statistical analysis. Wisker (2008), argues that a
Positivistic worldview leads the research to favour questionnaires to seek to test
a theory which is deductive rather than inductive. Saunders et ai, (2016),
describe Positivists as researchers whom collect measurable, quantifiable data
and you undertake you research in a value-free way. That is, you remain neutral
and detached from your research and data to avoid influencing findings.
Positivistic is the most common model used in quantitative methods, according
to Silverman (2014).

3.6.2. POST-POSITIVISTIC
Wisker (2008), defines Post-Positivistic as researchers whom identify the world
as essentially indefinable, interpreted. Seale (2012), adds that Post-Positivism is
an amendment to Positivistic whereby Post-Positivistic adapt a position of critical
realism and Post-Positivistics will place importance on objectivity seeking to
understand phenomena by testing theoretical approaches. Where one believes
that nature is subjective, and that the topic of research is open to interpretation
and based upon one’s experiences in undertaking a research topic, it is referred
to as Phenomenology (Hennink, 2011).

3.7.

RESEARCH APPROACH

Saunders et al., (2016), assert that if you use a deductive approach you are using a
research strategy to test a theory. Conversely, if you collect data to explore a
phenomenon and you build a theory then you are using an inductive approach (Saunders
et al., (2016). Punch (2005), argues that inductive approach is suitable when undertaking
research in a topic which lacks appropriate theories. Post-Positivists believe that we can
never gain final answers and that all data must be interpreted in context, to understand
its meaning. These interpretations differ among people places and time and are relative.
Such theory is likely to be inductive (Punch, 2015).
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3.8.

METHODOLOGICAL CHOICE

In moving to the next stage of the research process Saunders et al., (2016), advise that
your first methodological choice is whether you follow a quantitative, qualitative or Mixed
Methods Research design for your research. Creswell (2013), states that based on the
choice of the researcher a type of study within those choices must be then selected. Seale
(2012), specifies that methods are the specific research techniques selected from
theories and methodologies and are used to examine the research topic. Saunders etal.,
(2016), differentiate between methodologies as quantitative research dealing with
numeric data (numbers), whereby the data collection techniques employed such as
questionnaires and data analysis such as graphs and statistics generate or use numerical
data. Qualitative research dealing with non-numeric data such as words, images, video
and other similar types of data and employs data collection techniques such as interviews
and data analysis procedures such as categorising data. Both qualitative and quantitative
are at two ends of a continuum and therefore can be combined in practice, which is
referred to as Mixed Methods Research (Saunders et al., 2016).

3.8.1. QUANTITATIVE METHODS
Quantitative research is described by Creswell (2014), as an approach fortesting
objective theories by examining the relationship among variables. These
variables, in turn, can be measured, typically on instruments so that numbered
data can be analysed using statistical procedures. Walliman (2011), simplifies
that quantitative analysis deals with data in the form of numbers and uses
mathematical operations to investigate their properties. Quantitative research can
use a mono method quantitative study or a multi method quantitative study. Use
of multi method studies are advocated to overcome weaknesses associated with
only mono/single methods and provide a richer approach to data collection,
analysis and interpretation. (Bryman, 2006,

In Saunders et al., 2016).

Quantitative research is often, though not always, set within a positivistic
framework and uses deductive reasoning, according to Seale (2012). Wisker
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(2008), states that many of us rely too heavily on questionnaires and that
collections of statistics and number crunching are not often the answer to
understanding meanings, beliefs and experience, which are better understood
through the gathering and interpretation of qualitative data.

3.8.2. QUALITATIVE METHODS
Creswell (2014), defines qualitative research as the approach for exploring
and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or
human problem. Creswell (2014), adds that qualitative research is the process
of research involving emerging questions and procedures (2014:4). Seale (2012),
claims that qualitative research is often based on inductive reasoning. Creswell
(2014), agrees that those who engage in qualitative research support a way of
looking at research that honours an inductive style. Creswell (2014), further
elaborates that variation exists in qualitative research and that qualitative
research has characteristics such that the researcher is the instrument for data
collection, multiple methods of data collection can be employed, data gathered is
based on participants’ meanings, allows for researcher reflexivity, and is holistic.
(Creswell, 2014). Seale (2012), advises that the research question will be
developed and refined throughout the process and that semi-structured
interviews can begin with a general topic. A number of additional research
questions arise following the first phase of data analysis. Creswell (2014),
explains that in a qualitative study, inquirers research questions assume two
forms: (a) a central question and (b) associated sub-questions. Interviews,
according to Wisker (2008), provide both fascinating information that may be
contextual but also the information that you set out to collect. Wisker (2008),
however warns that qualitative data analysis is not an easy option. Punch (2005),
agrees that qualitative research methods involve a complex, changing and
contested field.
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3.8.3. MIXED METHODS
Creswell (2014), suggests that mixed methods research incorporates elements
of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. He adds that Mixed Methods
Research is an approach to inquiry involving collecting both quantitative and
qualitative data, integrating the two forms of data, and using distinct designs that
may involve philosophical assumptions and theoretical frameworks (Creswell,
2014: 4). Creswell (2014), concludes that the assumption of Mixed Methods
Research is that the combination of qualitative and quantitative approaches
provides a more complete understanding of a research problem than either
approach alone (Creswell ,2014). Barbour (2001), defines the use of more than
one method of data collection as trianguiation. Kumar (2014), suggests that to
get the best outcome for a research study you should combine quantitative and
qualitative methods. However, Barbour (2001), argues that difficulties exist as
data obtained through different methods defy direct comparison. The researcher
has laid out a table in the next section to summarise the main differences between
quantitative and qualitative methodologies.

3.8.4. TYPES COMPARED
Having considered both approaches and paradigms of the researcher to address
the objectives as set out in Chapter one, the researcher needed to collect and
analyse qualitative data using an inductive approach. The researcher therefore
takes a Post-Positivistic approach for this study. This involves in-depth, semistructured interviews with key interviewees which should provide highly valid
information to fulfil the research objectives. The researcher conducted an
exploratory research. Saunders et al., (2016), advise that exploratory research has
flexibility which is required in there is a requirement to clarify an understanding of
an issue, problem or phenomenon. Searching literature, conducting In-depth semi
structured interviews with expert’s ways to conduct exploratory research and were
employed to allow adaptability where new data and new insights occur to the
researcher, according to Saunders et al., (2016).
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Quantiretive Research

Qualirattve Reseanch
Words and langua^ used as data

Numbers and statistics used as data

e^. Interviews and Case Studies

e.g. Suivey and Experiments

Se«ks to understand aral interpret local meanings

Seeks to identify r^tionships berween variables

from data gathered in a contest

in order to explain or predict

Generates narrow but rich data. DetaOed and

Generates shallow but broad data More

complex accounts but fewer panicipants

participants but less complex individual inputs

Seeks patterns but accommodates and explores

Seeks consensus and norms, reducing diversity of

divei^enre within the data

responses

Theory generating and inductrv'e logic

Theory testing and deductive logic

Subjectivity, Constructivism, Relativism

Objecbviiy, Post Positivism, Reabsm

Afoeed Afetiiods IteseairA
Conve:rgence of Qualitative and Quantitative Strands
Explanatory Sequential
ELtploratoiy Sequential
Transformative, Embedded or Mulbphase

Table 2; Characteristics of Qualitative, Quantitative and Mixed Methods Research. Source, Creswell (2014).

In selecting exploratory research qualitative data gathering approach is merited,
according to Neuman (2011). The researcher favours the qualitative method which allows
in-depth interviews through an inductive approach. Elaboration regarding the interview
process is laid out in subsequent sections of this chapter.

3.9.

DATA COLLECTION

Strauss and Corbin (1998), state that research methods are the set of procedures and
techniques for gathering and analysing data. Denzin and Lincoln (2011), purport that
through the use of open ended questions the researcher can yield information not
anticipated whereas quantitative data collection arrive at a fixed nature of responses.
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Data collection techniques include examination of secondary data, questionnaires,
interviews and observations (Saunders etal., 2016). Creswell (2014), suggests that there
are four main types of qualitative data collection procedures. These are qualitative
observation, qualitative interviews, qualitative documents and finally qualitative audio and
visual materials. Silverman (2014), advises that data collection should be made as easy
as possible and complexity should be avoided, as time is better spent on the much
needed data analysis stage. Seale (2012), advises that a researcher should be aware if
research has been done before and a review of existing literature should be conducted
as an initial stage. The research conducted a review of the literature, as referred to in
chapter 2 of this study, to form the basis for data collection requirements before
conducting face-to-face interviews as a qualitative data collection technique. The
following chapters elaborate.

3.9.1. SECONDARY DATA
Secondary data is information, both raw data and published summaries that have
been collected for a purpose other than that of the researchers’ research study
(Kumar 2014; Saunders et al., 2016). Creswell (2007), claims that to gain a
greater understanding of the subject area, one should conduct a literature review
which will provide a theoretical background to the study, refine the research
question and objectives, improve the methodology and contextualise the findings.
Saunders et al., (2016), claim that one you ascertain that secondary data is likely
to exist you need to source the data from online databases, libraries, archives
and informal discussions with librarians, experts colleagues and tutors may have
knowledge of the types of data that they believe to exist on a topic. Saunders et
al., (2016), continue that reanalysing data can also lead to unforeseen or
unexpected new discoveries. They advise that the researcher must access
secondary data to ensure the overall suitability of the data, as well as assessing
the reliability and any likely measurement bias. The secondary information
generated in the literature review in Chapter 2 was gathered and collated from
websites, books, academic journals, and government publications, EU White
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paper reports, online data bases news articles and other Ports and Cities
documents. The Harvard Business review, Smart Councils and Port technology
websites were subscribed to, along with Industry specific magazines. Journals
were accessed through google scholar. Science Direct, Elsevier and through the
CIT online library as well as visiting the college library. It is evident from the indepth research conducted that there is no obvious published literature discussing
the case for Cork as a Smart Region in terms of the factors influencing its citizens
and the awareness of Cork / branding. As a result of reviewing such literature
the researcher recognised a gap in the research.

3.9.2. PRIMARY DATA
Walliman (2011), describes primary sources of data as those that the researcher
can obtain by direct, detached observation or measurement of phenomena in the
real world. According to Saunders et al., (2016:388), the use of interviews can
help you to gather valid and reliable data that are relevant to your research
question(s) and objectives. Saunders et al., (2016), adds that primary literature
sources can be used to refine your ideas in to a research question. An interview
is a purposeful conversation between two people (Saunders et al., 2016). As
outlined in earlier sections of this chapter, the approach underpinning the
researchers study is that of qualitative, inductive research. Therefore, the primary
method of data collection for this study was conducted by the researcher by
conducting face-to-face, in depth, semi-structured interviews with willing interview
participants.

3.9.3. INFORMAL INTERVIEWS
Informal interviews were carried out in the initial stages of undertaking this
research. Due to the broad research topic, informal interviews were deemed
necessary by the researcher to gain an insight in to the topic with a view to
identifying key areas of importance to the various actors involved. This was
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carried out throughout the research stage, whereby data emerged from literature
was queried with a view to checking the existence of specific data relating to the
Cork region and informal interviews were undertaken in an aim to gather sources
of existing information for certain areas. Informal interviews were chosen in place
of a focus group. The researcher did consider a focus group, but each of the
actors play very different roles and therefore the researcher deemed that a focus
group would not contribute strategically to the overall aim of the research. The
researcher emailed, phoned and met with key personnel, some of whom were
also interview participants for the main interviews. These included Aidan O
Riordan, Claire Davis, Paul O Regan, Pat Murphy, Olan O’ Keeffe, Brendan
Keating, Jack Sheehan, Rob Kitchin, and family, colleagues and friends. This was
done to ensure that the research topic was valid and could add to research. The
general topic of Smart cities is very broad and so the focus group would not have
offered any further insight in to the topic prior to interviews.

3.10.

INTERVIEWS

According to Wisker (2008), interviews give you the opportunity to meet the subjects of
your research. They can provide both the detailed information you set out to collect and
some fascinating contextual or other information (not all of which you can or will use).
However, interviews are most certainly time-consuming (2008: 192). Semi-structured
interviews address both the need for comparable responses, i.e. the same questions to
all interviewees and the need for the interview to be developed during the interview
process between both parties (Wisker, 2008). Interviews are most certainly timeconsuming due to both transcription and analysis to gather rich data that is useful,
according to Wisker (2008).
3.10.1. TYPES OF INTERVIEWS
The diagram below shows the options for interviews methods available to the
researcher. These were considered by the researcher in assessing the method
to use for this study.
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Interviews

1

I
Standardised
1

1
Non-standardised

Interviews r-a dm i n is tere d
questionnaires
{Chapter 11)

1

One to one

One to many

1
1

1
Face-to-face
interviews

1

1

1

Telephone
Internet- and
interviews intranet-mediated
(electronic)
interviews

1

1

1

Group
interviews

Internet- and
intranet-mediated
(electronic)
group interviews

Focus groups

Focus groups

1

Forms of interview

Figure 4 Forms of Interview. Source, Saunders etal., (2016:392).

Table 3 below offers the reader a summary of the interview types that can be employed
by the researcher.

Structjne<3 interview

Neufality; no prompting; no (mprov-'saton:
training to erisune corsjstercy

Semi-structured interview

Open-ended i nten/iew

Some probirg: rapport with irte-'/'ewee;
u nde’-standing of project's aims

Flexioility; raopod with interviewee- act've
lister ng

^cous group

Facilitation s-diis; fexibility: ability to stard oack
the discussion so that group cynamics can
emerge

Table 3 Typology of interview strategies Source, (Noaks and WIncup, 2004: 80) In Silverman, (2014: 166)
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3.10.2. RATIONALE FOR USING SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
According to Saunders etal., (2012), semi-structured and in-depth interviews are
used to gather rich data, which are normally analysed qualitatively, for example
as part of a case study or Grounded Theory strategy. Wisker (2008), states that
semi-structured, open-ended interviews address both the need for comparable
responses using the same questions for each interviewee; and allowing the
interview to be developed by the conversation between interviewer and
interviewee. Saunders etal., (2016), continues that semi-structured and in-depth
interviews provide you with the opportunity to ‘probe’ answers from interviewees
to further explain, or build on their responses. This is useful when you will not
have the opportunity to interview the candidate again. Saunders et ai, (2016),
assert that interviewees may use words in a particular way and in-depth semistructured interviews allows the researcher to gain a better understanding of their
meaning with a view to obtaining significant data.
Seale (2012), describes qualitative interviews as particularly useful research
methodologies for assessing individual’s attitudes and values - things that cannot
be measured in a question. Saunders et ai, (2016), advise that there are a
number of ways to conduct exploratory research using qualitative methods. This
includes in-depth interviews with ‘experts’ in the chosen field or subject. They add
that interviews are likely to be relatively unstructured. The researcher initially
sought to carry out Mixed Methods Research and a survey was intended.
However, in the time between the proposal and the research study commencing,
a survey of 3,600 participants was carried out by CorkCitiEngage on behalf of the
Cork Smart Gateway and lERC and as a result, the researcher did not opt to
complete further surveys. The results of this survey were due to be issued by the
end of June 2016 and it was the intention of the researcher that it would form part
of the secondary research for this dissertation. The survey results were delayed
and confidentiality issues were communicated to the researcher whereby the
data was required for use by the original researchers at a date later than the
submission date of this report. The researcher fully respected the wishes of those
involved in the original research and notes that the survey did not detract from
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this study, but rather should complement its data findings. The researcher is
satisfied that the qualitative method was the best option to support the research
question exploring the Smart cities concept for Cork.

3.10.3. INTERVIEW PROCESS
The research interview is a purposeful conversation between two or more people
and requires the interviewer to establish rapport, to ask concise and
unambiguous questions, to which the interviewee is willing to respond. (Saunders
et al., 2016). With a semi-structured, open-ended interview there is a series of
set questions to be asked and space for some divergence, with the interviewer
then returning to the structured interview questions (Wisker 2008; 194). Dawson
(2009), states that in a semi-structured interview the researcher must obtain
information’s that is comparable amongst all the participants. To do this the same
question must be asked of all interviewees. To this end, the researcher split
empirical data in to three phases: 1) informal interviews, 2) pilot interview and 3)
the main interviews. To maintain structure and validity to the interviews the
researcher developed an interview guide. The research drafted key themes from
the literature review in combination with secondary data to compile these
questions. During meetings held with research supervisor. Dr. Angela Wright,
these questions were discussed and refined with a view to drafting a final list of
questions in line with the researchers themes. The final list of questions were
tested at a pilot interview before commencing further interviews. Some questions
were dismissed, or altered, based on the findings of the pilot interview. Wisker
(2008), advocates conducting a pilot inter to test the questions. This should
identify if the questions are too probing, closed and if they will extract the correct
information or be misleading. Saunders et al., (2016), reiterate the importance of
conducting the pilot interview also to build the researchers competency in
interviewing around the researchers themes. This interview guide was drafted
with a view to answering the research question and objectives. The researcher
drafted a list of potential questions in line with the research objectives. These
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questions were analysed and validated with the research supervisor, Dr. Angela
Wright, prior to conducting a pilot interview at the end of May 2016.

3.10.4. THE PILOT INTERVIEW
Saunders et al., (2012), emphasises that piloting the interview themes will be a
crucial element in building your competence. Creswell (2014), suggests that the
idea behind qualitative research is to purposefully select participants or sites that
will best help the researcher to understand the problem and question. In Creswell
(2014), Miles and Huberman (1994) suggest that four aspects exist when
identifying participants and sites: (a) the setting, (b) the actors, (c) the events and
(d) the process. Wisker (2008), and Saunders et al., (2016), concur that a process
for interviews should be developed to include the follow; 1) contact, 2) time and
place, 3) record the interview, 4) ask the interview questions, 5) note what is said
and what is not said and finally, ensure honesty throughout the interview. Seale
(2012), claims that the last step of your design of your interview schedule is to
test or pilot it and advises that you should test your pilot on the same type of
people you will include in the study. A pilot should note; (1)How long it took, (2)
Was it clear, (3) Are the questions ambiguous, probing, misleading, (4) Are the
questions objectionable, (5) Was the layout clear and easy to follow and (6) Were
any topics omitted. The pilot interview was carried out with Al Devine, Senior
Programmer for the Cork City Council on 24^^ May at City Hall, Cork. Saunders
et al., (2016), reiterate the importance of conducting a pilot interview in building
the researchers competency in interviewing around your themes. The questions
were then refined as a result of this pilot interview and a final set of questions
drafted as the interview guide for the researcher whilst conducting the
subsequent interviews. This guide was used to interview 11 candidates, from
across different industries, in a one-to-one setting. The list of interviewees is
available as Appendix A and the interview guide as Appendix B in this document.
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3.10.5. THE MAIN INTERVIEWS
The researcher conducted eleven face to face during ten meetings, including one
interview with two members of the same company. Purposive sampling was
engaged in selecting the interviewees. Theoretical sampling, a form of purposive
sampling is used when adopting a Grounded Theory strategy and analytic
induction (Saunders etai, 2016). Barbour (2001), states that qualitative research
aims to reflect diversity within a given population, in this study participants were
selected on the basis of their expert in-depth knowledge of Smart cities, ICT,
Roles within the public, private, research and academic bodies within the Cork
region. Dawson (2009), advises a number of points in advance of conducting
interviews, namely; Practise with the recording equipment before the interview
takes place, develop an interview schedule, check that you have a suitable venue
in which to carry out the interview, negotiate a length of time for the interview and
stick to it, unless the interviewee is happy to continue and ask open questions
and listen to responses and probe where necessary. During interviews, the
researcher asked the major questions which were based on the overall
objectives. Whilst the questions were initially asked in the same way each time,
the order or the questions varied depending on the flow of the interview and sub
questions and probing questions were required to gain further clarification or to
extract further information were also utilised. Interviews lasted between 25 and
50 minutes long as the researcher was careful not to impose upon people’s time.
For this study the researcher originally had a panel of 19 prospective
interviewees, across a broad spectrum of expertise. The panel was reduced to
11 interviewees after a process of elimination and the unavailability of some
interviewees. All prospective interviewees were kind enough to offer alternative
personnel in their place if they were unable to attend. It took the researcher
approximately 3 months to arrange and conduct all interviews due to summer
month’s holidays. Each interviewee has invaluable empirical data and the
researcher found herself to be very fortunate to have such a willing list of
participants who gave their time freely. The interviewee list and schedule for
meeting is shown in Figure 5 below. All interviewees were met at their own
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locations at a time of their choosing. This is also attached as Appendix A in this
document.

Date
Name

Profession

Company

Industry Sector

Interview

Al Devine

Senior Programmer

Cork City Council

Local Authority

25.5.16

Research & Academia

28.5 16

Nimbus
Dirk Pesch

Head of Centre

and

Research

Centre

Michelle 0

Policy

Sullivan

Executive

Research

Commerce

Cork

Chamber

of
Chamber of Commerce

3.6.16

Claire Davis

Programme Manager

Cork Smart Gateway

Government

10.7.16

ICT Programme Manager

Cork City Council

Local Authority

10.7.16

Research & Academia

21.7.16

Aidan O'
Riordan

lERC
Tony Day

Director
Councillor

(Tyndall

Institute)
/

Irish

Local

historian/Irish Member of

Cork City Council / EU

EU

Committee

Committee

of the

of

the

Representative

EU

Committee if the Regions /
local Independent Councillor

Cllr Kieran
McCarthy

Regions

Regions

James Murphy

Project Manager

Tyco

Technologies

Brien

Senior Program Manager

Tyco

Technologies

28.7.16

James Fogarty

Divisional Manager

Cork County Council

Local Authority

3.8.16

Paul 0 Regan

Harbour Master

Port of Cork Company

Port Authority

5.8.16

25.7.16
Industry

Eamonn O'

Industry

Figure 5: Interviewee List and Schedule
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-

Smart
28.7.16

-

Smart

of

3.11.

DATA ANALYSIS - GROUNDED THEORY

Silverman (2014), refers to three main types of analysis, content analysis. Grounded
Theory and narrative analysis. Different analytical techniques to analyse qualitative are
referred to by Saunders et al., (2016). Qualitative studies are often inductive, which is to
say that they begin with a very broad research question and the final research question
and precise themes are suggested empirically from the data (Seale, 2012). Walliman
(2011), agrees that Inductive reasoning starts from specific observations or sensory
experiences and then develops a general conclusion from them. In this study the, the
researcher’s qualitative research was based on grounded theory. Wisker (2008), explains
that Grounded Theory is really what it says it is - theory grounded in experience(s).
Grounded Theory evolved from the work of two sociologists Barney Glaser, and Anselm
Strauss (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Wisker (2008), states that this work dates back to
1967. Strauss and Corbin (1998), suggest that grounded theory is theory that was derived
from data, systematically gathered and analysed through the research process (1998:
12).

It is necessary to select and interpret data and integrate all data in to a rich,

descriptive report (Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Wisker (2008), continues that, according
to Glaser and Strauss, a rigid set of rules would hamper and constrain the discovery of
and focus on the object of the research, which is often itself shifting because it is based
in human interactions and behaviours. Charmaz and Bryant (2011), In Silverman (2014),
further explain, “Grounded theory is a method of qualitative inquiry in which researcher
develop inductive theoretical analyses from their collected data and subsequently gather
further data to check theses analyses”. Similarly, Saunders et al., (2016), claim that
Grounded Theory is usually referred to as taking an inductive approach. In Wisker (2008),
Strauss and Corbin (1990:23), state that a grounded theorv' is one, which is inductively
derived from the study of the phenomenon it represents. According to Strauss and Corbin
(1998), In Wisker (2008), the researcher does not begin with a project with a preconceived
theory in mind but begins with an area of study and allows the theory to emerge from the
data. In Silverman (2014:119), Charmaz and Bryant (2011), the purpose of grounded
theory is theory construction, rather than description or application of existing theories.
Silverman (2014), explains that Grounded Theory is firmly rooted in an assumption
common to qualitative researchers, clarifying that the researcher should not begin with a
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prior hypotheses but induce the hypotheses from close data analysis. Wisker (2008),
summarises that the researcher using Grounded Theory begins with a fresh perspective
and some insights, but also a willingness to develop and change his or her views.
According to Saunders et al., (2016), semi-structured in-depth interviews are used to
gather data, which are normally analysed qualitatively, for example as part of a case study
or Grounded Theory strategy. Silverman (2014: 119), explains that Grounded Theory
involves close inspection of data leading to memos using tentative codes as a formation
of a later theory. Strauss and Corbin (1998: 3), define coding as “The analytic processes
through which data are fractured, conceptualized, and integrated to form theory.
Silverman (2014), suggests a simplified model breaking down the process in to a number
of steps. This shown in Table 4 below:

1. tnitiai coding dnd memo wn'trng (lino*by*line coding, compare now codes with old
evaluate, alter, adjust, write notes)
2. focused coding ana memo writing (select and then code key issues, keep comparing,
write notes to refine ideas)
3. Cod/ecf new data via tfiecreticai sampling (strategically sample to further develop
categories and their properties)
4. Continue to code, memo and tneorericai samp/jng (develop and refine categories until

no new issues emerge)
5. Serf and jnfegrafe memos (refine links between categories, develop concepts, write a
initial draft of a theory)

Sourrt*’

(2011 274-5>
Table 4: The stages of building grounded theory (In Silverman 2014: 123)

Silverman (2014), concludes that you stop gathering data or developing theories from it
when fresh data or new settings no longer produce new insights. Transcribing should be
done according to the needs of reliable analysis and the researcher did not hand to a
typist for the purpose of familiarising herself with the data (Silverman, 2014).
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3.12.

THEMATIC CODING AND ANALYSIS

Seale (2012), claims that it is easier to make sense of data when it is divided up in to
themes. Thematic Analysis coding can therefore be applied to the transcripts and data,
Memos are useful methods to keep track of emerging themes according to Seale (2012).
Thematic Coding is often done before all data are collected. Seale (2012), suggests that
early analysis can inform further data gathering so that gaps in the data are filled, or new
themes emerge. Saunders etal., (2016), state that coding is used to categorise data with
similar meanings. Codes show occurrence or non-occurrence of a phenomenon and
strength of opinion in some instances. Thematic coding can provide the researcher with
a simple approach to analysis that is Thematic Analysis. Thematic Analysis is suitable to
use with several qualitative research strategies, including Grounded Theory (Saunders et
ai, (2016: 587). Various computer packages available to code the data as advocated by
Saunders et al., (2016), Wisker (2008), and Silverman (2014). The researcher however
chose Microsoft Excel to code and reduce the data by manual methods. The researcher
considered the computer packages but felt that re-evaluation of data ensures validity and
reliability by the researcher. This is also known as immersion (Seale, 2012).Seale (2012),
defines theoretical sensitivity as the researcher’s sensitivity to concepts, meanings and
relationships within the data that derives from both professional and personal experiences
and can be shaped by reading. The researcher was able to extract key themes and
patterns from the transcripts and categorised them accordingly. Category formation is
used in inductive Thematic Analysis. As noted in this chapter, theoretical sampling was
applied in order to allow the researcher to develop categories and emerging theory based
upon the collection, coding and analysis of data (Saunders et al., 2016). This
methodology was implemented to closely mirror the grounded theory concept as
described already in this report. The process of data analysis through thematic analysis
and coding from the transcripts of interviews was extremely time consuming mainly due
to the diverse roles of interviewees and different themes emerging. It was, however,
extremely interesting and offered an in-depth analysis of the subject matter. The coding
involved first manually highlighting the selected text as apparent to the reader as being a
recurring or important theme from participants. The researcher then repeated this process
digitally and grouped the themes in to bigger themes. It took up many hours of the
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evenings and early hours of the mornings which was difficult to manage with working full
time but once the data began to show the emergence of the themes, and the process
became easier the researcher was encouraged that a successful result could be
achieved. These spreadsheets are contained in Appendix F. The effort that was put in to
the coding was well rewarded by producing definitive results, which are displayed in
chapter four and five.

3.13.

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY

Ensuring reliability and validity of research are fundamental to any qualitative research
study (Creswell, 2007). Validity, according to Seale (2012), refers to the ‘truth-value’ of a
research project. Wisker (2008), adds that it is central to the issue of cohesion of your
work. Saunders et al., (2016), state that data quality issues related to reliability, forms of
bias and generalisability may be overcome by considering why you have chosen to use
interviews, recognising that all research methods have limitations and through careful
preparation to conduct interviews to avoid bias that would threaten the reliability and
validity of your data. Saunders et al., (2016), suggest that reliability refers to the process
of verifying research data, analysis and interpretation techniques which help to enhance
the quality of the research. Wisker (2008), defines a study as reliable if another researcher
conducted the same research would replicate the findings. In short, Saunders et al.,
(2016), define it as replication and consistency. There are four main threats to reliability,
according to Saunders et al., (2016). These are: participant error, participant bias, and
research error and research bias. The researcher undertook steps to ensure reliability at
all times. All interviews were recorded and transcribed and made available to interviewees
for their confirmation. Participant or member validation involves sending research data
back to parts to allow confirmation of accuracy through permitting comments and corrects
to the data to validate it. Members can withdraw data if they are unhappy with it (Saunders
etal., 2016).
To allow for ease of analysis, the researcher recorded each interview. Subsequently, the
first stage of data analysis involved the transcription of each recorded interview, following
the completion of each interview. The researcher did consider paying for a transcription
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service, but opted to type them instead as to replay and type the transcripts was deemed
to be more beneficial in gaining a more thorough understanding of the data. Handwritten
notes taken during interviews was also kept as memos and referred to where necessary
throughout. Personal interviews lasted from twenty-five minutes to 50 minutes each, and
were digitally recorded with the prior consent of the participants. The data analysis began
as soon as each interview was over.

3.14.

ETHICAL ISSUES

Saunders et ai, (2016), believe that ethics refer to standards of behaviour that guide your
conduct in relation to those involved in or affected by the study. Therefore, ethical issues
should lead you to plan the research study appropriately. Wisker (2008), continues that,
most dissertations and theses have ethical considerations, and these will be particularly
complex when you are using human subjects. According to Walliman (2011), ethical
research is aimed at causing no harm and if possible, producing some gain, not only in
the wider field, but also for the participants in the project. As a researcher, you will have
to accept any refusal to take part (Saunders et ai, 2016:249). The researcher followed
these ethical principles of not causing harm, voluntary participation and co-operation,
privacy, anonymity and transparency as advocated by Saunders et ai, (2016), Walliman
(2011), Wisker (2008), and Seale (2012). The researcher issued an interview request and
email and participants were given the opportunity to remain anonymous. A copy of
Standard Ethical Practices is attached in Appendix D. The researcher believes that she
remained ethical at all times.

3.15.

LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH

Wisker (2008), identifies limitations as things we cannot do, ask or know for some reason.
According to Saunders et ai, (2016), while good theory has the power to explain and
predict, it may also be subject to limitations. The researcher has identified a number of
limitations to the research. This was the first research study of this magnitude for the
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researcher. Time constraints were huge with working in a full time role in an extremely
busy department in the midst of growth and change. This impacted at times on the ability
of the researcher to arrange interviews as the researcher was conscientious in not asking
participants to meet outside of work hours. Corkcitiengage survey of 3,600 people was
undertaken at the time that this study commenced. The initial timeline for this was that
results would be public before the submission date of this dissertation but due to delays,
this was not possible. Whilst there was constant communication from the parties involved,
whom were most accommodating, it changed some factors within the initial intention of
the research. The researcher would have like to conduct Mixed Methods Research from
the outset but felt it a conflict of interests as Corkcitiengage had already conducted this.
The researcher felt that potential participants would not be willing to conduct a second
survey of a similar nature. The researcher aimed to visit and meet with key actors in
Hamburg and Cologne as referred to as cases in this study. Due to an unfortunate injury
to the researcher and surgery, the trips abroad were not possible. This same health issue
delayed some of the primary data collection through the summer months. Interviewees
had limited time over the summer months to meet for interviews. Although all participants
were very helpful, the interviews were held at a time later than the researcher would have
liked. The topic of ‘smart’ is extremely broad and the researcher had to evaluate a huge
amount of secondary data, with very little relating to the core topic.

3.16.

CONCLUSION

This chapter detailed the research design, data collection and analysis adopted by the
researcher. Validity and reliability, limitations and ethical considerations were also
described in this chapter. The research question and the research process evolution. The
researcher was identified as having a Post-Positivistic philosophy. Methods, approaches
underpinning this study were selected to yield deep and generalised information. The
chapter then moved on to explain sample choice, along with the rationale for selecting indepth semi-structured interviews it concluded with reference to the limitations which
incorporated some of the research journey, which is further elaborated on in Appendix G.
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Finally ethical concerns and considerations were addressed. The next chapter, chapter
four, will present the interview data and discuss the findings.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH FINDINGS
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CHAPTER 4 - RESEARCH FINDINGS

4.1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents the empirical findings from primary research carried out in this
study. The main objective of the study is to examine the Smart cities concept and the
case for Cork and to develop a greater understanding of the Smart cities concept for the
Cork region, showing the benefits and challenges on all actors involved.
The researcher has divided the findings into a number of key themes, which emerged
from the data during this study. The researcher has divided the findings into a number of
key themes which were developed from the research question and objectives, which
emerged from the data obtained in Chapter 2. This allowed the researcher to focus on
these areas in order to address the research question. The main theme headings are as
follows:
4.1.1. PRIMARY RESEARCH THEMES
•

Definition and Understanding of the Smart city / Smart Region Concept

•

What the Smart city Concept means for Cork

•

Challenges and implications of ICT in the context of enabling Smart cities

•

Examine the role of collaboration between different actors in achieving a Smart
Region for Cork

•

The benefits and challenges of citizen engagement and participation, awareness
and understanding from governing bodies perspectives

•

KPIs and metrics for Smart cities initiatives and project selection in Cork

•

Branding a city as Smart

•

Role of the EU in the Smart cities concept for Cork

•

Drivers and Critical Success factors for Smart cities Concept for the Cork region.

In undertaking this primary research, as noted in chapter 3, the researcher carried out
qualitative, inductive research through eleven semi-structured interviews. The researcher
used an interview guide, containing open ended questions to allow flexibility and
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adaptability. The selection of interviewees consisted of eleven people employed as senior
managers, programme managers, Divisional Manager for the County Council, Harbour
Master and an EU councillor, along with academic professionals, all of whom are involved
in the strategic direction of Cork. The harbour master was able to give the Port of Corks’
perspective on the smart initiatives and the role of the port within the regional context and
the EU councillor, also a member of local government, gave great insight in to the issues
at national and EU level further to the Cork perspective.

The results presented in this chapter include direct quotations from each of the eleven
interviewees. The interviewees were willing to have their names and companies
acknowledged and referenced in this study. The interviewees spoke freely, and where
necessary the researcher added prompts by means of probing questions to ensure the
necessary data was communicated.

This section provides a collection of the key responses from the interviewees who have
contributed to this study.

4.2.

DEFINITION AND UNDERSTANDING OF SMART CITY / SMART REGION
CONCEPT

The researcher sought to explore the concept of Smart cities and to gain and
understanding of its implications for the Cork region. Literature has shown that there are
many definitions available but a lack of clarity exists as to what makes a city smart; is it
technology or people? There are many factors associated with Smart cities and there
appears to be agreement that the overall objective of Smart cities is to enhance the quality
of life in terms of the citizen. This research has shown that there is no clear definition of
what a Smart city or region is as it varies between cities and has a different understanding
from different actors’ perspectives.
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The first interviewee dictates;
think that the term “Smart City” is a slightly overused term. I think
that term is used by too many different people In different agencies
to describe different things - so therefore it doesn’t have a single
definition.
/

Tony Day
Director of lERC

The second interviewee agrees that it is unclear what the term ‘smart’ means to people
unfamiliar with the concept but attempts to summarise its meaning:

The word ‘smart’ is used very extensively, and people have difficulty
understanding what it means. Smart, in my opinion, means
predominantly trying to do things better or in a more clever way than
how they are done currently. That’s often associated with the use of
technology - which I don’t think is always necessary - but technology
can help in many cases. If a problem is understood correctly and
technology is used cleverly; then a lot of people throw the term
technology at it and call it smart. I would strongly disagree with that.
Smart is not only digital technology, it is also improved processes.
Part of it (being smart) is to improve the situation for our citizens.

Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The next interviewee agrees that the term “Smart Cities” refers to the enhanced quality
of life for citizens:

Smart Cities refers to the integration of technology in to your city
which helps to promote competitiveness, sustainable development
and improves the quality of life for the citizens. It’s about looking at
challenges the citizen’s face, what they like and don't, how can we
then solve those challenges for them - happier citizens mean
happier workers, employers etc.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway
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The next interviewee believes that Smart cities will be an enabler for the future:
In relation to facilitating a more enabling and adaptive city for the
future, I would see it a way of making life better for people, tourism,
and the scope of Smart cities is quite huge, far reaching.
Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

It has emerged that the term smart places heavy emphasis on Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) as an informative tool:
Smart Cities are those that have a systematic approach to public
initiatives with IT related projects. Smart Cities also refers to the
implementation of technology innovations to provide smarter, more
effective work and life solutions. Information availability is an
important factor for smart cities.
Paul O'Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

Another interviewee believes that Smart Cities refer the integration of technology
initiatives to improve services in the region:
In my opinion, a smart city or region would be about having joinedup initiatives between various organisations, be they public sector,
private sector, so that ultimately, they are going to provide a better
quality of service to the members of the public. Technology is
always the enabler and it shouldn’t really be the overriding of the
initiative.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

Another interviewee believes that the Smart Cities concept combines both technology
and citizens:
Smart definitely means sustainable development, energy and
proper use of energy etc. and underpinning it with technology and
involving the citizens in all that.
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James Fogarty
Divisional Manager Cork County Council
The views of the next interviewee are that Smart Cities should make things easier for all
of the actors involved:
Smart Cities are about making everything easier; to get to work, to
do what you do on a daily basis. Whether that is through technology,
or for example, apps - the term “smart cities” means different things
to different people, but it’s just making things easier in my opinion.
James Murphy
Project Manager Tyco

For the next interviewee it involves smart thinking and collaboration;
I’m of the opinion that smart cities are actually about something
deeper than just data and ICT. Whenever people talk about smart
cities they also always include low-carbonate technologies such as
heating, electricity, low-carbon transport; so, it is also about smarter
design. So it’s about using the evolving intelligence, the evolving
knowledge of how to run the city better. So that includes better
minds, better education, smarter people and how you engage them
and have them working better together, so that the ideas are more
complete. So it is not just about data, not just about machine-tomachine talking and then analytics that we can then use to improve
the operations, it’s about the intelligence of the soft skills, that the
people skills in the city and improved practices will join up designed
thinking to get better cities.
Tony Day
Director of lERC

This study has found that there is a huge issue with the lack of awareness of the Smart
Cities concept as noted by an interviewee:
There is a complete lack of awareness and knowledge of what
Smart Cities are. This is transforming our lives and the lack of
knowledge on it is enormous. My perspective on Smart Regions is
thinking smart; thinking about energy saving but also lateral
thinking, that each social agency has its own ideas and can help
society in its own way.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
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Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

The next interviewee explains further that little is known or discussed on the topic:
haven’t ever experienced a conversation with somebody where a
Smart Port initiatives came up in conversation. I don’t think people
know that much about what a Smart Port is.
/

Paul O'Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

The following interviewee suggests that the topic is very broad and this may add to the
lack of understanding:
There is awareness, but it is a huge area and so broad. You need to
focus on a number of areas within to really be able to promote It.
Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

4.3.

WHAT THE SMART CITY CONCEPT MEANS FOR CORK

The researcher sought to clarify Corks current position as a Smart Region. This required
an exploration of the different actors’ roles, initiatives and beliefs of the concept and how
it applies to Cork.

The most interesting finding from the study, as the first interviewee shows, is that Cork
has the potential to be a world leader of connectivity of rural and urban areas, thereby
creating a Smart Region as opposed to a Smart city:
Cork can actually be an International leader in the type of thinking
about connecting your city to the rural population around it. From a
local perspective, just connecting the city to the hinterland and the
wider economy is really important. Ireland obviously has a very
distributed population, and when you look at smart cities, what they
were originally intended for was this high volume activity, very dense
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urban living, lots of transport initiatives, smart parking, all of that kind
of stuff- when actually, when you want to have the benefits of smart
living in a distributed population you need different thinking. The
biggest opportunity I see is this blinking of city and county to the
smart gateway, it’s actually a good idea to do it cuts away from this
standard Smart city and into something new, something that’s
unique to Cork - so that’s internationally quite a good thing to be
doing.
Tony Day
Director of lERC

The second interviewee confirms that you must connect your rural and urban areas to be
smart:
The rural and urban areas are so interconnected that you can't just
look at promoting the city centre per se because a lot of population
lives in and also if you only focus on the city then you are trying to
attract more people to the city but the problem is that the city
infrastructure can't take the overcrowding. By improving the
smartness of towns and rural areas then you are helping people to
choose where they want to live and still have a really high quality of
life and good employment. It’s about enabling people to work from
home for example to reduce traffic congestion, which is an all-round
positive, so I don't think you should just focus on your city centre.
Urban areas make sense because it's easier to implement projects
that will affect large groups of people. That is why a lot of smart
projects look at urban areas, but an urban area can also be a town.
There is a lot to be said with trying to empower people to stay in
rural areas. E.g. the Ludgate in Skibbereen is a prime example of
how you can have a digital hub in a rural area once you have
connectivity you don't need to be in the centre. We can absolutely
have a Smart Region as opposed to a Smart city.
-

Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

The third contribution shows that Cork initiatives can enhance the quality of life:
Initiatives for Cork have potential to improve our quality of life
greatly, I always give out about traffic in Cork for e.g. and I think that
there are a lot of things we could do without even the use of
technology improving things that are or could be called smart.
Dirk Pesch
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Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The same interviewee warns of challenges facing Cork:

think there are huge opportunities there for Cork, no question.
There is, in the first instance, a need to build momentum, create
visibility and needs more marketing. It needs branding and the next
stage then is to make things really happen. To do that needs
investment and that is another big challenge. Where does the
investment come from then? At the moment there is a lot of effort
there for free which can only be sustained for so long. It needs
investment and strategy. It also needs a buy In from local and
national politicians and so I guess the awareness needs to target
those people as well and convince those people as well that there
are real opportunities there. Nothing works without investment.
/

Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The next interviewee suggests awareness of technology is the challenge facing Cork:
The surveys carried out to date show we have certain challenges. If
you look at the survey it might be the more indigenous places that
know technology is out there but don’t know how to grasp it, e.g.
small businesses. That needs to be examined so that we can help
them. Structures are in place. Local Enterprise Offices have great
programmes for that. More awareness is needed for that.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The fifth interviewee believes that challenges within the city can also affect the county:
The challenges are social housing and energy efficiency in social
housing, roads and transport also. Cities, by their nature are more
congested but we (the County Council) are on the outskirts of the
commute of trips out of the city and looking at transport mobility with
smart solutions is something else the council is looking at.
James Fogarty
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Divisional Manager Cork County Council

Another interviewee points out the challenges for the Port:

We move 600-700 trucks a day in container terminal, 400-500 trucks
a day in the bulk terminals. That is 1000 trucks moving a day. So if
you have a problem in the Port area, for example a ship going slowly
or crane breakdown, or an emergency within the Port, then the Port
closes. Gates close. Several hundred trucks on the way to the Port
that need diverting. The easiest way for the Port to push out
information to the Road Traffic Management systems in the city and
county and display those to avoid delays.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

The next interviewee describes the smart cities concept for Cork as a combination of
technology enabling citizen engagement whilst promoting Cork as an attractive place to
work and invest in:
For us it is around the use of skillsets and technologies to achieve
some goals in citizen engagement, development and to promote
Cork as an attractive place to work and invest.

Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

Cork is home to Ireland’s first Smart Building, One Albert Quay and the next interviewee
believes that Cork is an ideal Region:
The reason for choosing Cork for the first Smart Building was a mix
of factors. We had a presence here already as a company but
ultimately it was a combination of the population, the way of life and
access to good education was another good reason. For Tyco
moving in to One Albert Quay was the right thing to do.
James Murphy
Project Manager Tyco
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The next interviewee advocates that business engagement is also underway within the
Smart cities concept for Cork:
Business engagement is important to support businesses getting
involved. We ran, in collaboration with city centre forum, the ‘Cork
cashes out’ initiative which was to promote non-cash alternatives. It
got good traction, international award but there were a couple of
interestingly things. They were conducting a survey about how
ready people were, had they machines, switched on for contactless
payments and so on. We added in a few more questions around
smart technologies and how willing were the businesses to engage
in the smart initiatives in the future. How aware were they of the
supports or e-commerce type initiatives that they could take in. there
were a lot of interesting outcomes from that including that a lot of
businesses, particularly small niche businesses were not
necessarily aware. They knew the importance of having a digital
presence but were not aware of how to go about it, or what to do to
get help. This is a role for the Cork City Council even within the
smart agenda.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The following interviewee believes that the future of Cork as a Smart Region is bright:
We have a lot of ambition for Cork as a Smart Region. The City in
particular we have had engagement for projects and so we are
building up a little bit of a profile as being somewhere that is
interested in this. They are all small things in a way, the last number
of weeks the Growsmarter and Horizon 2020 set out that they would
have a total of 7 conferences, 6 in the 3 lead cities and Cork has
been asked to host the 7^^. That means bringing all industry partners
to gather and partners to Cork, giving us an opportunity to showcase
some of our initiatives. We don’t have massive demonstrator sites
that Barcelona has but we have quite a lot of very smart initiatives
throughout the city and wider region. Generating electricity from the
dump, etc. all of these are happening because of the work being
done for both economic development and in the smart agenda. You
have to globally competitive, not just within Ireland, but to attract
talent, companies and investment to ensure that the city thrives in
to the future. In 2017 Cork has been selected to hold a conference
for Smart cities, the 7^^ for Europe. Everyone is embracing the Smart
cities, Cork needs to embrace it.
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Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council
However, the next interviewee believes that competitiveness is the key factor in driving
smart cities:
The implication for the Cork Region is that it is a very competitive
world that we live in. To put the best foot forward and to compete on
that stage, smart definitely means sustainable. You have to be at
the races as regards the use of technology, broadband, all the smart
stuff, otherwise you won’t be competitive, it’s as simple as that. It
will affect, in to the future, foreign direct investment (FDI).
James Fogarty
Divisional Manager Cork County Council

Another interviewee believes that Smart cities are not a choice but a requirement:
The future is really bright for Cork as a Smart Region. Branding is
hugely Important and we must keep this going. The whole idea of
smart is not really a choice per se, it's more of a requirement to
improve things, you must become more efficient, and you must help
the aging population and the increasing numbers of population. You
must look at different ways of doing things. Technology is the
obvious way of doing that. There is huge competition for people.
They are so mobile now. If they are not happy in an area, feel safe
in the area or experiencing a good work life balance or quality of life
then they leave and that's detrimental. In the same way that you are
trying to accommodate the increase of people you also want to
ensure their happiness here. You want to attract students and
companies here who want to locate because of the presence of
other companies or reputation of high quality graduates.

Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway
The final contributor believes that Cork is in the early stages of Smart city thinking:
We are in the very, very early stages of the city thinking smart but
the future Is exciting. There are nice e-government projects that the
council involved with, for example, planning submissions. Local
councils want feedback. Another concept of e-tourism is maintained
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through www.cork.ie where you can find out what’s happening. I
think it’s all very positive.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

4.4.

CHALLENGES AND

IMPLICATIONS OF

ICT

IN THE

CONTEXT OF

ENABLING SMART CITIES
ICT has been confirmed as a key enabler of Smart cities. Whilst human factors are key,
they need to be able to utilise such technologies. The researcher found that data security
and privacy have major challenges associated with them and increased awareness of
theses is needed. Cork is well positioned with UCC, CIT and Research Centres and
industry experts but education and skills gaps have still been identified in this study. This
is a critical point to be addressed within the context of the Smart Region initiatives for
Cork moving forward. Open Data is needed for progress and therefore security measures
must be assured and solutions communicated to all involved.

The first interviewee states that citizens require more online services:

The services provided are more and more accessible online
because we all have busier lifestyles and people aren’t freed up to
call to councils and they will want to be able to avail of services e.g.
payments, engage with council, in an online facility. I think that that’s
definitely something that the citizens will want going forward. Certain
data that is sanitized and is made open, could in theory, be used by
developers to generate apps, that can provide labour saving
devices or features for the public.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council
The next interviewee elaborates that providing more services has challenges:
Implications of Information Communication Technology bears huge
opportunities as well as significant threats and dangers that we need
to be aware of We need to find solutions and that is an ongoing
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process. There is a lot of effort in industry and academia being
directed towards researching that.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

In providing better services to the public the next contributor confirmed a need for open
data:
The Cork Smart Gateway have developed an open data platform.
The driver for this is to start sharing information with the public

Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

A further elaboration from the next interviewee shows that having more data allows more
informed decisions:
We now have access to more information than we ever had. That is
one hand good, we can make more informed decisions now. That’s
info citizens might get from www but is also info that authorities or
industry get from access to info might be sensors in a general sense
in the environment. Info from what’s happening in the environment
because we are influencing our world more and more is positive.

Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Research Centre for Embedded Systems
The next interviewee points out that there are risks with open data:
Data is an extremely important aspect to the smarter cities in terms
of ownership of data and the privacy aspects of data. I think that
data security and privacy aspects are really important. It’s often
something that the public really wouldn’t have a great appreciation
for. They use a lot of social media and so on but don’t really prioritise
security with regards to their own personal data.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council
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Another interviewee elaborates:
\Ne live with the access to info all the time on our mobile platforms
which gives us access to our info and that has negative effects
because we engage too much in this and we don’t step back enough
at times. There are huge privacy issues and security issues. We are
generating info about what we do ourselves, privacy is gone a long
time no matter what anybody thinks. That is something that
obviously may present probs. There are huge security issues by
instrumenting our world and rolling our digital technologies now to
control processes and facilities in our environment if somebody
hacks in to it and shuts them down it could have v serious negative
effects.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research
The final interviewee notes that it is something that is being examined within Cork:
It depends on the data that you are using. It is about the no of car
spaces free so you don't have the same challenges as you would
have with personal Information. That Is something that we all have
to be aware of At the moment there are even privacy issues with
footfall counters. There are various issues with data privacy that
need to be addressed initially. It’s very much not backing off
publishing public data that could be useful to the citizen but just
being so careful about what you do publish. We are looking at the
different types of data sources that we could gather now and that
could be published because that's something that we do need to
enhance.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

An interesting finding in this study is that there is a requirement for actors to share
information:
We will and have given and undertaking that we will discuss and
engage with the city and county councils in the future and scope the
requirements. We will then be able to provide the data that is
needed.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company
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Another contributor suggests that a ‘watchdog’ service may be required to be
implemented in Cork to assure the citizen that their data is safe:
That may require a ‘watchdog’ body being set up. I haven’t seen it
in any other city or region. If the Cork Smart Gateway had a
watchdog and the public are aware of and if something new came
up, the watchdog can prove it’s been validated, etc. and some
vetting of services and communicated to people.
Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

The next interviewee believes that education about data privacy may be beneficial:
Everybody needs to be up to speed. A bit more education for the
general population to assure them that data is secured is needed.
James Murphy
Project Manager Tyco

The next interviewee agrees and suggests that education and training is available but
there is not enough awareness of this:
People need to be more educated about what technologies exist,
what you can do, what the dangers are and a lot of that is not clear.
A lot of people use technology without understanding the
implications. This is something where there is a serious lack of
general education and our media should do a lot more and
unfortunately that’s not happened. Courses are there but there is
low awareness. We have more capacity than people are aware of
What would be good to raise awareness in the Irish public is that
there is a lot of work there In this space that is currently filled by
people from outside Ireland. Because not enough Irish skilled in this,
we have courses, but we can’t educate people if they are not there
and doing the courses.

Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research
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Another interviewee counters that there may not be enough awareness of the ICT training
available to them:
Survey showed we have certain challenges. If you look at the survey
it might be the more indigenous places that know technology is out
there but don’t know how to grasp it, e.g. small businesses. That
needs to be examined so that we can help them. Structures are in
place, LEO’S have great programmes for that. More awareness Is
needed for that.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The next interviewee agrees that awareness of ICT and training in that area is unclear;
/ would say CIT and UCC have good courses to make sure people
are up to speed in IT, but I don’t think there’s an Idea of where this
is actually leading us to. We’ve just come out of recession, we’re
trying to rebuild the country, the country’s growth rate is at 24% of
GDP - but where the country’s going to I don’t think People know
really, it’s very different to heavy Industry in the past, like Ford’s or
Dunlop’s in the city, where people actually could know they have a
job for 30/40 years. With ICT you actually don’t know, so there are
huge question marks on this going forward. People need to speak
to each other a lot more.

Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

The next interviewee believes that we are well equipped in Cork in terms of ICT
Education:
UCC and CIT are a huge asset to the city and region and are very
much keeping up with the changing technologies in a way that might
not have been done before. Courses are changing a lot more to
meet the challenges as they come. We are well positioned.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The next interviewee believes that to ICT education should begin at school level:
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For the city to be an early adapter itself. You need the kids to be
involved. The general pop must see evidence of things evolving.
Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

Another interviewee believes that this is underway already but needs more work:
The primary level have done well and a lot of technology has been
provided, a lot being used to assist teaching etc. Second level,
whilst there is a lot of technology there it is not there to the same
level as primary. At third level yes, some students are very much
technology enabled and are using technology as part of their
course. Poor level of awareness of the data that is maintained by
different organisations.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

Another interviewee believes that education is needed given the predicted increase in
jobs in the ICT sector by 2020:
There’s recognition that there’s going to be 800,000 vacancies in
ICT by 2020, so Ireland can see that there’s a need to do a lot more
schoolwork, to change some of the curriculums. I see recently
Richard Bruton launched a campaign where he was encouraging
that primary school kids should actually be doing coding, and
involved in ICT apps, but I think that’s very welcome - I know that
there was some criticism of it, but I think that the more that kids are
thinking in an innovation vein, despite the fact that technology might
change in the ten years they go through schooi to something else, I
think the more we think in a pioneering sense the better. So there's
going to be new frameworks for Junior Cycle in which ICT plays a
role with a new Junior Cert curriculum, more provision of e-learning
opportunities; I think there’s a huge role for Cork to play in that as a
UNESCO city of learning. .
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions
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The first interviewee believes that Cork is very strong in the field of ICT:
The city and county region that people want to be part of can grow.
Cork region is very strong in the Information Communication
Technology side of things and it has been for quite a few years.

Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

The next interviewee believes that there are different capabilities of citizens with regard
to ICT:
There are going to be people who may not be as digitally enabled
as others, and it very much depends on the discipline that they are
involved in. Certainly we have technology, maths, science type
people, who have absolutely no problem with technology. But you
have people in humanities and in other areas to the same extent.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

The next contribution from another interviewee believes that ICT capability is
generational:
think we are very well equipped to fill any gaps that are there. In
particular it’s a little bit of a generational thing. IT has a huge effect
on every aspect of life
/

Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

Another interviewee points out that in their field of ICT the skills level is high in Cork but
there is still a requirement to source employees from abroad:
The skills level in Cork is very high right across Cork. About 10%
has come in from abroad, we have teams of 8-10 people, 6
nationalities, e.g. 25 languages, and there is such a diverse
population here. A lot of employees are from Cork as well so we can
get people from Cork with the skills. If you need a role filled you can
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get that in Cork. We are also finding that people are willing to leave
Paris, Munich, Berlin to get here.
Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

The next interviewee believes that Smart initiatives may be useful as a driver for the
analysis of skills gaps:

We are finding that there are serious shortages in general, not just
in Cork. Ireland is in a good position to some extent its English
speaking and open economy so we see a large influx of people
coming in from all over the world working in those areas. If you look
at any of the big companies in Cork or Dublin or across Ireland it’s
a very multicultural, multi-national environment. That is good. But it
shows there is a shortage within Ireland. Whether the Smart city
initiatives can do anything about that is debatable.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

4.5.

EXAMINE THE

ROLE

OF

COLLABORATION

BETWEEN

DIFFERENT

ACTORS IN ACHIEVING A SMART REGION FOR CORK
The researcher has found that a lot of collaboration exists with regard to Cork as a Smart
Region but there is scope to increase this on a strategic level. Not all of the actors are
involved in the CSG. Each project requires different expertise but this could be done in a
more structures manner. ICT companies drive Smart cities in other cities but this does
not appear to be in the immediate plans for Cork. The preference is to involve technology
companies on a project by project basis and in a partnership capacity. However, Industry,
the Port, and citizen representatives are not participants of the steering group (CSG) at
present. The quadruple helix calls for citizens to be included and therefore citizen
engagement and participation is necessary for the Cork Smart Region to be sustained.
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The first interviewee explains the concept of collaboration by different actors in the Cork
region;
The Steering group is made of up two local authorities and two
research institutions which came together and started to talk about
what was happening in each of their own initiatives. From that
conversation and from learnings that were had from the traditional
Smart cities like Cologne and Vienna it was realised that there was
already a lot happening in the Cork Region.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway
The second interviewee promotes the need for such collaboration:
To do the smart cities concept properly for the whole Region you
are talking about the concept of the quadruple helix, which is,
Industry, education, public authorities and the newest one that has
always been recognised is the citizen. To deliver on the goals that
any smart agenda would have. For any smart agenda to be effective
it’s going to have to include everybody.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The same interviewee advocates a need for leadership in driving the strategic direction
within the Quadruple Helix;
Cork City Council has adopted a leadership role as the public
authority for the City and Region, we adopted that role in terms of
putting in place the structure through which that quadruple helix can
happen and function and collaborate.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

A finding in this study, is that there is a need for an increase in the steering group
committee / quadruple helix for collaboration to be effective:
/ think the quadruple helix only has half the bodies that are needed
for that. Civil society needs to be on it. There needs to be
representatives from Cork Institute of Technology. Cork City Council
communication strategy for the most part reports. Same with Cork
County Council. There is not a councillor sitting on the Cork Smart
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Gateway committee so for politicians there is nobody on the Cork
Smart Gateway saying we need to do this etc. They are trying to
team up with UCC and CIT but I think they need a larger steering
committee. The steering committee needs to include a wider range
of social agencies involved at different levels, EU, national and
regional level. Cork City Council is doing some good work, it is trying
to unite different brokers, different agencies like the Cork Chamber,
Cork Innovates and IT@Cork, and CIT and UCC. UCC have
representation in terms of the Tyndall Institute - so there is good
work going on. I think it needs more joined up thinking in terms of
innovation through collaboration.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
EU member of the Committee of the Regions

This is supported by members of Industry whom believe that industry involvement vyould
be beneficial to the Region:
Regular meetings needed to hold short presentations, informal
meetings and share the initiatives that are going on. To overcome
conflicts and identify the synergies to be found. Frequent
engagements with Cork Smart Gateway would be good, it would
also be valuable for Tyco to know what’s going on, and valuable for
Cork that everyone is plugged in.

James Murphy & Eamonn O’ Brien
Project Manager Tyco & Senior Programme Manager Tyco

Another interviewee suggests that bringing a number of stakeholders together is required;
/ think these initiatives have great potential but what it requires is
bringing a lot of stakeholders together. That is probably the biggest
challenge, to bring the stakeholders together in creating smart
initiatives.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The next interviewee goes on to point out that although there is collaboration, there is no
alignment of common objectives;
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Working relationships are not aligned for common objectives. Take
for instance the engineering team in Port of Cork versus The
engineering departments in the City and County councils - there are
no shared objectives. The farther apart they are the less smart city
objectives that can take off. Non-cohesive strategy at the moment.
I haven’t seen any strategy that aligns with objective that all 2
stakeholders could work with together.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

Another interviewee claims that industry companies collaborate with each other:
From a talent acquisition and research perspective there is a lot of
collaboration between multi-nationals. We have an advance
research group. I personally have tended various conferences.
There is a very good network.

Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

The next interviewee details some collaborative projects between the Cork County
Council, Cork City Council and the CIT:
We are also involved with the city and CIT with the water systems
and service integration centre. That is a smart initiative in the water
space. One of its, and of our Smart city programmes is the SME
sector to advantage local companies, technology companies and
others, to step up to the plate and start exporting.
James Fogarty
Divisional Manager Cork County Council

There is collaboration between the port of Cork and the Cork City Council also currently:
We do not partake in many combined projects at the moment but
we are collaborating with the Cork City Council with regard to Tide
gauges whereby we share information and feed in to the City’s IT
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system to manage flood defences and emergency call outs so that
is a joint initiative.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

A finding from this report is that individual projects and initiatives undertaken may have
useful benefits to other actors and require future collaboration:
Traffic information is a possibility. The new Gateway in Tivoli has
the benefit of being able to process hauliers and trucks coming to
the terminal in a much smarter manner than the paper based
systems that were there. We take valuable information that could
help third parties e.g. Cork City Council and Cork County Council
and push out information like traffic queues, breakdowns in the Port,
and how that affects the roadways in to the Port. That could come
in as a Smart city objectives in the future.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

The next interviewee explains that the challenge of collaboration is that different agendas
exist between the actors involved and elaborates that project selection may not be an
easy challenge to overcome:
Each of those four parts of the quadruple helix might have different
ultimate goals. Everybody brings different strengths to it. There are
challenges. You have four driving bodies, each with their own
objectives. As our profile raises in this area we are getting quite a
lot of requests in to be partners in this project or whatever and there
are some fantastic projects in there. Even with all the resources in
the world we still couldn’t do It.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

Another note from an interviewee is that project selection is dependent on resource
availability:
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As our profile raises in this area we are getting quite a lot of requests
in to be partners in this project or whatever and there are some
fantastic projects in there. Even with all the resources in the world
we still couldn’t do it.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The next interviewer points out that there are challenges with any collaboration in terms
of resources;
There are always going to be constraints in terms of funding,
budgeting and resources, you know. In being able to allocate people
to various initiatives and so on.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

The next interviewee specifies that different initiatives require different expertise:
Fundamentally you need to bring participants in a region together.
It is very important to really understand what are the problems and
looks at the solutions and then being able to assess the solutions
as well. That often requires technical help and skills and that is
where academic and research organisations can come in and
advise about the technical solutions because that’s part of our
business - to know what are the real technical solutions that are out
there and what’s the top technologies out there, what’s currently
being developed. It is a part of our business to know that and we
can advise on that. Then it is getting industry involved to effectively
deliver on those identified solutions. It requires all of the orgs to work
together and identifying how everybody can benefit from this.
Otherwise it will not work.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

Another finding in this study is that collaboration is an issue right through the EL);

We need more joined-up thinking, and I think being a City Councillor
and having access to different directorates, sometimes you can see
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very disjointed thinking within the city itself. I would think Cork as a
Smart city is a relatively new concept.

Lot of innovation and enterprise for smart growth is around. Across
the EU even, it’s just not collaborative. People think in a silo sense.
Digital landscape works In a bottom up lateral sense, not a
horizontal top down. Anyone approaching this from a top down
dynamic will not get anywhere with it We need to get people around
the table. Cork is good in doing that though. People together to
develop a plan or audit Think the city is at an audit towards plan
stage. Test bed stage.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

The next interviewee suggests that pooling resources to benefit collaboration in the
Region;
Collaboration is an opportunity for pooling resources and
information for better systematic approach to management and
administration of Port, City and County. Also Greater level of cost
savings should be beneficial to the city and vice-versa and shared
in an effective manner But if we collect certain sets of data then
there should be no need for the Cork City Council or Cork County
Council to collect it also. It should be shared, to reduce costs.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

The next interviewee agrees that:
You probably can’t do it without big industry who’ve got real capacity
to do joined-up infrastructure projects. I think you’d be really
struggling without a major partner, and I’m not saying that’s right,
Tm just saying that’s the way these kind of infrastructure projects
work. You need business because it’s a business model around
helping you do that The value of doing lots of disparate little projects
is very small. Once you aggregate it, then the value becomes much
bigger, and that’s why the business model is much better when it’s
aggregated
Tony Day
Director of lERC
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This study found that there are benefits in collaboration:
The benefits we have seen are the knowledge from the public sector
mixed with the researchers which has been hugely beneficial in
terms of collaborative projects that have come out of that have been
projects that would not have been thought of if everybody worked in
silos. The open data is a primary example where the local
authorities wanted to do something but they didn't have the platform
or costings to employ 3rd parties whereas this is something that
Nimbus had an interest in so through collaboration they were able
to develop a really good starting point for an open data system.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

An interviewee however believes that resources are hindering the Smart cities and an
ICT company driving the initiatives might assist with this:
think that we do need it. When you look at our Region, we are
traditional organisations with very fixed Departments within those
organisations, serving particular set of objectives of the city, county.
Port. Most of those services are to customers. Part of our objectives
and requirements is not having smart port initiatives to link with the
city nor is it having resources solely to integrating smart port
initiatives In to the city. We don’t have the core skills to do it. You do
need an outside partner coming with the ideas, knowing what is
going on in the world from and ICT or loT perspective and we have
seen this work in Japan for example and it could work. We don’t
have that global access, there is certainly a requirement for a lead
partner. ICT partner should be involved to set early objectives to
meet the technology requirements, advising on new technology
coming down the line. So that you know your project is future
proofed. Having core skills in house to Development ideas we come
up with. These people have core skills to take ideas and develop
them. That could work.
/

Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

Another interviewee warns that ICT companies driving the Smart cities initiatives may
have a commercial interest:
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/ know there that it is in the interest of private companies to be
involved with the Smart cities and the smarter cities and region
initiatives in that they can provide their own technologies. Of course,
that will come at a price, they obviously want to provide those, but
there is also going to be a payback. You have other large
organisations here in Cork who can also bring a lot to the table. It
very much depends on what strategies these organisations have,
and how that can fit in with the Councils corporate plan, in terms of
making the city more enabled, be it technology enabled, e-enabled
etc.

Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

A contribution from an industry perspective is that companies driving smart initiatives can
remove the issues of resources and alignment which can often result in unsuccessful
initiatives:
There are also a lot of multinational companies here, technology
and innovation is very strong in Cork. Collaborating is easier but
some collaborations I have seen have not been that strong. If there
is a commercial interest from each party, but without alignment, it
can be difficult. I could see a situation where there could be a single
corporate entity going forward. I think there is a great benefit for
Tyco in deploying Smart cities’ services in Cork. Cne of the
advantages Ireland has, and Cork in particular, is size. We can
deploy things here to a reasonable scale, quickly, get very fast
feedback from a small population and either it fails or it works.
Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

The next interviewee is cautious of having one specific ICT company driving the smart
projects and initiatives for Cork and elaborates on the reasoning;
think it's really good to have an industry partner for an awful lot of
projects but you need to be sure that the local authorities or the city
or region is driving the agenda as opposed to an industry partner, if
an industry partner comes forward, d we have spoken to a lot of
industry especially after the CSG launch, with a really good proposal
for cork and it meets all the other requirements that we have within
the smart gateway but at the moment the approach that we are
taking is one of how we define our challenges to work on, and for
/
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this challenge we will Invite tenderers from third parties to play a
role.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

This is agreed by the next interviewee:
Personally I think you should not have any specific industry partner.
CSG may take a diff approach in the future. One of the first things
we learned from Dublin, who were hugely open in sharing their
experiences, we spoke with huge multinationals. At the time we
weren’t ready to engage, it was prior to the smart agenda, we had
formed a view that excellent technologies were there. Dublin spoke
of a couple of pilot projects they got involved in with Multi-national
Companies and huge PR success and the companies proving
technologies point of view but when project finished Dublin were left
wondering what the city and citizens gained from it. Was there long
term value? I think by Cork City Council setting the agenda and
being clear about what we want for the city and citizens, not dictating
it but learning from the ‘CorkCitiEngage’ and businesses surveys
that we have had, using evidence based on that. To engage with
partners. One company came to us with water measuring
technology and it had synergies In the smart agenda and wider
corporate plan, you’re not going to ignore that. But a way of filtering
through these projects is needed I believe. We are In a position
where we have a no of industries In the area, big, small,
technologies around us, and a very good network where you can
contact anyone. There is collaboration and opportunities there and
I think at this point work through diff partners for diff projects.

Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The following interviewee reveals the need for the CSG to work with industry as partners:
The thing about the quadruple helix is that it should work with local
industry. But to date our relationship with Industry partners was
great for bringing In employment but in terms of providing ICT
opportunities over the last 25-30 years it’s been minimal. The city
has no experience in working with Information Communication
Technology companies. It is still new. Trying to work with ICT
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companies to overcome requirements in the city, there are other
ways around that such as providing schools with equipment etc.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Mennber of the EU Committee of the Regions

A final finding is that the CSG are in place to ensure that any project has benefits for the
citizens of Cork:
We want to make sure that any project or investment coming
through CSG will have a benefit for Cork essentially and we want to
make sure that the agenda Is driven by Cork as opposed to a large
company but you certainly need to work with and collaborate with
the large companies to create something beneficial for the citizen.
It's just ensuring that it is not one specific industry driven agenda, it
is really important to start with the problem perspective and look for
solutions as opposed to looking at fantastic ideas and systems that
may not be used by a citizens.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

4.6.

KEY FACTORS OF CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT, PARTICIPATION, AWARENESS
AND UNDERSTANDING FROM GOVERNING BODIES PERSPECTIVES

Citizen engagement has been found to be one of the key factors in Smart cities around
the world and this has been the finding in Cork also. However, awareness is perceived
by the governing bodies to be very low. A further survey issued by the Cork City Council
with local SME’s in Cork indicate that awareness is low. A further survey was issued by
CorkCitiEngage, which was commissioned by the CSG to gain an understanding of the
level of awareness of citizens. This shows active citizen engagement within Cork. Citizens
can enhance and promote a city once they are aware of initiatives. This study shows a
requirement for an increase in ‘bottom-up’ citizen engagement, whereby citizens are more
involved at the initial stages, as opposed to the ‘To-down’ structure where initiatives are
determined by governing bodies and industry whom have determined the requirement for
same.
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The first interviewee believes that citizens are key to the Smart cities concept:
Anything that’s around in terms of smart city needs to be relevant to
the population.
James Murphy
Project Manager Tyco

This belief led to a citizen survey being issued by the Cork Smart Gateway within Cork in
2016 to assess the citizens view point:
The Cork Smart Gateway have done some citizen engagement,
they did take a survey of 3,600 Cork citizens to get a sense of where
IT should go within the region, and I think that’s still ongoing.

Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

The next interviewee elaborates that the lERC worked in partnership with the CSG on the
survey for a specific purpose:
The lERC are Involved with citizens through the CorkCitiengage
survey which was issued to the citizens to ask, “How do you digitally
interact with your local authority?”
Tony Day
Director of lERC

The first interviewee states that citizen engagement has taken place in Cork over the
years but that each initiative requires different methods of engagement:
Every initiative differs. Cork City Council would have attempted to
engage citizens in a no of diff forums over the years. Some statutory
and some not. Structures will support the citizen engagement. For
us, we looked at how ready and willing are citizens to take part, what
skillset do they need to do this. A conference in Europe last year
showed that citizen engagement was one that was ultimately a
challenge. The same for us. What we hope is that we can increase
citizen engagement.
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Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

This interviewee adds that a key learning is the need for social inclusion and structures
for engagement:
One of the outcomes of it was the change in focus for city council in
terms of moving away from service delivery and more towards econ
Development and community engagement, formal structures that
will enable us to engage better.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The next interviewee refers to community based programmes that are in place to ensure
social inclusion and engagement with citizens of all skills, ages and education levels:
/ have been involved in age friendly Development for the city and
county and smart technologies has come up within this context quite
a few times. This has been referenced in strategies for the future
as it is something that we see as enabling for the future. This needs
to be addressed going forward. There is a requirement to enable a
more inclusive environment for older people in the future and giving
them a broader ability to participate and live a full life. Create an
environment that is enabling for people. By having a strong city in
so many respects as regards investments, jobs and people. We also
want to create that environment that is good for people and they
want to live in.

Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

A further contributor adds that citizen engagement allows feedback:
You have to engage the citizens in that street if you are going to
make it work. Survey was initial stage, but in each project you must
engage the citizens In a local way, face to face in a lot of instances.
Take MacCurtain Street; every business in that street and everyone
using it should be able to know what a smart street is and what the
benefits are. The more of that you do, the more engage the citizens
become, if there is not benefits from it, the citizens will be the first to
tell you.
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James Fogarty
Divisional Manager Cork County Council

An interesting point made with regard to stakeholder engagement is that it can impact on
businesses if it there has not been communication:
One of the biggest examples of that is Ringaskiddy project. Huge
stakeholder and shareholder engagement that went on. It was a stat
process but if you look at the current implementation of the new
Gateway system in Tivoli, there was a huge customer engagement
that went on for that, prior to us even starting the process. One of
the biggest things for engagement is what we learn from it. We don’t
always have the answer for other people’s businesses and we affect
others businesses if we put things wrong.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

The next finding from an interviewee is that there are initiatives being established to start
engagement with citizens at an early age;
Cork smart gateway identified that things like CoderDojo is
important and that there are actually 11 CoderDojos in Cork City,
and some of Ireland’s pride began its life in Blackrock. I saw the
works in schools - I don’t know if schools actually promote
CoderDojo enough, they’re very keen I’d get kids doing local history
projects in schools, I encourage them to create heritage apps, and
every now and again I get kids that create an app in heritage. I know
the council’s trying to encourage more of what they call "digitalsavvy” citizens, so promoting kids that are very good in IT.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

The next interviewee reveals that the Port of Cork encourage citizens to partake and drive
initiatives:
We are very customer based organisation so part of the success of
our initiatives are driven by customers -and whether they take them
on and support them. We work with them rather than pushing
something that they don’t want. Another big success factor is our
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relationship with statutory bodies. The initiatives we have with
sharing info with customs to create a more efficient Gateway system
in Tivoli - that derived from strong relationships. Obviously it was
beneficial to both sides as well.
Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

The first interviewee gives an example to reference the challenge in engaging citizens
the governing bodies face due to different perceptions and expectations:
Putting technology in place to help people to select council
properties to rent, and was trying to enable the citizens to view what
is available and to express an interest in these properties. As part
of that, we tried to figure out the best way of involving the citizens
but we found that it could have been quite subjective on behalf of
any individuals and so what we did was we created a focus group
with councillors and we had a number of housing bodies involved
as well. We tried to be as objective and impartial as possible but we
just found that by involving the citizens on that project it could have
become quite contentious because housing is a touchy topic at the
moment. In terms of citizen’s involvement, again, we are going to
have to creep before we can walk.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

The first interviewee warns that a bottom up structure is not always possible:
You have to be careful in getting citizens involved as citizens can
have an expectation or a level of expectation in terms of what can
be provided. Often that can be misguided in terms of not being
aware of the constraints that can be applied, you know, from
budgetary perspectives etc.

Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

In carrying out trials involving citizens the first interviewee advises that funding has an
impact:
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When you have research organisations, e.g. the Tyndall, the
Nimbus, getting involved, again funding is not infinite. It is very much
that will dictate what they can do. A lot of the projects are going to
be on a pilot basis. Certainly large multi-nationals getting involved
is a help because they have large resources but obviously they have
their own goals and objectives of what they want to achieve.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

Another interviewee informs us that commercial validation is needed prior to rolling out
initiatives due to resources:

Speaking about smart services for a city we do have customers
contacting us saying we have x and y and need this so that is
customer driver. I would say the smart building used cases are more
research driven at this stage. The team in Tyco are very new. We
have some resources but we before resources are spent on the use
cases we validate them commercially. Air quality use case in the
city, we discussed with the Cork Smart Gateway before we
launched it and they would be the customer in that perspective then.
We demo to them and that’s how we engage.
Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

There is a belief from industry perspective that although citizen engagement is important,
sometimes a top-down approach is more efficient:
We roll out a smart building based on a small group of us, when we
go out to tender there is a small group of us go to tender, we don’t
ask the general population and ask what they want. We make an
assessment on that ourselves. We are pushing some of the
concepts on the population but at the same time for now it’s the best
way to go. It’s faster and quicker and solutions based.
James Murphy
Project Manager Tyco

The next interviewee concurs that funding and resources are an issue in citizen
engagement and initiatives implementation:
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A challenge for the Cork City Council within the organisation is
resources. People are extremely busy. Even arriving with potential
projects it’s another item to do. Some staff are hugely interested and
positive about this but it is a resource issue. We don’t have the
resources that we once had and we still must deliver the services
that we always have. We are delivering those to a very high
standard. The business side of the house still has to be priority for
the daily operations. Some things can be incorporated v well and be
delivered. But to put a structure in place where something can be
assessed and reassessed in terms of funding, resources etc. all is
a learning curve and while we feel we have made a lot of progress
there’s still a lot to be done.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

One interviewee suggests that there is an opportunity to open up businesses and
communicate relevant smart initiatives through focal points:
There might be an opportunity to use someone like myself, in my
role or company as a focal point for smart buildings to communicate
what it means.
Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

Another interviewee suggests that living labs or trials are a good method to encourage
citizen engagement and participation:
There are other things to put infrastructure in place such as fab labs
and things like that that would promote this
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

This is elaborated upon by the next interviewee who suggests that Cork have an ideal
location to initiate ‘Fab labs’:
The City council is also trying to create something called a ‘FabLab’, which is a global network of local labs. There are a European
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network of living labs, which this council actually needs to tie into. I
have met the director of that, she’s really enthusiastic and she runs
the European Union level on that. I do think that in the city we need
to have a lot more innovation lab spaces, I would think South Mall
is a case in point where the government has a lot of smaller offices,
which could be used as desktop space for entrepreneurs. I’m really
enthused that Cork City Council have struck a financial partnership
with UCC Enterprise Business School, and the Business School
have now taken over the old Cork Savings Bank, so there’s huge
scope there to put in desktop start-up spaces. I know big
companies, when they come into Cork, complain they don’t have
large desktop space. The South Mall, all of those old offices that
older but are now empty, could be used for the purpose of office
space. There’s massive scope there if you have a small company
of four or five who can take over those offices.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

However the interviewee adds that funding for trials is challenging due to funding also:
A lot of projects are around piloting things. You look at h2020 where
the likes of Cologne have money to retrofit buildings, it’s a huge
Capital investment in the first place for the physical works aside from
the smart works. Cork City Council are trying to work with
businesses to look at the capital investment that’s happening
anyway to see how we can be smarter about that.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The next interviewee states that there is currently a top-down structure for citizen
engagement:
There hasn’t been lateral thinking up until the last 3 years. Usually
there is a top down structure. People are now thinking of regional
level and in networks. I think ICT is the network of networks. The
potential
to
improve
our
lives
is
enormous.
Top down structure should become more balanced and a lateral
view must be taken when it comes to Information Communication
Technology.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions
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The next interviewee alludes to the fact that industry and research cannot always engage
with citizens prior to undertaking initiatives.
1/Ve don’t really engage with citizens in a way that shapes what we
do. We have some projects of research where we have the human
or the citizens in the loop of what we do as a research topic. A lot of
the time, in many cases technologists tend to say we develop
technologies autonomously, and that takes no regard of people’s
needs and wishes. Sometimes it cuts out the person. There is a
realisation in the scientific and technical community and the EU is
pushing this in a particular way and we have to understand how to
do that best. It’s a v active research topic across the world. Citizen
engagement is part of some of our projects and may increasingly be
so in certain areas.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

Another contribution warns that this is not wise as you need citizens to engage:
There’s a research centre in Belgium called l-minds, and there are
some projects that l-minds have done in the city of Ghent community engagement projects - where they have these stations,
so you have a smart card, and you’d have to physically go up to this
station in the community space, and tap your card against it and
you’d get points or something, and it encourages strangers to come
together, and then they start to talk and start to communicate, and
then they start to build engagements with each other, and build
community projects. There are a variety of types of projects in
research that are trying to get people to engage. Personally, I think
none of this is emergent. You can’t force people to do anything they
don’t want to do.
Tony Day
Director of lERC

Awareness could improve citizen engagement the next interviewee points out:
The people on the ground, they still have their information; and
communication I think is a key to pushing forward any digital
strategy in the city, and when people are aware of what’s going on
within the different silos. There needs to be a lot more joined-up
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thinking. The city as well is holding off on awaiting the National
Digital Strategy, where there’s the European Regional Development
Fund for Ireland is 500 million euros between 2014 and 2020, and
that there is a plan to get 10,000 Irish businesses online for the first
time, and 2,000 Irish businesses trading online over a period of two
years - so the bones of 12,000 Irish businesses, put them online. I
don’t think the city council drives a Smart city programme where the
citizens are aware of it. I think the communication is poor. I think
we’ve invested thousands of euros in cycle lanes - Bus Eireann in
terms of new buses, new bus routes, Tramore Valley Park; we don’t
communicate this enough, that this is actually trying to create a
Smart city, a Smart Region - it’s only when you read about
something from National Planning Framework that those words like
“thinking smart” are actually used.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

Awareness is lacking in terms of driving citizen engagement this study has found:
/ think it’s a very low base - well, it’s better than what I was
expecting, so people are more aware of ex ones. , its emergent.
There were apps that were all the rage for a while, and then you
forget about It - what are they going to engage with? Why are they
going to do it? Why are they going to keep doing it are the questions
to be answered?

Tony Day
Director of lERC

The next interviewee confirms that the CSG are in place to increase this awareness to
businesses as well:
The findings of the Cork Cashes out business survey was that
businesses knew the importance of having a digital presence but
were not aware of how to go about it, or what to do to get help. This
is a role for the Cork City Council even within the smart agenda.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council
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A finding in this study is that the CSG are working on initiatives to increase engagement:
A survey was issued as a starting point and we're trying to get
awareness out to citizens. At the moment we are trying to get the
awareness out through community groups, e.g. Age Friendly groups
and hope that awareness spreads. Use online communication
platforms, share news about Cork and identify what's exciting about
this smart area, through social media, website etc., attending more
events. Going forward that needs to be increased. We are looking
at organising hackathons as soon as we get more open data and
trying to get people to start working with the open data to create new
and innovative products.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

An industry contributor believes that the citizen of Cork are not aware of ail the initiatives
taking place in Cork:
/ think people are aware of 1aq being smartest building in Ireland
but Tyco employees are not sufficiently aware of the smart initiatives
that we have here and I think likewise the citizens in Cork are not
aware enough of the smart initiatives going on.

Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

Another interviewee believes increased communication of the plans and strategies is
important to increase the awareness and understanding of citizens:
The people on the ground, they still have their information; and
communication I think is a key to pushing forward any digital
strategy in the city, and when people are aware of what’s going on
within the different silos. There needs to be a lot more joined-up
thinking. The city as well is holding off on awaiting the National
Digital Strategy, where there’s the European Regional Development
Fund for Ireland is 500 million euros between 2014 and 2020, and
that there is a plan to get 10,000 Irish businesses online for the first
time, and 2,000 Irish businesses trading online over a period of two
years.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions
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The Port of Cork do engage with citizens it is found in this research:
There is a new gateway system implemented in Tivoli and the Port
of Cork are trialling it today. This involves training, questions etc.
on-site for the users. The implications are that you can create a fear
mechanism about new technology and that they can’t handle it. But
the benefits are once they have seen the improved working
mechanisms they are happier.

Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

Representatives of Tyco suggest that citizens do drive some of their initiatives and have
the increased benefit of increasing awareness:
We develop a road map by discussions with experts within TYCO in
these areas. To validate the ideas we need to talk to the customer
of these use cases which would be a building of FM Company. Gain
the requirements initially. The agile methodology isn’t that you
specify these requirements and come back in two years but we build
something really fast, show it to the customer and we change it if it’s
not what’s liked. Or drop it and start again. It’s all very fast
turnaround times. There will no doubt be a lot of examples in the
future where initiatives will be rolled out and the population don’t
take to it, therefore the smart initiative is then gone. In that sense
it’s educational for the population to get up to speed, hand holding
element might be needed to bring the pop up to speed on how to
use apps, or whatever it may be.

James Murphy and Eamonn O'Brien
Project Manager Tyco & Senior Programme Manager Tyco

The final finding in this study clarifies that the CSG are in place to assess all of the issues
outlined and ensure better citizen engagement:
We had all the actors working together in such a way to develop
smart initiatives and the ideas and concepts behind the Smart city
were already in place. For example the las were already looking at
citizen engagement projects, how we can start working with our
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citizens in a more effective manner. They had already developed a
no ofdifftech enabled platforms to help citizens to do this.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

4.7.

KPIS AND METRICS FOR SMART CITIES INITIATIVES AND PROJECT
SELECTION IN CORK

There is currently very little measurement of the Smart Region / Smart cities concept itself
in Cork. Individual projects and initiatives have their own metrics applied but the combined
initiatives which Cork is attempting to encompass within the Smart brand for Cork are not
measured against existing KPIs for Smart cities across the world. A finding in this study
is that Cork cannot benchmark against other cities or regions as there is not a
standardised set of KPIs being utilised. There is scope for these to be drafted with all the
relevant actors involved.
The first interviewee believes that KPIs are selected for each project individually:
It would depend very much on the individuals initiatives and that that
they would have clearly identified objectives and some indicators in
mind or metrics that have to be measured so that they could
determine the success or otherwise of the projects and the
initiatives.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

A finding of this study is that measurement of the Smart cities is a process being
undertaken within Cork:
Measuring is important there is no questions. You cannot know if
you do not measure. Which KPIs should be focused on? You want
any initiatives to be successful. You must be careful which one to
focus on so you must choose KPI that do not demonstrate failure.
It’s not quite clear yet what the process is to measure. Cork Smart
Gateway is still in the process of identifying that. There are a lot of
challenges in that respect. What is possible? From political, financial
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perspective? There are a lot of constraints and things must be
carefully identified.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

Another interviewee suggests that Cork needs a digital audit:
The city needs a digital audit.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

A finding in this study is that individual projects have metrics applied:
All projects have their own metrics. WSSI has its own set of KRIS
and they have to deliver certain things. Citizen engagement there is
not one of them. People do not realise the effort
James Fogarty
Divisional Manager Cork County Council

Private industry has customers as their measurement of success:
Success is determined by the customers. We use demos fairly
quickly. In two weeks we offered solution with multiple apps and
they liked it. So it’s a test pilot rather than specifying a list of
requirements and validating it later when you may have wasted
resources on something that is not valid.
Eamonn O'Brien
Senior Programme Manager Tyco

Another interviewee purports that profit is one of the KPIs in technology within the Smart
cities:
There’s got to be value in it, because nothing happens unless
somebody can make some money out of it, unless you’re in a very
command and control economy, but it could be local authorities
making money out of it by avoiding fines, or it could be local
businesses making money because there’s value in the business
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because somebody’s prepared to pay for the litter or the service that
that data provides. I’m not sure it’s KPI-driven, it should be about
business-driven.
Tony Day
Director of lERC

The Port of Cork have KPIs and measurement tools by which initiatives are measured:
Look at KPIs on the ground from our point of view. Look at Gateway
measurements, traffic flows, the times that people are on site.
Customer satisfaction surveys we do. Those are the methods by
which we match our benefits. The bottom line revenue. The survey
is every 2 years, we are going to switch that to every 1 year. KPIs
for the Gateway each week, traffic management counts yearly also.

Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

4.8.

BRANDING A CITY AS SMART

The researcher sought to explore whether or not Cork was branding itself as a Smart
Region. The concept of Smart Branding involves the promotion and perception of Cork’s
Smart initiatives. Cork has an existing brand image, which is very strong. Due to Cork
being home to technology companies Cork maintains a dual brand that of a tourist
destination and a digital hub is a finding of this study. Cork is positioned well to maintain
both but needs promotion to be increased to ensure that it is branded. Branding as a
Smart Region should attract more visitors and enhance the tourist experience. Another
finding of this study is that Cork has implemented Smart initiatives for the tourist
experience, utilising kiosks for tourist information. Branding and promotion needs to be
enhanced.

The first interviewee dictates that the CSG is in place to brand Cork as a Smart Region.
The role of the Gateway is to promote what is already happening in
the region. There are already a lot of smart initiatives happening
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without being called smart initiatives. The point of branding the Cork
Smart Gateway is to deal with the awareness. E.g. Vienna advised
that the branding and trying to attribute the branding to everyone.
We really need to work on this. The CSG was launched in May, a
little promo done before that, we got great media coverage from the
event. But that coverage is not seen by everyone. What needs more
work is engaging with citizens and identifying the projects that will
benefit citizens and brand it appropriately, e g. if there was an app
developed that citizens want, then a consultation is needed with
citizens to get the word out, but there is definitely more work needed
on that.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

The next interviewee adds that branding is needed to increase awareness:
The Smart city initiatives could add awareness function and raise
awareness in society that there are opportunities there and it could
be communicated better but then ultimately I find that society in
general is very badly informed about the contents of particular
courses are and that’s a real issues.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The Cork Chamber have been involved in increasing awareness to businesses but add
that there is a need to increase communication:
Within tourism there have been a no. of initiatives in the past year
and smart technologies were used. Whether it be an interface for
tourists visiting to access what’s happening around the cities,
outside of the times of the tourist office. There are a no of diff things
happening, hotel foyers with real time info. There is a huge potential
for tourists and being able to direct tourists around the city. Way
finding systems and tours around the city.
Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce
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The fourth interviewee believes that ICT could be used to enhance the tourist experience
as well as branding the city as a smart tourist destination:
/ could see where technology can be used to facilitate tourism and
the way that the councils can get involved with sister councils, in
Wales, England, France and Spain, they can use technology in
terms of advertising, what each locale has, and maybe have a joined
up strategy, where they can mutually benefit one another in terms
of promotion of destinations, they can avail of a lot of online tools,
social media type tools. In terms of building awareness, building
brands, the tourism with various aspects of tourism, the way you
can have food tourism, as well as accommodation.

Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

This is agreed by the next interviewee agrees that there is scope to embrace smart
tourism initiatives:
In the city from a tourist point of view. We are looking at initiatives we are rolling out real-time kiosks throughout the city hotels, train
and bus stations where tourists can see what’s going on. Promoting
Cork as a smart destination where technology enhances the
experience. E.g. free public Wi-Fi, we are trying to get it in to all
public parks and libraries, buildings, so that if you want to find your
way around the city you can. Cork cashes out is where you can pay
for a cup of coffee without finding foreign exchange and so on. The
tourist is very important.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The same interviewee believes that Cork is positioned well for dual branding of being both
a Smart city and digital hub:
There are certain cities and regions and say this one thing stands
out. Looking at the brand book what stands out is that we are not
any one thing. We feel we have a lot to offer for education, Cologne
would have made a big focus on having 100k students and those
are looking for smart solutions and apps etc. that’s 100k in a
population of 1m. We have upwards of 40k students in a population
of a city of 120k and 200k in the region. That’s a very high ratio. We
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have an opportunity to work with students. We also promote Cork
as a nice place to visit. Cork has the right mix for success. We can
never be one or the other. We have too much to offer. We are not
huge in any one thing but we can offer the experience and good
quality of life.
Aidan O' Riordan
iCT Programme Manager Cork City Council
A contributor adds that although Cork has the potential to have dual branding, there is a
requirement to brand it as such as the belief is held that the brand is dependent on whom
you ask;
It depends on who you talk to. Removing the Cork Smart Gateway,
Cork is renowned for technology companies. Some of the best in
the world are based in cork. But that is by the people in that space.
At a conference you may talk to 20 people who all know where cork
is because they are working with dell, apple etc., on holidays you
are explaining where cork is. In the technology area, cork is v well
known. There is huge amount of work being done on the tourism
side. The role that the Gateway or a Smart city can play in between
both of those brands in trying to help tourism through tech and using
tech to help tourists when they arrive and enhance the exp. when
they go back and talk, they will start to promote Cork as a tourist
destination is the hope. So technology as an enabler for tourism,
apps, free Wi-Fi, information in the airport about how to get around.
‘ibeacons’ put on statues for info etc. tech is a facilitator to the
tourism. It’s not the driver but it should enhance the experience of
the tourist when in Cork
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

Another interviewee believes that Cork already has key factors in being branded as a
Digital Hub:
/ think Cork has a lot of advantages, pharma Industry, technology
industry, we have big players, the Dells, Apples, IBMs and so on. I
think it would certainly be in their interest, as large multinationals, to
join up with the city to promote the city as a digital hub as you say,
because that’s going to benefit them. That can have a positive effect
on the city itself, in terms of employment rates, in terms of the skills
levels that are going to be needed for these employers, and how
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that can help the third level institutes here in Cork in terms of
targeting specific courses, for these organisations.
Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

The next interviewee adds to this belief and shows that digital hub incorporates the county
as well as the city:
Doubtless it is a digital hub. Good to market itself as that. The whole
region. Skibbereen with the Ludgate centre for e.g. initiatives that
the regions can do as well around Cork.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The next interviewee believes that the Tyndall National Institute should be part of the
promotion of a smart Cork;
It’s definitely got world class companies here, and there’s definitely
a lot of world-class ICT, research and education here. Tyndall is
probably Cork’s best-kept secret, because it’s just an extraordinary
place; they’re all here, Intel, Boston Scientific and log device all work
with Tyndall. So yes, it is a major hub for that kind of evolution,
without a doubt. I think it should all come together, and that’s why
Tyndall are on the ball with the smart gateway. They’ve invested
and so have CIT, and so I think without a shadow of a doubt it’s a
big opportunity to do that.
Tony Day
Director of lERC

Another interviewee elaborates that the number of technology companies already in Cork
are proof that it is a digital hub:
You can call it a digital hub. The proof is there. Look at the IBMs,
apple, pharmaceutical, Tyco, EMC, the list is endless. There is a
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small hub in the Mahon area with all those companies as well. It is
a destination for Information Communication Technology and digital
companies I think.
James Murphy
Project Manager Tyco

Furthermore, these technology companies performing well abroad increase the
promotion of Cork:
We are on the cusp of an awful lot of companies doing well abroad
through the use of technology. It promotes the smart programme
and is good for it as well.

James Fogarty
Divisional Manager Cork County Council

Cork is positioned well to be a centre of excellence for Ireland:
As a location we are very strong and to bring this forward and be
the centre of excellence within Ireland as a location of scale we have
the right population, critical mass and Industry here and I would see
the impact is far reaching from the educational perspective and from
the citizen’s perspective.

Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

Another interviewee believes that Cork could be the EU Region of Innovation:
We could be the EU region of innovation.

Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

The final interviewee believes that promoting Cork as both a tourist destination and digital
hub could provide an increased demand for more flights in and out of Cork:
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Cork is a top tourist destination. It probably not as well-known as
Dublin outside of Ireland. There is scope to increase the brand and
also we now have reason to justify more flights to Cork which would
be good for business. There’s no question Cork should be a digital
hub if you look at it in terms of multinationals. Apple EMEA
headquarters in Cork, EMCs also, Dell soon. Very significant
players also in Cork, Tyco who are merging with Johnson controls
and becoming 1 of the top 3 automation systems in the world
(Honeywell, Siemens and Johnson controls) will be headquarters in
Cork. In particular in this space is embracing Information
Communication Technology technologies heavily because it’s
coming from a bit behind.

Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

Another interviewee states that there is dedication amongst responsible bodies to
promote Cork as a Smart city:
The scope of Smart cities is quite huge, far reaching. It has come
up in a number of areas and strategies that I have been involved in.
It is influenced by a number of factors, e.g. funding, getting
dedicated funding for promoting the technologies but it has huge
potential and opportunity here in cork city and there Is huge
enthusiasm behind It as well, to put Cork v much on the map as a
Smart city.
Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

Another finding is that although Cork is well positioned and has both tourist and digital
hub components to promote, the branding of Cork as a Smart Region is in the early
stages:
Branding is in the Initial stages - we are not any one thing. For us
it’s around the use of skillsets and technologies to achieve some
goals in citizen engagement. Development and to promote Cork as
an attractive place to work and invest.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council
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The final finding in this study is that promoting Cork as smart has a benefit of increasing
smart thinking:
Smart brand has the benefits of making us all ‘think smart’. We can’t
go backwards. City has a heavy industrial history shipyard,
Dockyard, need to push forward to a new space and hopefully the
digital landscape will lead us there.

Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

4.9.

ROLE OF THE EU IN THE SMART CITIES CONCEPT FOR CORK

The role of the EU is crucial in terms of funding and linkages within the Smart cities
concept. Within the EU, the EIP exists and drives initiatives to ensure Smart cities. The
main initiative affecting Cork is the Horizon2020 fund and the Ten-t for Port of Cork.
Horizon2020 (H2020) incorporates the Growsmarter and Lighthouse projects, under
which Cork have participate in each year. Cork is a follower city of the three leader cities,
Stockholm, Barcelona and Cologne - which is a twin city of Cork. This study has found
that applying for funding, which is critical for initiatives and drives innovation, is extremely
challenging to all of the actors involved due to initial resources required at the outset.
Some of the actors do not have sufficient expertise or resources and this study shows
that collaboration could alleviate some of these funding issue.

The first interviewee promotes the benefits of funding from EU but warns of the challenges
associated:
It is a double-edged sword. There are obvious benefits but the
challenge is huge to gain the funding. A lot of applications are in
vain. You have a funding resource. Prior to lodging applications for
H2020, in terms of smart city objectives, if you don’t have all of the
stakeholders at the table with ideas submitted, proposal drafted for
funding you will have too much of a challenge after to get people on
Board. Core skills in place to get the funding is the problem. We
have a huge amount of technical skills to draft proposals, one of the
biggest challenges is trying to get stakeholders, to engage from a
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resource point of view. We are not resourced to support these
proposals going forward. Other ports have entire Departments
dedicated to achieving funding proposals that is their sole function.
With us, we don’t have that. Thought is needed for that. An
integrated entity with the team of Cork City Council, Cork County
Council and Port of Cork. Each application needs to be researched.
Sometimes a project finishes and you have drawn down funds at
the end, you have not gained anything.
James Fogarty
Divisional Manager Cork County Council

The next interviewee believes funding is necessary for smart projects:
We would not have the new Gateway system if not for Ten-T
funding.
Paul O'Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company

The next interviewee confirms that there is an investment required for any funding to be
achieved and this can be a challenge:

You look at h2020 where the likes of Cologne have money to retrofit
buildings, it’s a huge capital Investment in the first place for the
physical works aside from the smart works. Cork City Council are
trying to work with businesses to look at the capital investment that’s
happening anyway to see how we can be smarter about that.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

The next interviewee agrees that it is difficult to obtain:
Cork’s a fairly small city, 100,000 - 150,000 people, so It’s bigger
cities that tend to get the funding, and some of the projects being
funded are a bit surprising but the retention rates are incredibly low,
the competition is really tough.
Tony Day
Director of lERC
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The next contributor promotes the linkages from EU funding despite the challenges:
There’s huge scope within that. A number of applications have gone
in under that. There aren’t regulatory issues. There is actually
potential within those. Funding is an added benefit and creates
linkages with cities around Europe and there’s huge potential there
also. It’s hugely important. We should learn from cities progressing
in particular areas and vice versa.
Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

Another interviewee confirms that it is a collaborative effort:
There are a lot of collaborative projects there. A lot from the
academic side would be through horizon 2020 funding.
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

Further contribution from another participant shows the EU may drive initiatives:
Getting EU funding for Councils have audits. National, EU. Council
audits lead to red tape. The regional assembly people experienced
a fair enough audit. We deal with tax payer’s money so audits are
needed. We deal with red tape and audits ok. EU institutions are
poor at communication. Across the EU you hear multiple issues but
the same ones are referred to across countries. For the EU single
digital market in October 2016. EU reviewed the digital landscape...
Innovation was the buzz word last year. This year looks at
partnerships - bottom up partnerships, quad helix highly important.
I would argue that quadruple helix must have social inclusion.
Cllr. Kieran McCarthy
Independent Councillor / Irish Member of the EU Committee of the Regions

There is agreement from the next interviewee that EU funding can act as a driver for cities
and regions to aim for innovation:
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Some of those 2020 targets I would argue are becoming critical for
society because we are facing huge changes in terms of resources
available there is climate change happening and a lot of changes
happening and implications as a result As a society we need to
respond to this. How we do that and what the right solutions are I
do not know but I know these problems exist and are screaming for
solutions yesterday. So I think there is clearly a role for a Smart city
initiative to address those issues head on and find solutions. There
is no question that cleverly designed regulatory environment can
create needs for businesses and new regulations need to be
responded to.
Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The next interviewee agrees that funding from the ELI is critical to projects but points out
the challenges associated with gaining funding;

We would not have the new Gateway system in the Port of Cork
without Ten-T funding. But funding is a double edged sword. There
are obvious benefits but the challenge is huge to gain the funding at
the outset. A lot of applications are in vain. You have to have a
funding resource. Prior to lodging applications for H2020, in terms
of Smart city objectives, if you don’t have all of the stakeholders at
the table with ideas submitted, proposal drafted for funding you will
have too much of a challenge after to get people on Board. Core
skills in place to get the funding is the problem. We have a huge
amount of technical skills within Cork to draft proposals. One of the
biggest challenges is trying to get stakeholders, to engage from a
resource point of view. We are not resourced to support these
proposals going forward. Other ports, for example, have entire
departments dedicated to achieving funding proposals that is their
sole function. With the Port of Cork, we don’t have that. Thought is
needed for that. An integrated entity with the team of Cork City
Council, Cork County Council and Port of Cork might be an option.
Each application needs to be researched. Sometimes a project
finishes and you find that you have drawn down funds at the end, to
find that you have not gained anything.

Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master, Port of Cork Company
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Another interviewee concurs that EU funding requires investment at the outset and is not
a straight forward process:

You look at h2020 where the likes of Cologne have money to retrofit
buildings, it’s a huge capital investment in the first place for the
physical works aside from the smart works. Cork City Council are
trying to work with businesses to look at the capital investment that’s
happening anyway to see how we can be smarter about that
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

An interesting contribution from another interviewee is that linkages are an added benefit
of EU funding:

There’s huge scope within EU Funding. A number of applications
have gone in under that for Cork. Funding is an added benefit and
creates linkages with cities around Europe and there’s huge
potential there also. It’s hugely important. We should learn from
cities progressing in particular areas and vice versa.
Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

Further to EU Funding benefits, there is a potential for Cork to be a leader city within
Europe, as noted by another interviewee:

/ think Cork City is a follower city, that puts it in a good position when
it comes around to its ability to bid, which I think is probably next
year to be a leader city and the expectation when you’ve got all this
learning so you know you should be a leader in this. I would hope
Cork would be in a very good position to do that.

Tony Day
Director of lERC

However the last interviewee points out that Cork is set to be given the opportunity to host
a Growsmarter conference in Cork next year:
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Growsmarter and H2020 set out that they would have a total of 7
conferences, 6 in the 3 lead cities and Cork has been asked to host
the 7th. That means bringing all industry partners together and
partners to Cork, giving us an opportunity to showcase some of our
initiatives.
Aidan O' Riordan
ICT Programme Manager Cork City Council

4.10.

DRIVERS AND CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS FOR SMART CITIES
CONCEPT FOR THE CORK REGION.

The first interviewee states that a driver of Smart cities concept for Cork is to improve the
quality of life through ICT:
We look at how we can solve local challenges by integrating smart
techs or smart solutions which may not have a very obvious tech
component to try to solve local challenges. It is about trying to
improve the quality of life in the area and trying to promote and
prosperity so that is a different drive
Claire Davis
Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

The next interviewee states that Smart initiatives are about using resources better:
How to use resources better, how can we reduce wasted water in
the city, improve access to educational resources in the city better,
to make the citizens smarter. These are all aspects by which we
could measure how a Cork Smart Gateway initiatives could have
benefits for the people in businesses, who live and work in Cork.

Dirk Pesch
Head of Nimbus Centre for Embedded Systems Research

The drivers for a smart port are identified as:
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Trade increases, Customer support and assistance, Cost and
labour saving. Modernisation. You also have to responds to market
trends (bigger ships, more cargo, different logistic models and finally
statutory obligations must be met.

Furthermore there are critical success factors in place for the Port of Cork as a smart port:
The CSFs for us are the basic needs that must be fulfilled such as
customer requests, statutory requirements etc. for the operations of
the port. A strong committed team is required and there are also
funding Challenges to be addressed.

Paul O' Regan
Harbour Master Port of Cork Company
The next interviewee believes that the driver for Smart cities are the citizens and
stakeholders requirements:
Realistically you need to look at what people want. There is No point
implementing a lot of different things that people have no use for or
what people do not see a need for currently or require. It needs to
be based on city requirements currently and also on projections for
the future. We need to look realistically at what are the priorities and
it’s all very dependent on the area within Smart cities that you are
looking at.

Michelle O'Sullivan
Policy and Research Executive Cork Chamber of Commerce

The final interviewee points out that funding and resources will always be challenging
factors:
think potentially the sky is the limit but in practice what’s going to
dictate that are funding and resource availability. Funding is always
going to be an issue. We still have times of dwindling resources and
also availability of staff to work on these projects. I know from the
councils perspective, their budgets are getting tighter and tighter
and we know that the priority is leaning more and more towards
housing. So it’s more challenging to secure funding and to put it in
to the smarter cities initiatives.
/
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Al Devine
Senior Programmer Cork City Council

4.11.

SUMMARY

The researcher has presented the analysis of the findings from the primary research
conducted with eleven semi-structured interviews. The objective of this is to investigate
the Smart cities concept and its implications for the Cork Region.
The key themes explored and analysed within the chapter included:

•

Definition and Understanding of the Smart city / Smart Region Concept

•

What the Smart city Concept means for Cork

•

Challenges and implications of ICT in the context of enabling Smart cities

•

Examine the role of collaboration between different actors in achieving a Smart
Region for Cork

•

The benefits and challenges of citizen engagement and participation, awareness
and understanding from governing bodies perspectives

•

KPIs and metrics for Smart cities initiatives and project selection in Cork

•

Branding a city as Smart

•

Role of the EU in the Smart cities concept for Cork

•

Drivers and Critical Success factors for Smart cities Concept for the Cork region.

The next Chapter, Chapter 5, will discuss the research findings in greater detail. The
researcher will also link them to previous academic work undertaken. Conceptual models
by the researcher will be provided and recommendations for practice and future research
will be presented. Final conclusions from the research carried out in this study will also
be made. The research question will be answered with the researcher ensuring that the
aims and objectives of this study have been met.
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CHAPTER 5
MAIN FINDINGS
RECOMMENDATIONS
AND CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER 5 - MAIN FINDINGS RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

5.1

This chapter presents an evaluation of the main themes of the research findings in this
study. This study relates to the overall concept of Cork as a Smart Region. The study
explores the Smart city concept, including collaboration between actors involved, the
actors’ perception of the current and level of citizen awareness, engagement and
participation in Corks smart initiatives. This study also examines the role of the EU on
Smart cities and Regions. An examination of the implications of ICT as an enabler of
smart initiatives on the citizens of Cork is carried out. Furthermore, this research study
explore opportunities which may lead to future successes for the Cork Smart Region. In
support of this study is the empirical findings from eleven semi-structured interviews,
carried out for this study. The interviewees, whose expertise and involvement in smart
initiatives give their responses authority, consists of industry senior managers,
academics, city and county employees, a Harbour Master and a councillor/lrish
representative of the EU Committee of the Regions.
The researcher has maintained the same headings or themes from chapter 4 for this
chapter. The main themes (headings) are as follows;

•

Definition and Understanding of the Smart city / Smart Region Concept

•

What the Smart city Concept means for Cork

•

Challenges and implications of ICT in the context of enabling Smart cities

•

Examine the role of collaboration between different actors in achieving a Smart
Region for Cork

•

The benefits and challenges of citizen engagement and participation, awareness
and understanding from governing bodies perspectives

•

KPIs and metrics for Smart cities initiatives and project selection in Cork

•

Branding a city as Smart

•

Role of the EU in the Smart cities concept for Cork

•

Drivers and Critical Success factors for Smart cities Concept for the Cork Region
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The analysis and conclusions that follow are based on the researcher’s primary and
secondary research. The chapter presents a summary table outlining the key conclusions
of this current study and outlines a number of key recommendations for the future. The
researcher also provides a

conceptual model for a smart Cork and

makes

recommendations future research studies. Finally, the researcher sets out the main
conclusions of the current research, including an answer to the research question, whilst
ensuring that the aims and objectives of the study have been addressed.
5.2.

DEFINITION AND UNDERSTANDING OF THE SMART CITY / SMART
REGION CONCEPT

Neirotti et al., (2013), assert that there is still no general consensus on the meaning of
the term Smart cities or on what its describing attributes are. The first finding shows that
100% of the interviewees in the current research agree that no clear definition of the
Smart city concept exists. This is mainly due to the varying cities, regions and their
associated goals and aims. This is shown in the following response: “I think “Smart city”
is a slightly overused term, I think it’s used by too many different people in different
agencies to describe different things - so therefore it doesn’t have a single definition.”
(Chapter 4:82). This finding is supported by O’Grady and O’Hare (2012), whom confirm
that neither a one-size-fits-all definition nor a single template for framing a Smart Region
exists. This study identified a wide range of terms that are associated with a smart Cork,
including,

an

enhanced

quality

of

life,

technological

innovations,

sustainable

development, smart technology and smart solutions for citizens. Many authors purport
that the Smart city concept itself is still emerging and the work of defining and
conceptualising it is in progress, (Hollands, 2008; Nam and Pardo, 2011).
Another finding is that it involves integration “It’s the integration of technology in to your
city that helps to promote competitiveness, sustainable development and improves the
quality of life for the citizens.” (Chapter 4:82). Manville et al., (2014), agree the idea of
Smart cities is rooted in the creation and connection of human capital, social capital and
information and Communication technology (ICT) infrastructure in order to generate
greater and more sustainable economic development and a better quality of life. Finally,
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45% of interviewees referred to a Smart city as relying on smart people or smart citizens:
“It includes better minds, better education, smarter people and how you engage them”.
(Chapter 4;84).This will ensure the aim of the Smart cities Citizen Cluster (2015), who
state that to engage effectively with citizens, one needs to ensure that solutions are
endorsed by the entire population, not only the digitally savvy.
Another finding from this study shows that 70% of interviewees understood the Smart
cities concept as a combination of technology and citizen’s involvement for sustainability:
that is that ICT is the enabler, with the citizen as the end user. This is evident from
response: “smart definitely means sustainable Development, energy and proper use of
energy etc. and underpinning it with technology and involving the citizens” (Chapter 4:83).
(Neirotti et al., 2014:26) confirm that ICT is unable to transform cities without human
capital.

5.3.

WHAT THE SMART CITY CONCEPT MEANS FOR CORK

Perhaps the most prominent finding emerging from this study is that Cork is considered
a Smart Region and not solely a Smart city. Although the concept of the Smart city
originated from the need to reduce over-populated cities, 40% of this study panel believe
that there is far more benefit in connecting the rural and city areas, with a view to
enhancing the quality of life in the Region as a whole. “Cork can actually be an
international leader in this thinking about connecting your city to the rural population
around it. From a local perspective, just connecting the city to the hinterland and the wider
economy is really important..... When you want to have the benefits of smart living in a
distributed population you need different thinking.” (Chapter 4:85). This finding supports
the ED’S 2020 strategy promotes smart sustainable and inclusive growth and targets have
been set to alleviate social exclusion in rural regions. This involves giving rural citizens a
platform to articulate problems they face (Volunteurope, 2016).

This study found that Cork as a Smart Region is intended to attract talent, investment and
companies and this is highlighted by 65% of the interviewees. “We want to be globally
competitive - not just within Ireland - to attract talent, companies and investment to ensure
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that the city thrives in to the future”, (Chapter 4:89). Caragliu and Del Bo (2011) refer to
tourism as an indicator and possible driver of urban wealth and growth, and note that
attracting tourism may also be a way of attracting human capital.

Competitiveness is highlighted by 65% of the interviewees in this study as being the one
of the key drivers of smart initiatives for Cork. “The implications for the Cork Region is
that it is a very competitive world that we live in. To put the best foot forward and to
compete on that stage, smart definitely means sustainable” (Chapter 4:90). According to
the HEA (2014), globally-competitive “regions of knowledge” or mega-regions hold the
key to sustainable social and economic development.

The study showed that 100% of participants believe that Cork has a positive future in
terms of smart initiatives and the Region: “The future is really bright for Cork as a Smart
Region. Branding is hugely important and we must keep this going. The whole idea of
smart is not really a choice per se, it's more of a requirement” (Chapter 4:90).

5.4.

CHALLENGES AND

IMPLICATIONS OF

ICT

IN THE CONTEXT OF

ENABLING SMART CITIES
100% believe that a Smart city is as much about citizens as it is technology but technology
can enable and integrate initiatives for Cork. Of this the study found that 30% of the
interviewees believe that access to information and decision making is helped by this:
“the Benefits are that we now have access to more info than we ever had. That is on one
hand good, we can make more informed decisions now”. (Chapter 4:91). Harrison and
Donnelly (2015), iterate that one of the foundations of the Smart cities approach is that
we now have access to real-time information at the level of individual citizen’s choices
and actions. Walravens (2014), believes that governments have a wealth of information
related to different aspects of regions but that this is not always publicly available or easily
interpretable. However it is needed to progress Smart cities: Harrison and Donnelly
(2014), one of the foundations of the Smart city approach is that today we have access
to real-time information at the level of individual citizen’s choices and actions.
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5.4.1. DATA SECURITY
The next finding which is very important is that data security and privacy need to
be managed in a structured way. “Data is an extremely important aspect to the
smarter cities in terms of ownership of data and the privacy aspects of data
“(Chapter 4:92). Issues with this is people are not familiar with these issues, 80%
of interviewees note that it has major implications for all of the actors involved.
Whether that is sharing of data between the actors, or the level of awareness that
is available to citizens on the data that they provide, there needs to be clarity and
Smart city solutions utilise complex,

networked

assemblages of digital

technologies and ICT infrastructure to manage various city systems and services.

This study shows that 80% of interviewees believe people are unaware of the
privacy measures. “Privacy is gone a long time no matter what anybody thinks”
(Chapter 4:93).

Kitchin (2016), warns however that any device that relies on

software to function is vulnerable to being hacked. Kitchin (2016), says that Smart
city technologies create a number of potential privacy harms for six inter-related
reasons, each of which also raises significant challenges to existing approaches
to protecting privacy. As a number of studies have highlighted, these issues are
of significant concern to the general public, civil liberties organisations, legislators
and regulators, and have been the focus of public campaigns against Smart city
technologies in some cases.65% of interviewees in this study believe that privacy
needs to be monitored “If the Cork Smart Gateway had a watchdog that the public
are aware of and if something new came up, the watchdog can prove it’s been
validated” (Chapter 4:94). This supports Kitchins statement of ‘Notice and
consent’- considered the cornerstone of data and privacy protection - are
significantly weakened within Smart city technologies according to Kitchin (2016).

5.4.2. SKILLS AND EDUCATION GAP
However, 65% of participants explain that whilst there is some education in Cork,
people are not necessarily aware of the requirement to undertake such courses.
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This links with the promotion of Smart cities of course but the consensus is to start
with primary school level and educate the future generation. This is shown
(Chapter 4:94), “A lot of people use technology without understanding its
implications”. According to Kitchin (2016), many vendors have little or no
experience in embedding security features into their products and many systems
possess significant vulnerabilities.

This study has shown that 30% of interviewee believe that there is a need for an
increase in the ICT skills and 45% believe that there is more education required at
primary/secondary level for Cork; “People need to be more educated about what
technologies exist, what you can do, what the dangers are and a lot of that is not
clear.. This is something where there is a serious lack of general education and
our media should do a lot more and unfortunately that’s not happened. Courses
are there but there is low awareness”, (Chapter 4:94). The confidence in the level
of skills within Ireland is supported by the European Scoreboard for innovation,
which shows Ireland scoring above the EU average in all of the education rankings
for secondary, tertiary and doctorate graduates under the age of 34. However
growth rates are below the EU set average. Ireland also show very strong figures
for scientific publications (European Commission, 2015).

A finding of this study is that there is a digital skills gap in Cork. “I would say CIT
and UCC have good courses to make sure people are up to speed in IT, but I
don’t think there’s an idea of where this is actually leading us to” (Chapter 4:98).
The EU Commission (2015:35), refer to the Eurostat survey of ‘Ireland has digital
skills gaps’ and reveals that some 42 % of the workforce has few or no digital
skills. Ireland suffers from a shortage of skilled ICT professionals. Demand is
high, with over 30 % of companies employing ICT professionals. Supply is not
keeping pace with demand.

Ireland has nevertheless been proactive in addressing its digital skills gaps. With
the help of relevant stakeholders, it has developed an ICT Skills Action Plan for
the period 2014-18. The three main aims of the plan are to increase graduate
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numbers, enhance ICT capacity, improve awareness in the education system and
attract foreign talent. This is supported in this study: “We are finding that there
are serious shortages in general, not just Cork. Ireland is in a good position to
some extent its English speaking and open economy so we see a large influx of
people coming in from all over the world working in those areas”, (Chapter 4:97).
Glaeser and Berry (2006), clarified that the most rapid urban growth rates have
been achieved in cities where a high share of the educated labour force is
available.

5.5.

EXAMINE THE

ROLE

OF

COLLABORATION

BETWEEN

DIFFERENT

ACTORS IN ACHIEVING A SMART REGION FOR CORK
Walraven (2014), opines that collaboration is the key to making cities smarter. This refers
not only to cooperation of citizens, companies or local governments amongst each other
(i.e. horizontal collaboration) but also, and more importantly, vertical collaboration, that
is, working with all stakeholders on all levels; public, private and citizens to deal with the
vast amounts of information and data that modern cities increasingly produce. This will
allow them to tackle some of the major urban challenges of the future and today. This
finding shows that 35% commented that there is a misalignment or no joint up thinking
when it comes to initiatives: “There is a non-cohesive strategy at the moment. I haven’t
seen any strategy that aligns with objective that all 3 stakeholders could work with
together” (Chapter 4:101). OECD (2006), confirm that successful regions involve
interactions within a network of different actors.

A key finding in this study reveals that 70% of participants were against having a sole ICT
company drive the Smart initiatives for the Region. “I think it's really good to have an
industry partner for an awful lot of projects but you need to be sure that the local
authorities or the city or region is driving the agenda as opposed to an industry
partner(Chapter 4:107). Henriquez (2015), purports that complaints from Eurocities were
that too much of the smart agenda is being led by competing organisations who claim to
offer solutions for every possible problem that arises. Walraven (2014), states that many
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major IT companies and municipalities around the world are looking for their slice of the
Smart city pie. Sadoway & Shekhar (2014), warn against manipulative civic eengagement and believe that there is a requirement to seek informatics alternatives that
seek to envision more than profit or monetary motivations as forces in driving ICT linked
urban innovations. In Sadoway and Shekhar (2014),Frost and Sullivan (2013), suggest
that the global city infrastructure market is expected to provide $2.2 trillion market
opportunities in 2025" and companies target cities as a customer and to tap the vast
business opportunities it presents.

30% of the interviewees however, said that because of the lack of resources and
expertise, there are benefits in having an IT company lead the smart agenda.
“Collaboration is an opportunity for pooling resources and information for better
systematic approach to management and administration of Port, City and County. Also
Greater level of cost savings should be beneficial to the city and vice-versa and shared
in an effective manner” (Chapter 4:120) How strategic collaborations and partnerships
contribute to regional development depends upon developing a shared vision,
determining the level of cooperation and interaction, creating appropriate governance
structures, etc. Wider collaboration with stakeholders and communities can help to define
societal problems and generate new knowledge. Innovative new ideas and creative
solutions often emerge at the margins, between disciplines and involving different societal
actors, (HEA, 2016).

Collaboration was deemed necessary by 80% of interviewees. This study pointed out that
Ports are not actively in a collaborative role within the Cork Smart Region yet but should
be: “Working relationships are not aligned for common objectives - i.e. engineering team
in Port vs city and county, there are no shared objectives. The farther apart they are the
less Smart city objectives that can take off. (Chapter 4:129): Hamburg Port, a successful
smart Port itself claim that what set Hamburg apart is its commitment to include its port the city's economic backbone - in the smart equation. Bichou and Gray (2005), support
the need for collaboration, they state that ports are a driving force and engine in local and
national economic development and policy makers consider ports as economic catalysts.
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Walravens (2014) argue that collaboration is the key in making cities smarter.
This refers not only to cooperation of citizens, companies or local governments
amongst each other (i.e. horizontal collaboration). More difficult but also more
important is vertical collaboration, working with all stakeholders on all levels;
public, private and citizens, (Walravens, 2014).
5.5.1. QUADRUPLE HELIX
One of the main findings in the study is that there is ongoing collaboration on
projects 55% already between different bodies but not necessarily under the
guise of the quadruple helix This is shown in (Chapter 4:102): “we are
collaborating with the Cork City Council with regard to Tide gauges whereby we
share information and feed in to the City’s IT system to manage flood defences”.
This is in line with the suggested use of a quadruple helix by CLIO (2016), that
innovations are developed for citizens.

100% of interviewee’s state that the citizen should be included in the quadruple
helix is “I would argue that quadruple helix must have social inclusion.” (Chapter
4:131). Cliq (2016), state that the role of firms, public authorities and universities
is above all to support citizens in their innovation activities. One such example of
this being successful is Amsterdam Smart city and they state that when it comes
to the implementation of technologies, the end user may never be left out of the
implementation equation.

There is a call by 45% of the participants Industry added to the steering group 35% call for additional parties to the CSG. Walraven (2014), clarifies that this
means looking at the Smart city as a meeting place where the public sector,
private interest and citizens can come together to generate new value, to
collaborate and innovate together. This idea an idea that has also been referred
to as the triple helix (private sector, government and university actors) or even
quadruple helix (including citizens, the public or the user, depending on the
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formulation) (Leydesdorffand Deakin, 2011; Yawson, 2009). Smart cities can only
be successful if they act as local innovation platforms that bring together all
involved stakeholders, however difficult this may be (Shepard and Simeti, 2013).
The “government as a platform’’ (O’Reilly, 2011), is the intermediary, the enabler
of interaction of multiple actors who have corresponding interests or needs. In
this study, it was evident from industry that there is a willingness to be involved
more regularly within the context of the quadruple helix for Cork: “Frequent
engagements with Cork Smart Gateway would be good, valuable for Tyco to
know what’s

going

on,

valuable for

Cork

that

everyone

is

plugged

in’’,(Chapter;4:100). According to Markkula and Kune (2015), the interface of
regional players in the regional innovation ecosystem - from business,
government, universities, and civil society - is where the exploration and potential
application of knowledge can most powerfully be exploited. They add that
quadruple helix thinking and operations are a natural means to speed up
innovation.

5.6.

CITIZEN

ENGAGEMENT,

PARTICIPATION,

AWARENESS

AND

UNDERSTANDING FROM GOVERNING BODIES PERSPECTIVES
This study shows that there has been engagement with citizens and participation by 75%
of the interviewees (Chapter 4:109). “The lERC are involved with citizens through the
Cork Citiengage survey which was issued to the citizens to ask, “How do you digitally
interact with your local authority?” Busher, (2015), In Sunday Guardian (2015), claims
that Cities of the future will have to face the question of how will digitalization affect their
political engagement and the relationship between the citizen and the city? Citizens are
not customers, they are voters and choosing to live in that place. Some degree of political
oversight is necessary, someone who is answerable to the citizen for providing social and
commercial responsibility and economic stability.

A suggestion was made as a finding in this study that there is no option for people to
engage informally which is shown in the study “There might be an option to engage
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informally with citizens “might be opportunity to use someone like myself as a focal point
for smart buildings to communicate what it does” (Chapter 4:112). Hollands (2008), states
that despite the lack of clarity and research on how to engage citizens in Smart cities it is
agreeable that there has been limited levels of involvement of citizens to date.

35% of interviewees noted that there is a call for social inclusion in the older population.
“There is a requirement to enable a more inclusive environment for older people in the
future and giving them a broader ability to participate and live a full life.” (Chapter 4:110).
Many cities are concerned with the impact of aging society on technology diffusion (Nam
and Pardo, 2011).

5.6.1. TOP DOWN VS BOTTOM UP
Only 20% confirmed that they actively partake in bottom up for of citizen
engagement: “We are very customer based organisation so part of the success
of our initiatives are driven by customers -and whether they take them on and
support them. We work with them rather than pushing something that they don’t
want. Another big success factor is our relationship with statutory bodies.”
(Chapter 4:112). This supports the view of Hollands (2008), whom suggests that
certain kinds of top-down visions have been heavily criticized with the main
argument that they are dictated by commercial interests, and that they entail
questions of control and privacy.

Another 20% of interviewees believe that engagement should be demand driven
and trial and demo run for products and services: “Success is determined by the
customers. We use demos fairly quickly. In two weeks we offered solution with
multiple apps” (Chapter 4:121). Nam and Pardo (2011), suggest that policies in
successful Smart cities are demand driven rather than supply driven or well
balanced between the two approaches.
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Further 20% suggest that citizen engagement is critical “Anything that’s around
in terms of Smart city needs to be relevant to the population” (Chapter 4:109). A
belief held is that successful innovation is often made by the involvement of key
stakeholders, including citizens (Nam and Pardo, 2011).

10% warns that citizen engagement is difficult because of different expectations:
“We tried to be as objective and impartial as possible but we just found that by
involving the citizens on that project it could have become quite contentious”
(Chapter 4:112). Kitchin (2014), insists that there is no evidence showing that
technology can be used by citizens to empower their lives through adapting the
technologies rather than citizens adapting their lives to technology.

Kitchin

(2016), believes that a Smart city promotes a strong emphasis on creating
technical solutions and overly promotes top-down technocratic forms of
governance, rather than political/social solutions and citizen-centred deliberative
democracy.

5.6.2. TRIALS AND PILOTS
Another finding in this report is that industry leans towards ‘trialling’ products or
services after creation with 55% of interviewees stating that this is the preferred
method of engagement: “We are pushing some of the concepts on the population
but at the same time for now it’s the best way to go” (Chapter 4:113). This view
is supported. As a result of the starting pilot phase, the city is implementing the
most effective initiatives on a large scale (Riva Sanserverino, 2014). The city of
Amsterdam, the capital of The Netherlands, since 2009 has launched the
Amsterdam Smart city project composed of sixteen pilot projects, in cooperation
with IBM and CISCO. The project aims at testing energy-saving smart enabling
technologies for sustainable choices.

However, every case differs also. “The Cork smart gateway have done some
citizen engagement, they did take a survey of 3,600 Cork citizens to get a sense
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of where IT should go within the region, and I think that’s still ongoing.” (Chapter
4:109).

5.6.3. LIVING LABS
The researcher found that 45% of interviewees advocate the implementation of
‘fab-labs’ for Cork: “The City council is also trying to create something called a
‘Fab-Lab’, which is a global network of local labs. There are a European network
of living labs, which this council actually needs to tie into. I do think that in the city
we need to have a lot more innovation lab spaces, I would think South Mall is a
case in point” (Chapter 4:115). ENoLL counts today over 170 active Living Labs
members worldwide with 3 in Limerick, Waterford and Dublin. The Dublin Living
Lab was founded to provide a collaborative environment within which companies,
public bodies, academic organisations and other collaborators could design,
build, and test cleantech products and services which can make our cities and
communities more resource efficient (Openlivinglabs.eu, 2016). Arnkill (2010),
promotes Living labs as a systematic way of involving users in the innovation
activities of private and public organizations. Arnkill elaborates that the Quadruple
helix model ensures that firms and public organizations can develop products and
services that really interest consumers, users and citizens. Hobkinson (2012)
reveals that Cork City region has seen high volatility in the take up of office space
over the last seven years.

5.7.

KPIS AND METRICS FOR SMART CITIES INITIATIVES AND PROJECT
SELECTION IN CORK

A finding in this study is that 100% of interviewees confirmed that there are no Key
Performance Indicators in place for the Smart city/Region concept for Cork. 35% of
interviewees responded that there are KPIs in place for different projects. “It would
depend very much on the individuals initiatives and that that they would have clearly
identified objectives and some indicators in mind or metrics that have to be measured so
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that they could determine the success or otherwise of the projects and the initiatives”
(Chapter 4:120). There are individual projects and initiatives that have metrics applied but
there is no standardised measurement in place for Cork yet. Nam and Pardo (2011),
suggest that Smart city assessment must allow for regions that have different visions and
priorities but they must integrate the development of different aspects of Smart cities.
Giffinger et al., (2007), insists that for a city to be truly smart a city ranking as a tool to
benchmark with other cities, and draw lessons from better performing cities. Interestingly,
in this ranking, through analysis of 74 indicators as selected by Giffinger et al., (2007),
Cork was rated 31st out of a list of 70 medium sized cities in Europe, (Giffinger et al.,
2007). Giffinger et al., (2007), further adds that such rankings can be utilised as a
marketing or branding mechanism.
5.8.

BRANDING A CITY AS SMART

One of the aims of the Smart concept for Cork is to make it more attractive as a destination
for tourism and place to work as highlighted by the HEA (2016), who state that successful
regions are seen to be those which attract key resources of talent and capital (HEA,
2016). Hobkinson and Allan (2014), suggest that Cork contains an extensive mix of
resources across the Cork Region that will help deliver success whatever the measure,
whether for a business, student, resident or tourist.
A strong finding in this research was that all 100% of participants believed that Cork can
maintain a digital hub brand whilst naturally being a tourist destination. “There are certain
cities and regions and say this one thing stands out. Looking at the brand book what
stands out is that we are not any one thing. We feel we have a lot to offer for education,
Cologne would have made a big focus on having 100k students and those are looking for
smart solutions and apps etc. that’s 100k in a population of 1m. We have upwards of 40k
students in a population of a city of 120k and 200k in the region. That’s a very high ratio.
We have an opportunity to work with students. We also promote Cork as a nice place to
visit. Cork has the right mix for success. We can never be one or the other. We have too
much to offer. We are not huge in any one thing but we can offer the experience and good
quality of life.” (Chapter 4:125) Harrison and Donnelly (2014), believe that a “Smart city”
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from the point of view of many elected officials has to do with creating an environment
that is attractive to Generation Y and Z people.

5.9.

ROLE OF THE EU IN THE SMART CITIES CONCEPT FOR CORK

The Europe 2020 Strategy calls for innovation in tourism, for example to reinforce the
quality of supply in ail its dimensions, improve professional skills in the sector, to
overcome the seasonal nature of demand, diversify the supply of tourist services and help
to improve statistics and analyses relating to tourism. 45% of interviewees stated that
whilst EU funding is crucial, and necessary it had the challenge of needing the initial
investment. “It is a double edged sword. There are obvious benefits but the challenge is
huge to gain the funding (Chapter 4:129). 25% of the interviewees think that the linkages
created by the EU funding applications are crucially important: “it creates linkages with
cities around Europe and there’s huge potential there also. It’s hugely important. We
should learn from cities progressing in particular areas and vice versa” (Chapter 4:131).

5.10.

DRIVERS AND CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS FOR SMART CITIES
CONCEPT FOR THE CORK REGION.

Angelidou (2014), there is an emerging trend to approach Smart cities and urban
development through small scale integrated projects. These small scale projects act as
pilot projects that are more user-friendly, encourage citizen participation and raise
awareness and acceptance in the transition towards becoming a Smart city. 65% of the
interviewees advised that the main purpose for a Smart city or Region is doing things
better: “How to use resources better, how can we reduce wasted water in the city, improve
access to educational resources in the city better, to make the citizens smarter. These
are all aspects by which we could measure how a Cork Smart Gateway initiatives could
have benefits for the people in businesses, who live and work in Cork.” (Chapter4:134)
35% of the participants believe that the main driver for Smart cities and Smart Regions is
the citizens and their improved quality of life: “Realistically you need to look at what people
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want. There is no point in implementing a lot of different things that people have no use
for - it needs to be based on the city requirements and on the projections for the future”
(Chapter 4:135).

5.11.

SUMMARY

The following table summarises the findings:

Topic

Finding

Definition And Understanding Of 100% of the interviewees in the current research agree that no clear
The Smart city / Smart Region definition of the Smart city concept exists
Concept
10% say It’s the integration of technology in to your city that helps to
promote competitiveness, sustainable dev and improves the quality
of life for the citizens.
What the Smart city Concept
means for Cork

70% of interviewees understood the Smart cities concept as a
combination of technology and citizens involvement for
sustainability;
Cork as a Smart Region is intended to attract talent, investment and
companies and this is highlighted by 65%
Competitiveness is highlighted by 65% of the interviewees in this
study as being the one of the key drivers of smart initiatives for Cork.
Collaboration was deemed necessary by 80% of interviewees.
Including citizens. Lack of alignment exists.

Challenges and implications of 30% of the interviewees believe that access to information and
ICT in the context of enabling decision making is helped
Smart cities
80% of interviewees note that data security and privacy has major
implications for all of the actors involved with 65% of interviewees in
this study believe that privacy needs to be monitored

Skills and education gap

65% of participants explain that whilst there is some education in
Cork, people are not necessarily aware of the requirement to
undertake such courses.
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Examine the role of collaboration 55% already between different bodies but not necessarily under the
between different actors in guise of the quadruple helix
achieving a Smart Region for
Cork

citizen
engagement,
participation, awareness and
understanding from governing
bodies perspectives

35% interviewees noted that there is a call for social inclusion in the
older population
Only 20% confirmed that they actively partake in bottom up
engagement
10% warns that citizen engagement is difficult because of different
expectations
trialling’ products or services after creation with 55% of interviewees
stating that this is the preferred method of engagement:
45% of interviewees advocate the implementation of ‘fab-labs’ for
Cork.

KPIs and metrics for Smart cities
initiatives and project selection in
Cork

branding a city as Smart

100% of interviewees confirmed that there are no Key Performance
Indicators in place for the Smart city/Region concept for Cork.
35% of interviewees responded that there are KPIs in place for
different projects
100% of participants believed that Cork can maintain a digital hub
brand whilst naturally being a tourist destination

role of the EU in the Smart cities 45% of interviewees stated that whilst EU funding is crucial, and
concept for Cork
necessary it had the challenge of needing the initial investment.

Drivers and Critical Success
factors for Smart cities Concept
for the Cork region.

65% of the interviewees advised that the main purpose for a Smart
city or Region is doing things better
35% of the participants believe that the main driver for Smart cities
and Smart Regions is the citizens and their improved quality of life
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5.12.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

This study has shown that Cork is in a transitional stage of becoming a Smart Region.
Cork is in its initial stages of branding the Cork as a Smart Region. However, there are
already a multitude of smart initiatives in Cork. The issue is that there is little awareness
about these and the effort and benefits to be gained from such initiatives. The branding
of Cork as a Smart Region is in the initial stages. However, Cork has the potential to be
seen as a digital hub The Cork Smart Gateway and the relevant steering groups do not
currently include citizens on decision making processes. This study has shown that there
is a requirement to engage with citizens on a more participatory way to ensure that
projects are selected accordingly. Benefits have been shown from other EU cities. .
However, bottom up methods have caused concerns in previous attempts and therefore
alternatives need to be initiated. Cork is well positioned within the EU and this study has
shown that measures are in place to maintain the skills, education and inclusive elements
to allow ICT as an enabler of the Smart city. The study also shows that people are as
much a part of the Smart city as technology and therefore need to be involved in
maintaining smartness. A Smart Region should focus on a regions efforts to be smart,
and not just focus on the status of how smart a Region is. This will then enable a Smart
Region to enable smart innovation. The researcher would like to make the following
suggestions:

5.12.1. INCREASE THE STEERING GROUP
The findings of this study have shown that the various actors in the Cork Region
are asking for more involvement and collaboration. This needs to be aligned and
goals decided but there is a call to have the expertise and resources of industry
leaders, e.g. Tyco as advisory partners but on a regular basis, and also the citizen
must be represented. The suggestion was made to include a Cork County Council
or Cork City Council councillor as a representative. Cork Smart Gateway and lERC
have implement engagement to understand what the citizen needs but regular
interaction would be of benefit to all involved.
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5.12.2. CITIZEN ENGAGEMENT
The researcher recommends the immediate implementation of a citizen lab / fab lab. There are numerous locations around the city and Region, with a huge skill
set. As set out throughout this study, citizens need to be involved in the smart
agenda. There is scope to include a councillor to the steering group to ensure
communication to the citizens and so that citizens requirements can be relayed to
the group.
5.12.3. INCREASE BRANDING
There is potential to brand Cork as both a tourist destination and a digital hub. This
study has noted throughout that there is a strong link with smart tourism and
branding for promotion of the Smart Region. There have also been findings to
show that branding can improve citizen’s awareness within their own city or region,
and that involvement and branding have a cyclical link. Branding a region as smart
is believed to encourage smarter thinking.

5.12.4. TOURISM APR
The EPP (2012), promotes that tourism apps such as the GPSwielkopolska project
are specialized for particular groups of tourists: cyclists, car drivers etc. Some of
them are designed to work on mobile phones. Cork has implemented tourist kiosks
in to the city to give real time information. However, there is no evidence as to
whether people are aware of their existence or not. The researcher recommends
an app for tourists (and citizens) that will offer real time information on events as
you move. An example of this is Toot Sweet in Paris. Apps such as these require
the implementation of sensors, such as Santander in Spain which launched 20,000
sensors throughout the city and collected large volumes of data which allowed the
creation of apps. Keeping in mind data privacy and awareness, Cork has the
capability through companies such as Tyco, whom have such technology at the
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ready. Caragliu and Del Bo (2011), refer to tourism as an indicator and possible
driver of urban wealth and growth, and note that attracting tourism may also be a
way of attracting human capital.

5.12.5. FUNDING AND RESOURCES
Funding resource committee needs to be implemented but this will require joined
up thinking and assessment of initiatives to be implemented for the city. The Cork
Smart Gateway is in a good position to lead this and should act in a leadership
role. This study has identified that the Port of Cork is currently identified as a key
sea port in the European Union Development of the Trans-European Transport
Network. The researcher recommends that the Port of Cork should engage with
the Cork Smart Gateway to ensure that all funding mechanisms available can be
sourced.

5.12.6. DATA PRIVACY TEAM TO BE INITIATED AND PROMOTED WITHIN CORK
The issue of data security is highly pertinent to the Cork Region, indeed any
Region. There is scope to employ a team to act as a virtual watchdog to monitor
data security for the benefit of increasing open data to the city.

5.13.

MODEL FOR PRACTICE

Figure 5.1 presents a model of the structure and basic core elements for the
understanding of the Smart city or Smart Region for Cork. From analysing the
contributions from the interviewee in this study, the researcher identified the key elements
and actors that are involved in the Smart agenda for Cork. The model summarises the
findings of this study and adds to the existing literature on the actor’s involvement with
the key factors to generate a truly Smart city. The 4 elements of the quadruple helix of
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the citizen, the government, academia (including universities, technical institutes and
research institutions) along with industry are found by the researcher to be the core
building basic requirements. Whilst researching the study it became clear that currently
citizens and industry are considerations rather than partners and to be truly smart a
Region must engage actively with citizens and industry on a partnership level. The
research noted the drivers as seen by the interviewees of this study and this model takes
regard to these key drivers. The next stage is deemed considerations. The key
considerations as noted throughout this research are ICT related, but also awareness
and communication along with funding being the main challenge for Cork and indeed
other regions.

To conclude, this research suggests a model which includes an extended steering
committee, who will drive the smart agenda for the Cork Region.

Figure 6 Model for Smart Cork
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5.14.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The researcher accepts that the current study was limited by time and ultimately by the
lack of experience of the researcher. The researcher believes that future studies should
incorporate comparative studies with established Smart cities such as Amsterdam for
citizens and a feasibility study conducted on the possibility of a citizen kit for Cork.

The topic of EU funding is very broad. This requires in-depth analysis and could be hugely
beneficial for Cork. There are varying degrees of funding mechanisms and therefore
benefits to be obtained for the Cork Region.

Examination of the potential KPIs for Cork Examine the factors listed against Giffinger et
al., (2007), and apply that framework to corks current initiatives.

5.15.

CONCLUSION

The current research shows that collaboration is very strong with existing actors. Manville
et al., 2014 state that Collaboration, co-creation and co-development are key conditions
for success.Not enough though involved. The issue is not with intent but in the
misalignment and shortage of resources within each of the actor’s roles. A finding from
this study is that there is a requirement for ICT companies to be included in the quadruple
helix model, although not be the driver. This should be maintained on a regular basis.
Citizen-centric models should be the driver of initiatives and projects for the Region and
there should be representation of citizens in the steering group also. Citizen engagement
is in the initial stages and the surveys will shed more light.

Awareness between actors and citizens, of individual initiatives and successful initiatives
such as the energy saving at Tramore Valley Park. Cork Smart Gateway is in the initial
stages of branding the city and will no doubt execute a plan in the near future. All of the
participants in this study believe there is a smart future ahead for Cork.
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The researcher believes that the research question, aims and objectives of this study
have been clearly addressed. A number of key recommendations for practice and further
study have been suggested. The key limitations of the study have also been addressed.
The researcher has identified a gap in the literature and has addressed the issues
outlined from the outset. The researcher is hopeful that this study will provide a
contribution to knowledge and will ultimately help with the understanding of the smart
concept for the Cork Region.
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APPENDIX A:

----

LIST OF INTERVIEW PARTICIPANTS

Dole of

PMifnc

Pnrfession

Company

Industry Sector

A1 Devine

Senior Programmer

Cork City Council

Local Authority

25.5.16

Dirk Pesch

Head of Centre

Nimbus Research Centre

Research & Academia

28.5.16

Michelle 0

Policy and Research

Cork Chamber of

Sullivan

Executive

Commerce

Claire Davis

Programme Manager Cork Smart Gateway

Aidan O' Riordan

Tony Day

ICT Programme
Manager

Director

McCarthy

hlstorian/lrish
Member of EU
Committee of the

10.7.16

Cork City Council

Local Authority

10.7.16

lERC (Tyndall Institute)

Research & Academia

21.7.16

Irish Representative EU
Cork City Council / EU

Committee if the

Committee of the Regions

Regions / local

Eamonn O’ Brien

Project Manager

Senior Program
Manager

25.7.16

Independent Councillor

Regions

iames Murphy

Chamber of Commerce 3.6.16

Government

Councillor / Local
Cllr Kieran

hitenrieMf

Tyco

Tyco

Industry - Smart
Technologies
Irxlustry - Smart
Technologies

28.7.16

28.7.16

iames Fogarty

Divisional Manager

Cork County Council

Local Authority

3.8.16

Paul 0 Regan

Harbour Master

Port of Cork Company

Port Authority

5.8.16
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APPENDIX B:

INTERVIEW GUIDE

Interviewee
Company
Role
1

How would you define the concept of 'smart cities' and what are its implications are for the Corit
reglon/dty'?

2

What Role do you play and What level of invofventent /initiatives are there by your company with
regard to the Smart Cities / Innovation through ICT ?

2a

How do you think Cork rates in Europe as a Smart City / Resgion, e g. initial stages?

3

Can you tell me about a) the drivers and b) the cntical success factors of smart initiatives for
you/the Cork Region are?
the enhanced quality of life - does fundin play a part etc

4

What benefits / challenges do you see in applying the sm£»t city concept to a smart region to
include the City, County and Port of cork.
Can you elaborate?

5

Do you have a method of measuring / assessing the benefit of initiatives?

6

How do you engage with citizens before undertaking your projects and Initiatives? is there a top
down or bottom up structure in encouraging participation?

7

Do you think that there is a strong awareness of the Smart City Concept and Smart Initiatives in
Cork by citizens, stakeholders, businesses'?

8

What would you say are the implications of information Communication Technology for Citizens,
Industry / stakeholders?

9

What level of collaboration currently exists and are there challenges or benefits with coilat^orating
on projects for the Region?

10

Do you think Cork citizens and actors are fully prepared and involved in the Smart City Concept

11

Do you think Cork requires an ICT Partner such as Cisco, IBM etc to manage the ICT innovation?
Challer>ges associated?

12

In temrs of Cork and how it is 'seen', do you believe it has or could have a strong brand image as
a digital hub, or tourist destination or both?

13

What would you say the challenges of regional smart over city smart concepts are?

14

What does the future hold for Cork as a Smart City?
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APPENDIX C:

INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM

Dear interviewee,

I am currently in the process of completing a Master of Business Studies (MBus) program
in Cork Institute of Technology, which commenced in September 2014. I am expected to
complete a research dissertation as part of the requirements to obtain the said
qualification.

I would like to interview you as part of my research project. The interview is part of a
series I am arranging with industry experts in the area of Smart cities and the case for
Cork. My research will explore the concept of Smart cities for the Cork Region. Your
participation will be highly beneficial in terms of making a new contribution to this field of
research.

I will record each interview conducted, and will transcribe it in my own time. The recording
will be kept in digital form until my Supervisor, Dr. Angela Wright, gives me permission to
delete same. This will be kept on a personally owned device, not on company property.
I will make a copy of the transcription available to all participants upon request. The
information obtained during the interview process will be used solely for the purpose of
my research project.

I would expect each interview to last somewhere between 25 - 50 minutes. The interview
questions will be semi-structured in nature, thus allowing us scope to have a discussion
around the core themes, and not to be unduly concerned about having to get through a
list of questions.

I hope that you are able to help me and would be extremely grateful if you could contact
me with your decision as soon as possible. We can agree a time and location of your
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convenience. I would also respect your wishes if you decide to decline nny invitation. My
contact number is

087 6413702

or e mail

maraueriteoconnorl @qmail.com

Kind regards,
Yours sincerely,

Marguerite O’Connor
Masters of Business

2014 - 2016

Cork Institute of Technology

Institiuid Teicneolai'ochta Chorcai
Cork Institute of Technology
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APPENDIX D:

STANDARD ETHICAL FORM

Dear Interviewee,
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project, for which I am most
appreciative. Prior to commencement of the interview, I would like to reassure you of the
following key points;

•

Participation in the interview is entirely voluntary;

•

Transcripts of the interview will be kept confidential and a copy will be made available on request
once it has been transcribed;

•

You may decline to respond to any question at any time;

•

You may withdraw from the interview at any point.

Any information obtained in this interview process will be used for the purpose of
completing this research project. Should I decide to use any direct quotes within the final
draft then I will seek your permission to use same. All digital recordings will be destroyed
once my research supervisor gives me permission to do so.
Please sign this form to indicate that you have read and are satisfied with the content of
this document.

Name of participant:
Signature:________

Date:

Marguerite O’ Connor (researcher)
Signature:____________________

Date:

Masters of Business 2014-2016
Cork Institute of Technology
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APPENDIX E: CORK SMART INITIATIVES
Smart

Energy Cork

economy

Cluster supporting collaboration and innovation in the energy
sector

IT@Cork

Cluster supporting collaboration and innovation in the ICT
sector

TEC Gateway -

El funded technology gateway supporting Irish industry to

part of Nimbus, CIT

develop new loT technologies

Rubicon

Incubator - provides supports and capital investment for
startups

Smart

City Council

Stock condition surveys and maintenance activities updated

government

housing stock

by smart technologies close to real time

management
Library digital

A suite of library apps for various services

services

Smart living

Variable messaging

Real time off-street parking and road closure Information on

signs

key access routes to the city

Smart energy

Real-time monitoring and control of energy use and

management

environmental characteristics for residential and commercial
buildings; Secure management and prognostics networks for
energy systems - EOS

Smart urban
district energy

Real-time monitoring and control of neighbourhoods (blocks
of buildings) for sustainable energy use

Management
Smart lighting

Intelligent LED lighting networks

GreenCom

Smart microgrid testbed that enables wireless
monitoring/control of loads, microgeneration and
microstorage energy elements

Smart
mobility

Coca Cola Zero
Bikes

Public Hire Bike Scheme

LeapCard

Smart card access/payment for trains and buses

Real-time
passenger

Real time bus and train information at stops

information
EV Infrastructure

Deploy standard and fast charging points throughout the city
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Smart
environment

Smart testbeds

National Sustainable Energy Testbed (NSBET); Community
Testbed - A regional community testbed with access to highperformance broadband facilities; Water Test-bed

River Lee
deployment

Real time wireless sensor river monitoring system looking at
water quality and depth

Rainwater

Remote monitoring of rainwater harvesting system in Sunview

harvesting

Fairhill

Smart water

Sensor development and integration to support management
of Fats, oils and greases In the waste water networks FOGMON
Aquametrics - Single point monitoring of water networks

Mid-altitude

Smart

AEOLUS - Mid-altitude (400m) sensor platform combining HD

security and

cameras, metrological. Radar and AIS for coastal monitoring

environmental
monitoring

for security and environmental assessment

Maker Dojo

Hands-on, 'hacker' style workshops

CorkCitiEngage

A Cork Smart Gateway Survey Project. Public feedback on

people
public issues, digital skills, and use of public infrastructure
CorkOpenData

data.corkcity.ie - An online platform for publishing city
information obtained from various sources, from sensors to
surveys

Source: Compiled by the Cork Smart Gateway
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APPENDIX F:

CLAIRE DAVIS

THEMATIC CODING AND ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX G:

RESEARCH DISSERTATION JOURNEY

The dissertation journey for this study began at the start of the Mbus programme, in
September 2014. Our class was given the task of selecting a research topic and drafting
our research proposals for what would be our research topic for the next two years. My
initial topic, which was that of Smart Technology in the Port of Cork was interesting but I
found upon further reading that I wanted to incorporate the wider Cork Region as the topic
of Smart cities intrigued me. The start of the process of research for this dissertation really
began at the end of January 2016 as a result. Whilst I am glad I changed my topic, it did
however create a great disadvantage with regard to time in terms of the initial researching
and writing.

This was my first time undertaking a research dissertation. Whilst enjoyable and
intriguing, I expected it to be new and challenging. The only negative to the task was the
difficulty in fitting it in around a full time job, in which my own role was growing
substantially and resulting in longer hours at work, therefore less time to research. I also
suffered a severe injury to my hip and back during the term of the Masters and whilst I
managed to postpone the surgery so that it would not impact on my studies, a period of
being on crutches and continuous physio and minor surgical treatment significantly
impacted on my time also. It resulted in difficulties in relation to access and time, and
disappointedly was the cause of my missing a trip which I had arranged to another ‘Smart
city’ to incoporate in to my study.

To return to the dissertation itself! I did find the literature review hugely interesting that
and possibly read far too much at the outset as this took a substantial amount of time.
The issue with the topic of Smart cities is that it covers many topics and this resulted in
long hours of searching and reading journals, websites, books, on the topic of ‘smart’ to
sift out the required information. On the positive side, I feel I learned about other cities
and regions which I would not have discovered if not for the dissertation. Writing up the
literature review was very interesting and I found myself building up a long list of potential
interview candidates of experts in the field. Literature was sparse in relation to Cork, and
due to Smart cities being a very expansive topic by nature I thought it wise to start some
informal interviews around the topic. I met with candidates informally, and I found that I
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was coming up with more ideas as a result of suggestions. Mu supervisor was of particular
help in assisting me to think about the actual topic that I wanted to research and focus on
that.

Whilst the topic is still quite broad, I found the overall concept of Smart cities hugely
interesting and very relative not only to my current role, but to roles I have experienced
in my career to date and areas of general interest to me. I wanted to be able to research
a topic that may be beneficial to me personally, and to create new findings in the area for
Cork.

The overall process of undertaking a dissertation I found interesting but time restrictive..
I found that! was trying to learn about the overall process of research as much as actually
research my topic. Deciding on research methodologies for instance, required research
in to that area in itself, and I found myself trying to research a great deal of theory as a
result of an inquisitive mind! I have spent many days back in the CIT library, (many years
after my initial graduation!), I checked out a lot of books,onsite at the library. Days and
lunch times were spent searching through the online databases, google scholar, etc. but
I have learned about the process thoroughly and I am confident that if undertaking further
research, it will be invaluable to me.
The interview process was a very interesting part of the dissertation. My panel of
interviewees could not have been more helpful from the outset. Even candidates that did
not end up as interviewees due to leave or work commitments, went out of their way to
share their knowledge with me or make referrals where they could not help. I consider
myself very lucky to have met such a willing set of participants who gave up their time
freely. It was inspiring to meet with people who are so involved in the Cork Region and
the betterment of the Region for the future. Ironically one of the key points in this study
refers to engagement with citizens and sharing awareness about the Region. Having
been in my current role and company for the past 8 years it was very enlightening to see
others perspectives on the Region. The interviews resulted in having more data to
analyse than I envisaged and it was only in reality of undertaking the interviews that I fully
understood the discussions with my supervisor about trying to reduce and focus the
interview guide question. In hindsight, I could have done this more s but my interviewees
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were based across a wide spectrum, and many different fields of expertise, from
academia, local governance, councillors and industry experts and I had to maintain
questions that would suit the selection of participants. Luckily I was fortunate that Al
Devine was willing to be my interviewee for the pilot interview. The interview showed me
the areas that needed work and was very beneficial and I incorporated that interview in
to the study as well. I met with all interviewees at their choices of locations. This was
generally during work hours, which I worked back with my own employer, whose flexibility
I am grateful for. I was lucky enough to experience those workplaces and was very happy
to have visited the Tyco building - Ireland’s first smart building - as part of the interview
process. This visit was the most time consuming, and did require some persistence on
my part in order to reach people who were able to eventually arrange a meeting.

I was also fortunate to have been invited to the Cork smart gateway launch in 2016 and
as such, my research topic couldn’t have worked out better time wise. Claire Davis of the
CSG was especially helpful in ensuring the invite, which opened up opportunities to meet
with some of the other candidates also.

After the interviews I decided to transcribe the interviews myself. I felt it would familiarise
me with the data. In hindsight, this was a huge time constraint and knowing how much
time would be required on Thematic Analysis and coding I have to say that whilst I am
now very familiar with the data, I would not hesitate to outsource this in the future.

Analysis and coding was enjoyable as it offered reflection on the interviews and really
started to focus in on the topic in question. It was at this stage that the whole process of
the research started to come together. For somebody highly proficient in excel and word
- luckily - the process was easy, except for the time issues again. Between work, physio
and consultants appointments I found the process quite tiring towards completion of
chapter 5. What may seem like 8 spreadsheets, to people unfamiliar with the process, I
hope will show the work that has been put in the data analysis, I feel quite satisfied that I
have done a good job.
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1 wrote my title page, dedication, acknowledgements and appendices before I started
chapter 1. I completed chapter 1 with ease as this seemed like a logical final step of the
crusade. I enjoyed the historical aspect of chapter 1 but found myself revisiting Chapter
2 throughout the overall process due to the nature of the topic.

At times throughout, and indeed writing this, I wish I had had longer time to conduct the
research. I have given this dissertation 100%, which has resulted in missed events,
reduced holidays and endless explanations to those whom have not undertaken research
to this extent but I feel it was a very worthwhile experience. If I had to do another, I am
confident that I would be far more prepared and that is a benefit in itself, to have learned
not solely about the topic, but the overall research experience.

I happily would undertake research in the future, I cannot advocate the discipline and
ambition that a Master’s programme and a research dissertation brings out in you. I hope
that my work and efforts are reflected in the final document. I hope my findings will be
useful and hope my work will be viewed by all in a positive light.
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